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SUMMARY
 
The primary objective was to -buil and matntain a detaiied 
cross-referenced file of existing and proposed--space applica­
tions instrumentation, reflecting an accurate and complete 
picture of the current and historical state-of-the-art- The 
secondary objective was to provide,convenient and automated 
access to the fil,. so that specific instruments may be re­
trieved on the basis of d wide variety of descriptive criteria, 
qualitative and/or quantitative. 
An Instrument Resume form was designed to-summarize
 
technical and administrative information about each instrument.
 
At the termination of the first year of the study approximately
 
150 resumes from various programs under the auspices of the
 
NASA Space Applications (SA) Program Office have been included
 
in the master data file.
 
The computer program, dubbed IRSARS (Instrument Resume
 
Search and Retrieval System), can perform the following -func­
tions, in any order: (1) expand the file to include new
 
resumes, (2) revise any item within any resume, (3) search the
 
file and retrieve resumes on the basis of specified retrieval
 
criteria, (4) search the file listing all resumes which exhibit
 
any one or as many as possible of a set of specified keywords,
 
(5) print the entire file on blank resume forms,, and (6) list
 
by title,. spacecraft, and acronym all the resumes in the file.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
 
As the scope of the space'program broadens, it has become
 
increasingly apparent'to cognizant offices within NASA that d
 
systematic method of cataloging remote sensing instrumentation
 
is in critical demand'. Information of this type would prove
 
valuable for related research and development as well as for
 
planning of future space-science and space-applications missions.
 
In addition to these objectives, instruments developed for a
 
particular program could, in some instances, be applied direct­
ly or indirectly with some modification to other related pro­
grams. The trend at present is to develop new instrumentation
 
for each distinct experiment/program. Much expense and dupli­
cated effort could be avoided by-careful analyses of the
 
efforts of all programs and rapid intercommunication of the
 
results of these analyses, resulting in appropriate and 'profit­
able cross-fertilization of ideas.
 
The primary objective, then, was to build and maintain a
 
detailed cross-referenced file of existing or proposed space
 
applications instrumentation, reflecting an accurate and-com­
plete picture of the current and historical state-of-the-art..
 
The secondary'objective was to provide convenient and automated
 
access to the file, so that specific instruments may be re­
trieved on the basis of a wide variety of descriptive criteria,
 
qualitative and/or quantitative.
 
With these two objectives in mind, the Electronics Re­
search Center of NASA in Cambridge, Massachusetts let a contract
 
to IIT Research Institute in June of 1968 for the purposes--of
 
(1) gathering data concerning space applications instruments ­
and organizing them into a common format to be known as an 
Instrument Resume (2) building and maintaining a physical file 
of all the resumes, associated diagrams, and bibliographical 
materials used in preparing the resumes and mentioned under 
REFERENCES (Item 64) on the resumes, and (3) designing and 
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implementing an automated computer-oriented search and retrieval
 
system for accessing these resumes. The extent of the data
 
file in the first year of the contract was limited to approxi­
mately 150 resumes, since considerable emphasis was placed upon
 
the development of the computer program to establish the search
 
and retrieval capability.
 
The Instrument Resume form, designed to summarize technical
 
and administrative information about each instrument, is shown
 
in Figure i. At the termination of the first year of the
 
study, the 150 resumes from various programs under the auspices
 
of the NASA Space Applications (SA) Program Office were pre­
pared and have been included in the master data file. Within
 
the Space Applications category, the instruments are associated
 
with several disciplines including Meteorology, Earth Resources,
 
Communications, Geodesy, and Navigation and Traffic-Control.
 
These instruments cover a major portion of the electromagnetic
 
spectrum from near UV through the visible, IR, microwave and
 
into the radio frequencies, as shown in Figure-2. Many types
 
of instruments are employed, such as imagers, spectrometers,
 
radiometers, and transponders. A number of user groups are
 
interested in this type of information. Among them are pro­
gram planners, system integrators, experiment investigators-,
 
instrument manufactureres, spacecraft designers; and others.
 
A complete list of the resumes currently if the file is given
 
in Appendix A. The completed resumes themselves are not in­
cluded in this report because of bulk and expense of reproduction:
 
they are available upon special request through R. Minzner,
 
Code TES, NASA/ERC, Cambridge, Massachusetts (see Appendix 0).
 
The computer program, dubbed IRSARS (Instrument Resume
 
Search and Retrieval System), has been written and debugged
 
well beyond the nominal requirements of the contract. It has
 
been designed to be used with any IBM series 360 computer
 
(model 40 or larger) with a COBOL compiler. However, it could
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be adapted to almost any computing system having a COBOL
 
compiler, with relatively few modifications.-

With the master data file of resumes residing on disk, 
the system can perform the following functions, in any order: 
() expand the file to include new resumes, (2) revise any item 
within any risume, (3) search the file Ind retrieve resumes on 
the basis of specified retrieval criteria,- (4) search the file 
listing all resumeswhich exhibit any one or as many as possible 
of a set of specified keywords (not required by NASA in the ­
original work statement, but added to the system upon request 
by the technical monitor), (5) print the entire file on blank
 
resume forms, and (6) list by title, spacecraft, and acronym
 
all the resumes in the file. A general flow chart of the­
system is shown fn Figure 3.
 
In keeping with the sponsor's desire for convenience and
 
direct access, the system is operated through a typewriter/
 
console, remote or on-line, using a conversational question-and­
answer mode. No training in computer operations, technology, or
 
programming is necessary to use the system. Operating instruc­
tions are built in, and the system is designed .to do all the
 
work,, including recognizing any operational errors and attempt­
ing to rectify them. Allowances for storing- proprietary and.
 
classified information have been programmed into the system,
 
and only those persons who know .the correct codes can gaia
 
access to such data.
 
The system is generally very fast, performing any one
 
function in a matter of seconds, except for the keyword search,
 
which requires several minutes to examine all 350,000 characters
 
(currently) pertinent to the keyword search function.
 
A follow-on contract for the purpose-of expanding and im­
proving the system has been let to IITRI, commencing in JUne
 
1969.
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2.0 THE INSTRUMENT RESUME
 
The format for the Instrument Resume was developed as a
 
result of-the combined efforts of the c'ognizant technical monitors
 
at NASA/ERC and the IITRI staff with related inputs from the
 
Space Applidations staff at NASA Headquarters. The aim was to
 
include both administrative and technical information about
 
the instruments,
 
-2.1 General.Description
 
The resume format currently being used is shown in
 
Figure 1. A single resume is devoted to a single instrument/
 
spacecraft combination, and therefore, the unique identifying
 
and discriminating characteristic of each resume is the combina­
tion of the ACRONYM (Item 2) and the SPACECRAFT (Item 29) to­
which the instrument is assigned. Many seemingly identical
 
instruments may have the same ACRONYM, such as AVCS (Advanced.
 
Vidicon Camera System), yet each is associated with a different
 
SPACECRAFT (e.g.,'AVCS/ESSA 3, AVCS/ESSA 5, etc-.). Often such­
instruments, when flown on successive spacecraft are improved
 
to reflect changes in the state-of-the-art, or-modified to meet
 
a different set ofexperiment objectives. -In suckT cases, these
 
improvements or modifications are described in the PRINCIPLES
 
OF OPERATION (Item 3i).
 
All lists- of resumes produced on the console by the search
 
and retrieval system (IRSARS) include both SPACECRAFT and ACRONYM.
 
Though unnecessary for identification and cross-referencing
 
purposes, the TITLE (Item 1) is also included in such lists to
 
lend some general idea of subject matter. T-he.-ibliograpfic
 
File, escribed in a later Aection, is organized alphabetically
 
first by SPACECRAFT, and then by ACRONYM with-in each spacecraft
 
group. No attempt was made to number the resumes in this
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sequence, since whenever new resumes are added to the file,
 
the numbering of all subsequent resumes would have to be
 
altered.
 
Generally speaking, the information presented in each
 
resume has been checked for accuracy by the PRINCIPAL INVESTIGA-

TOR (Item 6)' Therefore, all data may be assumed to be correct
 
as of the RESUME DATE (Item 4) indicated. If no reliable
 
information was available as of the RESUME DATE, the item has
 
.been left blank. If an item is not applicable to a particular
 
instrument, the entry for that item is NA. Entries for TITLE
 
(Item 1), ACRONYM (Item 2), RESUME DATE (Item 4), VERSION
 
(Item 5), SECURITY (Item 27), and SPACECRAFT (Item 29) are
 
mandatory. No resume is released until proper entries have
 
been supplied for these items. Occasionally an item may have
 
SEE ITEM 31 entered in it. Diagrams (Item 69) are often omitted
 
from the resume to facilitate quick reproduction of the resume.
 
They are available in the Bibliographic-File, and copies may
 
be obtained upon special request through the Cognizant Personnel
 
(see Appendix D).
 
The resumes are available in-four styles. They may be
 
producad directly on the computer on 11 by 15 inch, 60-pound,
 
perforated-paper stock without diagrams as in Figure 4; they may
 
be printed on the same stock with diagrams as in Figure 18;
 
they may be reduced subsequently to 8 by 10 inch photographic
 
paper stock with diagrams as in Figure 5; or they may be printed
 
as facing pages in a report, with or without diagrams.
 
Based upon the continuing evaluation of the Instrument:
 
Resume format, subsequent to the printing,9f the first version,
 
certain minor modifications weremade.and are described in
 
Appendix E. In addition, it is anticipated that other modifica­
tions may also be made from time to time.
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IR 'Tj'ERMALEMISSION FROM THE EARTH BEThEEN 7 AND 22 MICRONS.
 
2.2 Detailed:Desc-ription
 
To aid in both the interpretation and completion of the.
 
Instrument Resumes;, a detailed explanation of each'item is
 
given in this section. The number and name of-each-tem is ­
followed by an underlined expression which sptciYfes the re­
quired format. of the entries for that item. Each position in 
the expression'-is occup'ied-by ohe of'the'let-ters x, n, , z, C, 
or b; a special 'character such as a slash, decimal point, etc.; 
' 
or any upper case letter -(A, B, C, D, dtc.). Each of th'ese
 
characters means that the posiftion it 3cddies may- ohily be 
occupied by one of tegroup of letts, numbers ai t 6r special 
chara&ters fndidated 	belbw.
 
'Format Character Position'in Item ya be
 
x any- character in overall character
 
set (see Figure 6).
 
n any- integer from 0 to 9 or a
 
space.
 
a any upper case letter of the
 
alphabet or a space.
 
"
 z ' 	 any letter, integer, or space.
 
C z 	 special codes given below in the
 
descriptions of the related item.
 
b a blank or space
 
special characters. the actual appearance of the­
specified special character.
 
upper-case letters. the actual appearance of the
 
specified upper-case letters.
 
These format codes do not exclude the possibility that NA or-

SEE ITEM 31 may be 'a legitimate entry in some items.
 
If several characters in a 'string are all the same, this
 
may be indicated by an integer inparentheses following the
 
character, specifying the number of times the character is
 
repeated.
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FIGURE 6-

INSTRUMENT RESUME CHARACTER SET
 
0 A 

I B 

2 C 

3 D 

4 E 

5 F 

6 G 

7 H 

8 I 

9 	 J 

K 

L 

M 

N 

0 

P 

Q 
R
 
S
 
T
 
U
 
V
 
w 
x 
Y 
z 
space
 
, 
; 

> 

= 
c 

5 
() 
+ 

/ 
$ 

& 

% 

period or 	decimal point
 
comma
 
semi-colon
 
colon
 
quote or apostrophe
 
equal sign
 
less than sign
 
greater than sign
 
left parenthesis
 
right parenthesis
 
plus sign
 
minus sign, hyphen, dash
 
slash
 
dollar sign
 
asterisk ­
ampersand
 
percent
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If an item consists ofmore-t-han-one line of information,
 
the format express-iLn will-be representative of any line of -the
 
item, immediatel' fol'lowied by the number of lines.in the item:
 
In general, all words are or should be spelled out com­
pletely whenever space permits and special c6&es have not beem 
designated. -,When an abbrgviation is-uaavoidable, it should not 
be terminated with a- period unless the dbbreviation is a word 
itself and an -ambiguous meaning might result. 
To clarify the explanations given below; ahypothetical
 
example of a completed resume is presented in Figure 4.
 
1. Title x(50) 2 lines
 
In general, the title assigned by NASA Headquarters to-the
 
experiment/instrument. References to STATUS or SPACECRAFT
 
should be editted out since these specifications are listed
 
elsewhere in the resumne.
 
2. ACRONYM z(6)
 
A descriptive acronym derived from-the TITLE. If- no
 
accepted or standard acronym exists, a logical and appro­
,priate acronym must be assighed.­
3. EXP NO z(16)
 
The accepted number assigned by NASA to the experiment$
 
instrument.
 
4. RESUMLDATE nn/nn/nn
 
Month, year, and day on which the-resume was most recently
 
reviewed and updated by the Cognizant Personnel (see
 
Appendix D).
 
5. VERSION n(4)
 
A four-digit number, starting _itl 0001, and increasing
 
sequentially every time a change is made in -any of the
 
-items in the resume. It is the .sstem operator's responsi­
bility to assure consistent incrementing.
 
6. PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR x(20)
 
The last -name 'f the principal investigator followed
 
immediately by a comma (required), his title (if any),
 
first name, -initials, and/or other ancillary information,
 
as space permits.
 
7. ORGANIZATION x(24)
 
The name of the organization with which the PRINCIPAL
 
INVESTIGATOR is affiliated.
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8. TELEPHONE nnn-zzz-nnnn-zzzzz
 
Area-code, exchange, number, and extension of the PRINCIPAL
 
INVESTIGATOR. The first character of the extension may
 
be X, if so desired.
 
9. CO-INVESTIGATOR x(20)
 
The last name of the co-investigator (or second principal
 
investigator) followed immediately by a comma (required),
 
his title (if any), first name, initials, and/or other
 
ancillary information, as space permits.
 
10. ORGANIZATION x(24 )
 
The name of the organization with which the CO-INVESTIGATOR
 
is affiliated.
 
11. TELEPHONE nnn-zzz-nnnn-zzzzz
 
Area-code, exchange, number, and extension of the CO-

INVESTIGATOR. The first character of the extension may
 
be X, if so desired.
 
12. CONTRACT TYPE c(8)
 
The current type of contract associated with the funding
 
of the instrument. One of the following codes must be
 
used.
 
Code Type of Contract
 
NONE No contractlet at present
 
FPF Fixed price firm
 
FPE Fixed price escalation
 
FPR Fixed price redeterminabla
 
FPI Fixed price incentive
 
C Cost, no fee
 
FALIC Fixed amount in lieu of indirect
 
costs
 
CS Cost sharing
 
CPFF Cost-plus-fixed fee
 
CPIF Cost-plus-incentive-fee
 
TM Time and materials
 
LH Labor hours
 
CPAF Cost-plus-award fee
 
G Grant
 
IA Inter-agency transfer
 
The entries in CONTRACT TYPE and CONTRACT NUMBER should
 
be consistent with each other.
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13. CONTRACT NUMBER x(15)
 
The standard number' f the contract most closely related to
 
the current STATUS of the instrument. if CONTRACT TYPE
 
is NONE5 NA should be entered.
 
14. FLASH INDE. NUMBER nnn-nn-nn-nn-nn
 
The official NASA funding number/code (as given on NASA
 
Form 1122) corresponding to the contract described in
 
Items 12'and 13. If CONTRACT TYPE is none, NONE should be
 
entered-.­
15. START DATE nn/nn
 
If the instrument is being funded or considered fot funding,
 
the month and year when the contract was let or is due to
 
be let. Otherwise, NA should be entered. This date does
 
not necessarily indicate the start of the program.
 
16. COMPL DATE nn/nn or INACT
 
The month and year when work under the CONTRACT NUMBER was
 
completed or is due to be completed. If the instrument is
 
not currently funded or has been rejected at the proposal
 
level, INACT (inactive) should be entered.
 
17. STATUS c(ll)
 
The current status (life-cycle phase) of the instrument,
 
chosen from the following list of codes.
 
Code 	 Explanation
 
PROPOSAL 	 An instrument proposal has been submitted
 
to NASA.
 
FEASIBILITY Feasibility studies are presently. being
 
conducted.
 
PRELIM DSGN Initial engineering designs are being
 
prepared.
 
BREADBOARD Components are being separately butJ$
 
and tested.
 
ADVAN DSGN Final engineering 'drawings are being
 
prepared,
 
PROTOTYPE 	 A configured working model is being
 
built and tested.
 
FLT MODEL 	 A space-hardened unit is being built
 
and tested.
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Codec" 	 Explanation 
ENVRN TESTS 	 The flight model is being-tested
 
under critical environmental con­
ditions.
 
INTEGRATION The instrument is being mounted aboard' 
the designated spacecraft and-tested 
- for 'ompatibility with other instru-, 
ments and spacecraft systems. 
OPERATIONAL 	 The instrument is being flown and
 
data acquired.
 
POST FLIGHT The instrunient is no longer operational
 
(includes experiment data reduction.phasa)o
 
18. MONITOR x(20)
 
The last name of the technical monitor of the NASA or
 
Agency contract followed immediately by a comma (required),
 
his ancillary information as space permits.
 
19. AGENCY c(15)
 
The name of the actual or proposed Federal funding agency,
 
chosen from the following list of codes.
 
Code 	 Meaning
 
NASA HDQTRS 	 NASA Headquarters
 
Washington, D.C'.
 
NASA GSFC 	 Goddard Space Flight Center
 
Greenbelt, Maryland
 
NASA ARC 	 Ames Research Center
 
Moffett Field, California
 
NASA NSC 	 Manned Spacecraft Center
 
Houston, Texas
 
NASA JPL 	 Jet Propulsion Laboratory
 
Pasadena, .California
 
NASA LARC 	 Langley Research Center
 
Langley, Virginia
 
NASA MSFC 	 George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
 
Huntsville, Alabama
 
NASA NESC National Environmental Satellite Center
 
Suitland, Maryland
 
The AGENCY and MONITOR must be consistent with each other.
 
Requests for codes for agencies not listed above may be
 
submitted to the.Cognizant Personnel (see Appendix D).
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20. PGM OFFICE xxxx/xxx
 
The program office responsible for the instrument develop­
ment. The first four characters indicate the funding
 
office. If the AGENCY is NASA, the funding office must
 
be OSSA, OMSF, OTDA, or OART. The final three character
 
entry in this item is the three-letter organization code
 
of the MONITOR.
 
21. TELEPHONE nnn-zzz-nnnn-zzzzz
 
Area-code, exchange, number, and extension of the MONITOR.
 
The first character of the extension may be X, if so desired.
 
22. VENDOR x(24)
 
The name of the proposed or contracted vendor of the in­
strument hardware.
 
23. LOCATION x(23)
 
The city and state in which the VENDOR is located.
 
24. FLIGHT DATE nh/nn
 
The projected or actual month and year of launch of the
 
spacecraft to which the instrument is assigned. This
 
information must be obtained from AGENCY sources, not
 
from the PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR.
 
25. LEAD TIME nn MONTHS
 
The projected time required for the completion or acquisition

of the flight hardware from the START DATE. If the STATUS
 
is ENVRN TESTS or" higher, NA should be entered.
 
26. INSTRUMENT TYPE x(60)
 
A capsule description of the type of instrument presented

in the resume. A basic instrument code, selected from the
 
list of codes below, must be entered in the first few
 
(up to 17) characters of the item, followed immediately
 
by a comma and a space (required). Other dodes will-be
 
added, as required, by the Cognizant Personnel.
 
Codes
 
ALTIMETER
 
BEACON
 
COUNTER
 
DATA RELAY
 
GRAVIMETER 
IMAGER-
INTERFEROMETER 
PHOTOMETER
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Codes
 
POLARIMETER
 
RADIQMETER 
,RECEIVER
 
REFLECTOR
 
SCATTEROMETER
 
SPECTRONETER
 
STAR TRACKER
 
TRANSMITTER
 
TRANSPONDER
 
The comma and space should be followed by a series of'
 
modifiers 'whichdescribe the instrumeht suffici'erttly well
 
so that it cannot be confused with other similar instru­
ments. However, if the -identical instrument appears on
 
several resumes, care should be taken to make these modi­
fiers identical on each resume. Spaces, rather than
 
commas, should be used to separate the modifiers; hyphens
 
should be used to join modifiers of-modifiers. See
 
Item 26 in Figure 4.
 
27. SECURITY ccc
 
The security classification of the resume using the
 
appropriate code selected from the iTst-tbelow. -The entry
 
should describe the highest classification of the informa­
tion contained in the resume. Even though phases of the
 
experiment/instrument research, hardware development, or
 
data handling may be classified, frequently no classified­
information need be entered in.the resume, thereby allow­
ing UNC or PRO to be entered.
 
Code Meaning
 
UNC Unclassified
 
PRO Proprietary
 
CON Confidential
 
SEC Secret
 
TS Top Secret
 
28. APPLICATION c(39)
 
Up to seven of the following codes, separated from one
 
another by a comma and a space.
 
Code Meaning
 
AGRI Agriculture
 
ASTR Astronomy
 
ATM-PHYS Atmospheric Physics
 
BIOL Biology
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Code Meaning
 
CART Cartography
 
COMM Communications
 
ERSP Earth Resources
 
FOR -Fores-ry
 
GEOD Geodesy
 
GEOG Geography
 
GEOL Geology
 
GEOP Geophysics-

HYDR Hydrology-

MET- -Meteorology
 
NAV Navigation and Traffic Control
 
-OCEAN Oceanography
 
P-ART-FLD Parti&les'--and Fields-

PLAN Planetology
 
PLAN-ATM- Planetary-Atmcopheres
 
Requests for codes for applications not listed-above -may
 
be submitted to the Cognizant Personnel (see Appendix D)'
 
29. SPACECRAFT x(24)
 
The nam6 of the spacecraft to whfch the instrument is
 
assigned. Great care should be made to establish consfs­
tent notation for each spacecraft, since this item serves
 
as part (with ACRONYM) of the unique -identifying speeiftea­
tion of a single resume. For-example, the spacecraft.
 
given on the sample resume in Figure 4 is TIROS 7. If
 
other resumes describe other instruments which were flown
 
on the same spacecraft, these resumes must have exactly
 
TIROS 7 entered in item 29, and not TIROS VII, TIROS' 27,
 
(note the additional spaces between TIROS and 7), or the
 
like, which the computer would not recognize.
 
30. PURPOSE x(64) 6 lines
 
Both the primary and secondary-(if any) purposes of
 
instrument/experiment should be defined as-follows: the
 
word PRIMARY followed by a hyphen and any number of sub­
ordinate infinitive phrases, terminated with three asterisks
 
(or a period-if there is no secondary purpose)' the word
 
SECONDARY followed by a hyphen and any number of sub­
ordinate infinitive phrases, terminated with a period.
 
31. PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION x(64) 20 lines
 
A prose description of the basic principles governing the
 
operation of the instrument, historical use or development,
 
spacecraft/instrument interfaces, unusual data-handling
 
requirements, calibration procedures, etc., not described
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elsewhere in the resume. While the all-inclusive spectrai
 
range may be described in Item 35; the actual channels
 
or windows should be specified in this item.
 
32. PHENONENA OBSERVED x(64)
 
A short qualitative description of the actual physical­
phenomena-which the instrument-observes.
 
33. MEASUREMENT RANGE x(64)
 
Short quantitative descriptions of the expected measure­
ment ranges (e.g., dynamic-ranges) characteristic of the
 
instrument. This entry should not give the same informa­
tion as given in other items, such as SPECTRAL RANGE,
 
FIELD OF VIEW, ANGULAR RESOLUTION, or the like.
 
34. PRECISION AND ACCURACY 464)
 
Short, quantitative descriptions of the precisions and
 
accuracies associated with the measurement ranges given
 
in Item 33.
 
35. SPECTRAL.RANGE nnnnn.nnnnbTObnnnnn.nnnnbc(7)
 
The all-inclusive spectral range for the instrument, Aven
 
though only certain bands withinthe range may actually be
 
detected. The first numeric field (nnnnn.nnnn) shouldcbe
 
used to specify the low end of the range; the second
 
numeric field (nnnnn.nnnna), the high end. If the instru­
ment operates at one particular frequency, the single
 
frequency should be entered in the first numeric field,
 
and the second numeric field 'should be left blank. The
 
last seven characters are reserved for the code correspond-­
ing to the appropriate units of the given range. This
 
code should be selected from those listed in Figure 7.
 
36. SPECTRAL RESOLUTION nnnn.nnnbPERCENT
 
The first eight positions constitute a numeric field in
 
which is given the expected or proved spectral resolutfon,
 
as a percent of the median of-the SPECTRAL RANGE.
 
37. TIME CONSTANT nnnn.nbc(7)
 
The expected or proven time constait of the instrument
 
(nnnn.n). The last seven positions are reserved for the
 
code corresponding to the appropriate units, selected from
 
the list in Figure 7.
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FIGURE 7
 
GENERAL LIST OF MANDATORY UNITS CODES
 
CODE < MEANING 
A Angstroms 
CM, Centimeters 
DAYS Days 
GHZ Gigahertz (kilomegacycles/sec). 
HRS Hours 
HZ -Hertz (cycles/sec) 
KHZ Kilohertz (kilocycles/sec) 
METERS Meters 
MHZ Megahertz (megacycles/sec) 
MICRONS Microns 
MILMICR Millimicrons 
MSEC Milliseconds 
MIN Minutes 
MM Millimeters 
MON Months 
SEC Seconds 
YRS Years 
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38. FIELD OF VIEW nnnn.nnbBYnnnn.nnbDEG
 
The angular field of view-subtended by the optics or de­
tector associated with the instrument. If the instrument
 
is ,efined as having a rectangqlar field of view (across
 
the flats), the across-flight angle should be given in the
 
first numeric field (nnnn-.nn)'and the inflight angle should
 
be given in the second numeric field (nnnn.nn). If the
 
instrument has a scanning field of view- the scanning
 
angle (usually across-flight) should be given in the first­
numeric field, and the scanning beam width (usually the
 
same as the ANGULAR RESOLUTION) •should be given in the
 
second numeric field. If the scanning beam width is un-'
 
known, a series of seven dashes should be entered in the
 
second numeric field. If the instrument has a circular
 
field of view (unmasked optics), the angle subtended by the
 
aperture should be given in the first numeric field, and
 
the second numeric field should be left blank. All entries
 
must be expressed in degrees.
 
39. GROUND SWATH x(41).
 
A short quantitative description of the dimensions of the
 
ground swath observed by the instrument from a specific
 
altitude (consistent with the entry for ALTITUDE)', geo­
metrically commensurate with the specified FIELD OF VIEW.
 
Corresponding to the three types of field of view mentioned
 
in'Item 38, experience has shown the formats of the follow­
ing three illustrative entries to be short and easily_
 
understood.
 
Rectangular Field of View
 
430 NM BY 260 NM FROM 600 NM ALTITUDE
 
Scanning Field of View
 
430 NM BY 1.6 NM FROM 600 NM ALTITUDE
 
or
 
430 NM FROM 600 NM ALTITUDE (if beamwidth or'ANGULAR
 
RESOLUTION are unknown)
 
Circular Field of View
 
430 NM DIAM CIRCLE FROM 600 NM ALTITUDE
 
If"the detector is not nadir-pointing (such as a side­
looking radar imager), such a description of the ground
 
swath may be somewhat deceptive. However, this can be
 
clarified in the PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION.
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40. ANGULAR RESOLUTION nnnn.nnnbDEG
 
The angular resolution of the optics or detector associated
 
with the instrument, expressed in degrees (nnnn.nnn).
 
-In the case of.a scanning field of view, this entry is
 
usually the same as the entry in the second numeric ffeld
 
En Item 38. ­
41.. SPATIAL. RESQLUTION x(51)
 
A short quantitative description of the actual instantaneous
 
length of the resolution element -on the ground from a
 
specific altitude (consistent with the entry for ALTITUDE
 
and the'same as used in the GROUND.SWATH), geometrically,
 
commensurate with the specified ANGULAR RESOLUTION. Ex­
perience has shown the format-of the following illustrative
 
example to be short.and easily understood.
 
1.6 NM FROM 600 NM ALTITUDE
 
42. POINTING ACCURACY nnn.nnnbDEG
 
The maximum permissible instantaneous instrument-attitude
 
error for acceptable data, expressed in degrees (nnn.nnn).
 
This entry is not to be confused with the spacecraft attftuce­
error control E-abilities.
 
43. POINTING RATE nnn.nnnbDEG/SEC
 
The- minimum per-mis-sible instrument- attitude-error recovery­
rate for acceptable data, expressed in degrees (nnn.nni).
 
This entry is not to be confused with the spacecraft
 
attitude-error--lcovery-rate -apabilities.
 
44. -ALTITUDE c(5) c(9)
 
A coded qualitative descriptibn of.the altitude and shape
 
of the orbit to which-the instrument/spacecraft is assfgned.

This entry consists of two sub-entries. The first sub-­
entry (five-characters long) is chosen from the codes
 
given below to describe the general range of otbital
 
altitude.
 
Code Meanin-

LOW less than 200 NM
 
tMED 20C to 1000 NM
 
HIGH greater than 1000 NM
 
SYNCH geo-synchronous altitude
 
ANY does not-affect experiments
-
The second sub-entry (9 characters long) is chosen from'
 
the codes given below to distinguish between circular and
 
non-circular orbits.
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Code Meaning:
 
CIRCULAR nominally circular orbit
 
ECCENTRIC nominally non-circular orbit
 
ANY does not affect experiments.
 
Any first sub-ehtty may be used with any second sub-entry.
 
45. INCLINATION c(II) c(10)
 
A coded qualitative descriptio of the inclination and
 
.laurych,azimuth of the instrument/spacecraft.- Thi6 entry
 
consists of two sub-entries. The first sub-entry (11
 
characters long) is chosen from the codes given below to
 
describe the general range of orbital inclination.
 
Code Meaning
 
EQUATORIAL equatorial
 
LOW less than 20 degrees
 
-
MEDIUM 20 to 70 degrees

HIGH greater than -70 degrees
 
'
 SUN-SYNCH sun-synchronous inclination
 
'POLAR 90 degrees (nominal)
 
ANY does not affect experiments
 
The second sub-entry (10 characters long) is chosen from
 
the codes given below to spec-ify -the relationship between
 
the inclination and the launch or final orbital-insertion
 
azimuth.
 
Code - Meaning 
POSIGRADE true inclination is less than
 
90 degrees
 
RETROGRADE true inclination is greater than
 
90-degrees
 
ANY does not affect ekperiments
 
Any second sub-entry may be used with any first sub-entry,
 
except with POLAR (either second entry is meaningless) and
 
SUN-SYNCH (second entry must'be RETROGRADE or will be
 
assumed so if left blank).
 
46. SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS x(64)
 
Brief descriptions of critical requirements of the instru­
ment, missioninstrument interface, and/or spacecraft­
instrument interface. 
-
47. -COMPONENTS x(64)
 
A.list of only those components of the instrument system
 
which contribute to the specified WEIGHT and VOLUME
 
(Items 48 and 49). Examples are detector, electronics,
 
recording device.
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48. WEIGHT nnnnn.LB
 
The total-wei-ght of all. components listed--in Item 47.
 
This entry-must be in pounds. Decimal fractions should­
be rounded up to the nearest integer.­
49. VOLUME nnnnn.nnbCUbFT
 
The total volume occupied by the components listed in
 
Item 47> This-entry must be in cubic feet.
 
50. AVERAGE-POWER nnnn.WATTS
 
The average amount of electrical power requireJ by the
 
instrument. This entry must be in watts, Decimal fractions
 
should be rounded up to the nearest integer.
 
51. STANDBY POWER nnn.WATTS
 
The amount of electrical-power required by the instrument
 
when in a standby mode. This entry must be in watts.
 
Decimal fractions should be rounded up to the nearest
 
integer.
 
52. PEAK POWER nnnn.WATTS
 
The peak amount of electrical power required by the instru­
ment at any time during its operation. This entry must be
 
in watts. Decimal fractions should be rounded up to the
 
neares.t integer
 
53.. MTBF nnncccc
 
The estimated or demonstrated mean-time-before-failure of
 
the instrument. The last four positions of the item are
 
reserved for the appropriate units of time selected from
 
- the list in Figure 6. 
54. RF INTERFERENCE c(9)
 
A qualitative description of the radio-frequency inter­
ferende using one of the following codes:
 
Code Meaning
 
SOURCE A source of interference
 
SENSITIVE Sensitive to interference
 
SOURC/SEN Sensitive to and a source of
 
interference -

NONE Neither a source of nor sensitive
 
to interference
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55. MAGNETIC INTERFERENCE c(9)
 
A qualitative description of the magnetic interference, 
using one of.the codes listed-in the description of 
Item 54. ­
56. NUCLEAR INTERFERENCE c(9)
 
A qualitative description of-the nuclear interference,
 
using one of the codes -listed in the description of
 
Item 54.
 
57. THERMAL INTERFERENCE c(9)
 
A qualitative description of the thermal interference,
 
using one of the codes listed'in the description of
 
Item 54.
 
58. - SHIELDING x(24) 
A concise description of any shielding required by the ­
instrument, concommitant with the entries in RF, MAGNETIC, 
NUCLEAR, and/or THERMAL INTERFERENCE. Reference may be
 
made to the PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION, using the phrase
 
SEE ITEM 31, if.a longer explanation is required.
 
59. CALIBRATION x(24)
 
A concise description of the in-flight calibration require­
ments for the instrument. Reference may be made to the
 
PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION, using the phrase SEE ITEM 31, if
 
'a longer explanation-is required.
 
60. DATA RECOVERY c(20)
 
A qualitative description of-the data recovery requirements

for the instrument/experiment, usIng one of the following
 
codes.
 
Code 

REALTIME TELEMETRY 

DELAYED TELEMETRY 

TELEMETRY ON COMMAND 

Meaning
 
As data are acquired; they are
 
immediately transmitted to a,
 
receiving station
 
Data are buffered and later
 
transmitted to a 'receiving
 
station on a regularly scheduled
 
basis..
 
Data are buffered and later 
transmitted to a receiving sta­
tion on the bas'is of a locally'
or' remotely generated command 
(interrogation mode).
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Code 	 -Meaning
 
DELAYED AND REAL TIME 	 A combination of the DELAYED
 
TELEMETRY and REALTIME TELE-

METRY modes0
 
AUTOMATED RE-ENTRY 	 Data are returned to earth via
 
an unmanned re-entry vehicle,
 
MANNED RETURN-	 Data are returned tb earth via
 
a manned re-entry vehicle.
 
EVA/MANNED RETURN- 	 Data are covered using manned
 
extra-vehicular activity, and
 
then returned to earth via a
 
manned re-entry vehicle0
 
'6L FREQUENCY OF OBSERVATION x(18)
 
A concise description of the rate or frequency at which
 
the instrument operates in a data-acquisition .mode.
 
Typical entries might be: CONTINUOUSLY, NIGITSIDE OF
 
ORBIT, 3 TIMES PER DAY, etc.
 
62. TELEMETRY REQUIREMENTS x(64) 3 lines
 
A quantitative description of the telemetry requirements,
 
including bandwidth when applicable, consistent with the
 
entry for DATA RECOVERY (Item 60).
 
63. ADVANTAGES AND LIMITATIONS s(64) 2 lines
 
Concise statements, separated by commas, describing the
 
unique advantages of the instrument, terminated by a
 
semi-colo-n.The semi-colon is followed by another group
 
of concise statements, separated by commas, describing the
 
significant limitations of the instrument, terminated by
 
a period.
 
64. REFERENCES x(64) 6 lines
 
A list of references used directly in preparing the
 
resume. Additional relevant resumes, not used directly,
 
may also be listed as space permits. The general
 
format for each reference is as follows: title,
 
author, institution or agency, date, plus other
 
standard ,blbliographical information as deemed
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required. References are numbered in sequence with an
 
integer followedby a.right parenthesis immediately pre­
ceding the title. Each reference is termilated with
 
three asterisks, except the last one.
 
'65. COST PREVIOUS FY nnnn:b$n(10)*
 
The previous fiscal year is entered in the first four
 
positions of the item, followed by a colon, a blank, and'
 
a dollar.sign (not required). The remaining ten-po~ition
 
numeric field gives the total contracted cost associated
 
with the instrument for the previous fiscal year. No
 
commas may be used in the cost entry and the entry itself
 
must be justified right. Print-out of this item on the
 
resumes is suppressed without proper access codes.
 
66. COST CURRENT FY nnnn:b~n(10)*
 
The same explanation given for Item 65 is valid for this
 
item, except that the current level of funding should be
 
entered in the 10-posit-on numeric field, Print-out of
 
this item on the resumes is suppressed without proper
 
access codes.
 
67. COST TO DATE $n(10)*
 
This item gives the total contracted cost of the instrument
 
through its development, including the costs for the
 
current fiscal year (Item 66). The same explanation
 
given for the 10-position numeric field in Item 66 is 'valid
 
for this item. The dollar sigh may be omitted if so
 
desired. Print-out of this item on the resumes is suppressed
 
without proper access-codes.
 
68. COST TO COMPLETION $n(16)*
 
This iterft gives the estimated level of funding over and
 
above the COST TO DATE (Item 67) which will be required
 
for successful achievement of the PURPOSE, including develop­
ment, manufacture, testing, flight, and data-ha.ndling.
 
The same explanation given for the 10-position numeric
 
field in Item 66 is valid for the 16-positi'n numeric
 
field in this item. The dollar sign mayobeoomitted, if so
 
desired. Print-out of this itpm on the resumes is suppres­
sed without proper access codes.
 
* Based upon subsequent analysis b& the Techntcal Monitor and 
IITRI, it was' decided to omit th!i item from future ver­
sions of the Instrument Resume Format. See Appendix K.
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69. DIAGRAMS
 
This block on the resume is reserved for diagrams illustrat­
ing theuse &nd operation-of the instrument. The block
 
has been designed to accommodate three diagrams originally

drawn vertically on 8-1/2 by 1i inch paper, reduced to
 
2-1/8 by 2,3/4 inches; or one diagram originally drawn
 
horizontally on 1-I/2 by 11-inch paper, reduced to 3-1/4
 
by 4-1/2 inches. Many other special arrangements are­
feasible.
 
In general,.the original art work may be submitted to the
 
Cognizant Personnel (see Appendix D) who will arrange for
 
transferring the diagrams to the master resume. Those
 
resumes printed by IRSARS on the computer will not have
 
the diagrams on them. However, once a master with the
 
diagrams is made, it may be easily reproduced and distri­
buted.
 
A brief summary of some of the information detailed in
 
this section is given in Figure 8. Additional inquiries about
 
individual items and their interpretation and/or completion
 
may be directed to the Cognizant Personnel ( see Appendix D).
 
A convenient form for coding the instrument resumes, in prepara­
tion for punching, is given in Appendix C. Changes in the
 
resume format are given in Appendix E.
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FIEGURE 8
 
SUMMARY OF THE-BASIC 
CAPABILITIES" AND 
-,-
-REQUIREMENTSOF THE 
INSTRUMENT RESUME 
ITEMS 
-4 
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2.J ACRNY 
3I EXPCo 
4. RESUME DATE 
5. VERSION 
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7. 	ORGANIZATION
 
(RE: iER"65 

8. TELEPHONE
 
_(RE:ITEM_,6) 
9. CO-INVESTIGATOR 

10. 	 ORGANIZATION
 
(RE: ITEM"9) 
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(RE: ITEM 9) 

12. 	 CONTRACT TYPE 
13. 	 CONTRACT-NUMBER 
14. 	 FLASH INDEX-NUMBER 
15. 	 START DATE-
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(1) See Explanatjon of Item in the Instrument Resume Section
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FIGURE 8 (CONT;) 	
- -//
SUMMARY (FYTHE BASIC 	 f 
iW1cu Q4 
REQUIREMENTS OF THE 
CAPABILITIES" AND 	 -q W 
INSTRUMENT RESUME .-	 co 
25 LE TXE .N 0NO o (NO 
E27.-oS CU4.Jj4 ST i 2,SUN4J ;05WEo 
q) E5 t8CJ4 r4C, 
ITEM 	 4n_ ('4I 0 
25. 	 ALCATIE NO -NO NO NO: YES
 
26. 	 INSTRUMENT TYPE 71 YES YES .NO NO YES
 
27. 	 SECURITY 1 YES NO YES,>YES 
-NO
 
.2-APPLICATiON 	 1 YES NO NO YES. YES
 
29. 	 SPACECRAFT 1 YES NO YES. YES' NO
 
30. 	PURPOSE 6 NO YES NO. ,NO YESi 
31. 	PR-INCIPLES OF
 
OPERATION 20 NO YES NO NO NO
 
32. 	 PHENOMENA OBSERVED I NO -YES NO NO NO
 
33. 	MEASUREMENT RANGE 1 NO NO NO NO NO 
34. 	 PRECIS*ION AND
 
ACCURACY 1 NO NO NO NO NO
 
35. 	 SPECTRAL RANGE 1 YES NO NO YES YES
 
36. 	 SPECTRAL RESOLUTION 1 YES NO NO NO YES
 
37. 	 TIME CONSTANT 1 NO NO NO YES- YES
 
38. 	 FIELD OF VIEW' 1 YES :NO NO NO YES
 
39. 	 GROUND SWATH 1 NO NO NO NO YES'
 
40. 	ANGULAR RESOLUTION I YES- NO NO -NO YES
 
-41. 
 SPATIAL RESOLUTION 1 NO NO NO NO YES'
 
42. POINTING ACCURACY 1 NOT NO NO NO YES
 
43. POINTING RATE 1 NO NO NO NO- YES
 
44. ALTITUDE 	 1 YES ' NO NO YES YES 
45. INCLINATION 	 1 YES'. NO - NO YES YES 
46. SPECIAL REQUIREMENT' 1 NO NO NO NO NO
 
47. COMPONENTS 	 1 NO NO NO NO NO
 
48. WEIGHT 	 1 YES NO NO NO YES
 
49. VOLUME 	 1 YES NO NO NO YES
 
50. AVERAGE POWER 1 YES NO NO NO YES
 
51. STANDBY POWER I YES NO NO NO YES
 
52. PEAK POWER 	 I YES- NO NO NO YES
 
53. MTBF 	 I YES NO NO YES YES
 
54. RF INTERFERENCE I YES NO NO YES NO i
-
(1) See Explanation of Item in theInstrument Resume Section
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(1) See Explanation of Item in the Tnstrudent R~esumne Section 
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3.d THE RESUME.FILE
 
As mentioned in thejIntroduction, under the current
 
contract, th& resume 'file has been-purposely limited to about
 
150 resumes pertaining to Space Applications. These resumes
 
are stored on an IBML2311 Disk Pack, occupying about 15 per­
cent of the total available st'orage area on-the pack.- The
 
system can be expanded to accommodate 995 resumes without
 
changing the basic configuration currently in use. When the
 
number of resumes exceeds 995, another 2311 will have to be
 
added to the basic system-configuration, providing space for
 
an additional 995 resumes. .,Further expansion may require the
 
use of an-IBM 2314 Disk-File, which is readily available in
 
-most of the larger 360 systems. The total capacity pf a.2314
 
-Disk File would be about 33,000 resumes. Since--anumber of
 
-these units may be-linked together-, it is obvious that.the
 
potential capacity of the systemis virtually unlimited.
 
- A listing of-the resumes in the current.file is given
 
in-Appendix A.- Aopies of the, resumes themselves-are avail­
able upon special request through the Cognizant Personnel
 
(see Appendix D).
 
'Examination of the resumes in-the current file-will
 
reveal that many items-have been left blank. As explained
 
pTeviously,, this -means that no-information was available.
 
As new infotmation is received, these items will be completed
 
.using thet REVISE function of IRSARS. (see section 5:..l)
 
Similarly, as any information on-the resumes becomes out-of­
date, and more-recent information becomes available, the
 
resumes will be updated via the REVISE function.
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One of the basic objectives of the follow-on contract
 
is to maintain-and update the resume file. Anyinputs to
 
this task will be gratefully received by the Cognizant
 
Personnel (see Appendix-D).
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4.0 THE BIBLIOGRAPHIC-FILE
 
In addition to the Disk.File, a physical Bibliographic
 
File is maintained. The purpose of this file is four-fold:
 
Firstly as mentioned previously, the diagrams (Item 69)
 
associated with each resume cannot be stored on the Disk File.
 
Thus, the Bibliographic File is the prime source of resumes on
 
which diagrams-have been printed. These resumes may be easily
 
reproduced and-distributed to interested parties. Application
 
may be made through the Cognizant Personnel (see AppendixiD).
 
Secondly, the-Bibliographic File contains not only the
 
most current resumes, but also all prior versions of the
 
resumes. Examination of previous editions can yield an
 
accurate historical picture of the development of an instrument,
 
a concept-useful to space mission planners.
 
Thirdly, the Bibliographic File also contains copies of
 
all the reference material used in compiling the resume.
 
Often additional reference material, not used directly in com­
piling the resume is also included. This insures a sound
 
basis for documentation of the information in the resumes.
 
Fourthly, the Bibliographic File'serves as a-physical
 
backup to the Disk File, should all copies of the latter be
 
inadvertently lost or destroyed.
 
The resumes in the Bibliographic File are first arranged
 
alphabetically by SPACECRAFT (Item 29), and then-within-each
 
SPACECRAFT group, alphabetically by ACRONYN (Item 2).
 
Letters are considered to be lower in the'co-llating-sequence
 
than numbers and therefore follow numbers in natural order.
 
Thus the spacecraft NIMBUS 2 would be found closer to-the
 
physical beginning of the file than NIMBUS E, and the acronym
 
ACV2 would be found closer tothe physical beginning of its
 
spacecraft group than ACVB.
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Information in the Biblographic File is readily avail­
able to interested parttes ,upon special request to the Cog­
nizant Personnel (see AppendixD).
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5.0 THE SEARCH AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEM (IRSARS)
 
IRSARS (Instrument Resume Search and Retrieval Syste) is
 
a high-speed, automated, computer-oriented, conversational-mode,
 
search and retrieval system, designed to provide several useful
 
and convenient means of access to the instrument resumes. A
 
general flow chart for IRSARS, showing the various functions of
 
the system and their interelationships, is given in Figure 9.
 
A general logic chart is given in Appendix E, which will be
 
found in the pocket on the back cover of this report. The
 
source listing of IRSARS, which is written in COBOL, is given in
 
Appendix B. A basic description of the capabilities of the
 
system follows.
 
5.1 Program Description
 
The System can perform three separate functions, some 
having several options and sub-options in conjunction with the 
Master Disk File. 
1) SEARCH - Four separate options are available within the 
function SEARCH.
 
a) LIST
 
The purpose of this option is to list all
 
the resumes in the master data fi eon the
 
typewriter/console. Each resume is identified
 
by TITLE, SPACECRAFT, and ACRONYM. If it is
 
in the PROPOSAL phase, that is indicated. If
 
the instrument/spacecraft combination is not
 
currently being considered for flight, that
 
is also indicated by the word INACTIVE.
 
b) PRINT
 
The purpose of this option is to print out
 
all the resumes in the Disk File on-the high
 
speed printer using the special resume forms.
 
The resumes may be paginated.
 
c) RETRIEVE
 
The purpose of this function is to search
 
the master data file for certain specific
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resumes, selection being based upon any
 
number of simultaneous criteria supplied by
 
the operator on the computer console, The
 
criteria may be loose enough to retrieve
 
many resumes, or tight enough to retrieve
 
very few. Retrieval may be based upon as
 
many selection criteria as desired, The
 
following items are presently available for
 
retrieval.
 
Resume Item Number Description
 
1 TITLE
 
2 ACRONYM
 
3 EXPERIMENT NUMBER 
4 RESUME DATE
 
5 VERSION
 
6 PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR
 
17 STATUS
 
19 AGENCY
 
20 PROGRAM OFFICE
 
26 INSTRUMENT TYPE
 
27 SECURITY
 
28 APPLICATION
 
29 SPACECRAFT
 
35 SPECTRAL RANGE
 
36 SPECTRAL RESOLUTION
 
38 FIELD OF VIEW
 
40 ANGULAR RESOLUTION
 
44 ALTITUDE (AND ECCENTRICITY)
 
45 INCLINATION (AND LAUNCH AZIMUTH)
 
48 WEIGHT
 
49 VOLUME
 
50 AVERAGE POWER
 
51 STANDBY POWER
 
52 PEAK POWER
 
53 MTBF (MEAN TIME BEFORE FAILURE)
 
54 RF INTERFERENCE
 
55 MAGNETIC INTERFERENCE 
56 NUCLEAR INTERFERENCE 
57 THERMAL INTERFERENCE 
60 DATA RECOVERY 
Most of the other items are not intended nor
 
suitable for retrieval on the basis of given
 
criteria (PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION, Item 31,
 
for example). However, the next SEARCH
 
option, described below, provides a method
 
of accessing the information within a number
 
of these non-retrievable items.
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d) KEYWORD
 
The purpose of this option is to search cer­
tain Items of each resume for the occurrence
 
of specified keywords. From one to four key­
words may be'specified at one time. Provision
 
has been made'to link the specified keywords
 
in the search mode by either AND (sub~option 1)
 
or OR (sub-option 2) logic.l)-esumes in
 
whi- one (or more) of the keywords appear
 
are listed on the console/typewriter in the
 
same manner as.they are in the LIST option,
 
except that; in addition, the keyword(s)
 
found are also listed along with the item
 
numbers inwhich they were found. The
 
following items, in order of search priority,
 
are those etamine--in-h-e .KEYWT-51-ption:
 
Resume Item Number Description
 
i TITLE
 
0O PURPOSE 
31 PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION.. 
32 PHENOMENA OBSERVED 
26 INSTRUMENT TYPE 
7 ORGANIZATION OF THE PRINCIPAL 
INVESTIGATOR 
10 ORGANIZATION OF THE CO-INVESTIGATOR 
22 VENDOR 
23 LOCATION OF VENDOR 
The KEYWORD search, by virtue of the complex
 
logic involved, is lengthy; The average
 
time is 3.65 seconds per keyword per resume.
 
Thus care should be taken in the choice -of
 
meaningful keywords.
 
2) EXPAND The purpose of this function is to expand the
 
existing Disk File to includ& more resumes. In­
put to the file is via punched cards, which are
 
1), While the OR- logic is truly formulated tunder the Boolean
 
concepts of'!prioritized exclusion" logic,.-the. AND logic is 
not'Lpure.. The:.purpose of the AND.logic .is.to-=n- as- many 
,as possible., but not necessar±Ty-all, ofithe. specified 
keywords, If the.DR..!ogic. is chosen, as .soon.as,'Qne key­
word is found, the-next resume is accessed,, searched for the 
first keyword, and so.forth.. 
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added to the Disk File in the correct format for
 
the system. A convenient form for coding the
 
Instrument Resumes is given in Appendix C.
 
About 150 resumes have been prepared under the
 
current contract; however, up to 995 resumes may
 
be stored on a single disk pack. Additional
 
disk packs may be tied automatically into the
 
system to increase the data volume (see section
 
3.0).
 
3) REVISE - The purpose of this function is to enable the
 
system operator to revise any item or group of
 
items on any resume at will. Revisions are typed
 
in on the console by the operator. No punched
 
cards are used in the performance of the function.
 
Selection, retrieval, and revision of items is
 
entirely automatic.
 
The above functions may be performed in any order any
 
number of times.
 
No training in computer operations, technology, or program­
ming is necessary to use the system. Via the console/typewriter,
 
the operator submits commands and supplies answers to questions
 
posed by the computer in English. After sufficient information
 
has been given to the computer, it automatically performs the
 
requested function, and then asks for additional tasks.
 
Operating instructions are built in, and the system is
 
designed to do the vast majority of the work, including recog­
nizing any operational errors and attempting to rectify them.
 
Allowances for storing proprietary and classified information
 
have been programmed into the system, and only those persons who
 
know the correct access codes can gain access to classified
 
resumes. (As of the termination of the current contract, there
 
are no classified resumes in the file0 ) A detailed operating
 
manual is included with this report.
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5.2" System.Configuration
 
IRSiRS is currentiy designed to be run under -IBM Disk 
Operating System (DOS) software, release 18 or-higher. .The
 
program currently requires about 12500 hexadecimal, or 75,000
 
decimal.core<,locations in one phase, in addition to the-number
 
of core locations required for the Supervisor. The-DOS "release
 
19 Supervisor requires 4C48 hexadecimall, or about:20,,000
 
decimal coieilocattons. Thus,, the-total 6re requirement for
 
the current system running under DOS release 19 is about 17000
 
hexadecimal, or 95,00 decimal corelocations.
 
Thus, in terms of current machine-configurations, the
 
system canbe run on any-IBM.series 360. computer,,Model 40 or
 
larger, supporting DOS release 18 or higher. .It must be
 
pointed out, however, that:IRSARS could.be adapted to almost
 
any computing systemhaving'a COBOL compiler, an on-line
 
typewriter/console, and a total core capacity of about 10OK,
 
with relatively few modifications.
 
The program is- currently stored on 9-track magnetic tape
 
in object (machine language) form. This-tapemay be mounted
 
on any on-line 2400 series 9-track magnetic tape drive, which
 
is then define& as the standard input device (see-Operating
 
,Manual).
 
-The instrument resumes are stored on-a 2311.Disk.Pack in­
standard sequential format. Each resume requires twot tracks
 
on a 2311.Disk-Pack, and is actually stored as two records:
 
page one of the resume ,(Items I through 34) on the first
 
track, and page two of the resume (Items.35 through 68) on the­
second track. Each disk pack has 2000 tracks-available. ,Thus
 
the total number of resumes which may be stored on a,single
 
disk pack is 995.- allowing 10 tracks for VTOC. (Voume -Table of
 
-Contents, required by COB-LPunder. DOS).Provisions fdr ex­
panding the file are-described in Section 3.0.
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IRSARS is currently designed to use the on-line 1052
 
console/typewriter (standard equipment on any IBM System.360).
 
as the means of entering commands, and receiving program
 
messages. However, conversion to a batch mode, in whichc-om­
mands are read in on punched cards as data to the program, is
 
possible. The disadvantage of such a conversion, is the loss
 
of the "hands-on" conversational mode, which allows zeal-time
 
modification of search requests, and immediate response to
 
outputs in terms of possible new methods of access.
 
The resumes may be printed out on the printer on blank
 
resume forms, if so desired. The standard printer used with
 
the 360 computer is the 1403. The blank forms are mounted by
 
the operator. IRSARS has a built-in set of instructlons which
 
allows for aligning the blank resume forms properly, but the
 
actual adjustments of the printer carriage must be done
 
manually.
 
Though the program is loaded from tape, IRSARS stilL
 
requires a card reader to input any resumes which are to be
 
added to the Disk File via the function EXPAND (see section
 
5.1). Also the card punch is necessary to produce the punched
 
card for the System Log1 ). The standard card reader/punch
 
associated with the 360 computer is the 2540.
 
The total amount of equipment required for IRSARS may be
 
divided into-three categories, as shown below.
 
IRSARS Equipment
 
I Program Tape
 
1 2311 Disk Pack (Instrument Resume File)
 
Blank Resume Forms (Optional)
 
I). The System Log is a physical file of punched cards pro­
duced by IRSARS everytime the system is used. The cards
 
give the name of the operator and the date of use. The
 
System Log is maintained by the Cognizant Personnel
 
(see Appendix D).
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DOS Equipment
 
3 
 2311 Disk Packs (DOS Systems Pack, Work Pack,
 
and Private Library Pack)
 
360 Computer Equipment
 
-1 Central Processing Unit, 
1 1052 Console 
1 2400 Series 9-Track Tape Drive 
4 2311 Disk Drives 
1 1403 High-Speed Printer
 
1 2540 Card Reader/Punch
 
Various Control Units-

It will be noted that all the operator need bring to the
 
computer each time is the program tape, the disk file, and a
 
supply of blank resume forms, if needed. The remaining equip­
ment is supplied by the computer installation.
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6.0 THE PERFORMANCE OF THE SYSTEM
 
While the various search and retrieval options are-very
 
flexible, there is merit in considering the comparative speed
 
and efficiency of alternative search-options in order to
 
minimize the time required and maximize the resulting informa­
tion in terms of the user objectives. This section presents
 
graphs showing the speed with which various types of searches
 
can be made. The formulas for the graphs are empirical,- based
 
upon actual measurements of the performance of this system.
 
They apply only to the IBM 360 Model 40 computer, and should be
 
considered -approximate.
 
This section also presents a few examples of the applica­
tion of the system to real problems to illustrate optimum
 
procedures.
 
6,1 Speed and Efficiency
 
In every mode except the KEYWORD option, IRSARS is -ex­
tremely fast internally. For example, in the RETRIEVE option,
 
IRSARS requires approximately one-tenth of a second to examine
 
a single resume to see if the appropriate items satisfy.the
 
specified retrieval criteria. However, the typewriter/console
 
requires about 10 seconds to print out the TITLE, SPACECRAFT,
 
and ACRONYM of each resume which satisfies-the given criteria.
 
During this print-out or external time, no further searching
 
is performed, i.e., the computer waits for the completion of the
 
print-out before continuing with the search. Thus, theoretically,
 
if-no resumes satisfying the criteria were found, the current
 
file would be searched in about 15 seconds or 0.25 minutes
 
(150 resumes x 0.1 second/resume). As the percent or number of
 
resumes retrieved becomes greater than zero, the amount-of
 
external (printing) time required increases rapidly. Figure 10
 
shows the total (internal and external) processing time re­
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FIGURE 10 
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quired for the retrieval of resumes satisfying specified re­
trieval criteria. The dashed line gives the total processing
 
time if the resume could be listed on the high-speed printer,
 
instead of the typewriter/console. This option has not been
 
built into the system as yet, but is planned'-as a task for the
 
follow-on contract, Of course, the high-speed printer could
 
only be used 'for listing resumes if the blank resume forms were
 
not used.
 
Figure 11 gives the percent of the total processing time
 
required exclusively for listing on the typewriter/console vis
 
a vis the high-speed printer (dashed-line). The time saved
 
by using the high-speed printer is dramatically illustrated in
 
this figure.-

The KEYWORD optionfs,-on the other hand, are almost as
 
slow internally; as they are externally. IRSARS requires about
 
3.7 seconds to examine one resume all the way through to see
 
if it exhibits one of the specified keywords. 
-
The first KEYWORD sub-option (AND logic) searches for
 
occurrences of'as many as possible of the specified key­
words, up to a maximum of four, When it finds one, it lists
 
it, and then searches the same resume from the beginning.check­
ing for occurrences of the remaining specified keywords, one
 
at a.time, The external time to list the TITLE, SPACECRAFT,
 
and-ACRONYM of the'applicable resume is about-the same as in
 
the RETRIEVE.option: 10 seconds. The time to list each keyword
 
is about 2 seconds, assuming the average time to find a keyword
 
is.half of the 3.7 seconds required to examine an entire resume,
 
and assuming a listed resume exhibits an average of 1.5keywords-,.
 
the total time required to process the entire file is given in
 
Figure 12 as a function of the number of keywords specified.
 
and the percent of resumes exhibiting at-least one of the
 
specified-keywords. Figure 13 gives/the percent of the total
 
processing time required -exclusively for listing the resumes
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under KEYWORD sub-option 1. Figures 14 and 15 show the same
 
relationships as in Figures 12 and 13 as they apply to the
 
KEYWORD sub-option 2 (OR logic>.
 
Comparing Figures 12 and 14,.it is easily seen that the
 
.first sub-option (AND logic) should be used only when it is
 
absolutely essential to check for the simultaneous appearance
 
of more than,one keyword..o When the appearance of any one of­
the specified keywords, in order of priority, is sufficiently
 
significant, the' secohd sub-opt-ionshould be-used.
 
The PRINT option requires about 5 seconds to print -a .single 
resume on the 1403 high-speed printer (@ 1300 lines/minute). 
'Thus, to print the current file of 150 resumes.requires about 
.12 minutes.-
-
The times required for execution ofithe LIST option may
 
be determined from Figure 10, where K is equal to 100% (since
 
all resumes are to be listed). ­
.Based on expected returns from various types of searches,
 
Figures 10 through 15 may be used to determine the most ef­
ficient options and sub-options as methods of access. The
 
Cognizant Personnel (see Appendix D) are well versed in the
 
trade-offs among the various methods of access and can be help­
ful in planning orderly and efficient use of the system. -

For example, if a user wishes to list all resumes describ­
ing instruments which operate in the near-infrared band -of the
 
-spectrum, it would be foolish to specify NEAR-INFRARED as a­
keyword. Instead, the .RETRIEVAL option should be used, using 
NEAR-INFRARED as a retrieval criterion for Item 35 (SPECTRAL 
RANGE). If 10 percent of the resumes satisfy the criterion, 
from Figure 10, the job will be finished in 2.8 minutes (or 
18 seconds if the high-speed printer were used). If the -
KEYWORD sub-option 2 were used, the job would require almost 12 
minutes (from Figure 14) and there would be no guarantee of 
retrieving all the resumes operating in the near-infrared band; 
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only those that mentioned the exact phrase NEAR-INFRARED some­
where in one of the items listed on page 5-4 would be listed.
 
On-the other hand, if it is the user's wish to retrieve
 
those resumes which pertain to sea surface temperature measure­
ments, a likely method of access would be via KEYWORD sub-option
 
1 (AND logic'), by specifying three simultaneous keywords:
 
SEA, SURFACE, TEMPERATURE. If about 25 percent of the resumes
 
are expected to exhibit an average of 1.5 of these keywords,
 
the job would require 32 minutes.
 
One of the tasks proposed for the contract is to combine
 
the KEYWORD options, so that resumes may be retrieved on the
 
basis of constraints and keywords simultaneously. In the
 
example just given, it would then be possible to search-for
 
only one keyword under KEYWORD sub-option 2c SEA. This would
 
require about 15 minutes. At the same time, each resume
 
'exhibiting SEA, would be examined for-a spectral range including
 
either the thermal Ik region or the microwave region, both of
 
which point rather definitively to temperature detection applica­
tions.. This would require about I minute (2 runs using the
 
high-speed printer), resulting in a total time of 16 minutes,
 
or-half of what would be required using the KEYWORD option
 
alone.
 
6.2 Sample Applications
 
This section presents several typical applications of the
 
RETRIEVE and KEYWORD options.
 
Suppose.a user wishes to list all the radiometers which
 
operate in the thermal-infrared band. He submits RADIOMETER
 
as a criterion for Item 26 (INSTRUMENT TYPE), and THERMAL-IR
 
as a criterion for Item 35 (SPECTRAL RANGE). He, of course,
 
could have specified an exact spectral range, say 8-15 microns,
 
if he had so desired. But instead, he chose to use one of the
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general specifications Available as criteria for spectral
 
range (see Operating Manualfor a full-explanation of this
 
option). Using only two simultaneous criteria, he received a
 
list of 21 instruments shown in Figure 16, each of which
 
supposedly satisfies the dual-condition that it be a THERMAL-

IR RADIOMETER. -Note that NIMBUS E/MICRAD has an asterisk pre­
ceding its title. From the footnote it is learned that in this
 
resume, at least one of the two items searched, SPECTRAL RANGE
 
or INSTRUMENT TYPE, must be blank, and that the other item,
 
if not blank, must satisfy the criterion. Examining the resume
 
NIMBUS E/MICRAD reveals that SPECTRAL RANGE is blank.
 
Suppose however, the user does not want 21 resumes as the
 
result of his search. He wishes to reduce the number of re­
trieved resumes by submitting additional criteria. IRSARS
 
gives him this opportunity,, and he further specifies that the
 
weight of the thermal-IR radiometer must be less than or equal
 
to 15 pounds via Item 48 (WEIGHT). This time IRSARS retrieves
 
only 13 resumes, shown in Figure 17.; Note also that there are
 
-no asterisks on the list, meaning that every resume on the list
 
actually satisfies the retrieval 'criteria.
 
Finally the user submits a fourth retrieval criterion, ­
specifying that one of the applications (Item 28) of the instru­
ment must be to the Earth Resources Survey Program (ERSP).
 
IRSARS now finds only one resdme satisfying all four crfteria:
 
MEDIUM RESOLUTION INFRARED RADIOMETER
 
NIMBUS 2 MRIR
 
Having now found a single resume satisfying his retrieval
 
criteria, the user asks the computer to print it out, which
 
it does, as shown in Figure 18. Note that thespectral range
 
is 0.2 to 30.0 microns, which obviously includes .the thermal-

IR region; the instrument is a radiometer (Item 26); it weighs
 
14 pounds, which is less than 15 pounds; and is applied to
 
rERSP (Item 28).
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FIGURE 16
 
SAMPLE APPLICATION 1 
BG LIST OF INSTRUMENT RESUMES
 
BG BY TITLE, SPACECRAFT AND ACRONYM
 
BG SATISFYING THE FOLLOWING RETRIEVAL CRITERIA:
 
BG
 
BG
 
BG INSTRUMENT TYPE = RADIOMETER
 
BG SPECTRAL RANGE = THERMAL-IR
 
BG
 
BG
 
BG MEDIUM RESOLUTION INFRARED RADIOMETER
 
BG NIMBUS 2 MRIR
 
BG
 
BG HIGH RESOLUTION SURFACE COMPOSITION MAPPING 

BG NIMBUS E HRMR
 
BG
 
BG MEASUREMENT OF ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE AND
 
BG HUMIDITY PROFILES WITH AN INFRARED RADIOMETER 

BG - NIMBUS E ITPR
 
BG
 
BG LIMB RADIANCE INVERSION EXPERIMENT 
BG NIMBUS E LIRAIN 
BG 
BG *SATELLITE MICROWAVE RADIOMETRY TO SENSE THE 
BG SURFACE TEMPERATURE OF THE WORLD OCEANS 
BG NIMBUS E MICRAD 
BG 
BG SELECTIVE CHOPPER RADIOMETER FOR WATER VAPOR CLOUD 
BG AND ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE SOUNDING 
BG NIMBUS E SCRWV2 
BG 
BG NIMBUS WIND VELOCITY EXPERIMENT B - CLOUD 
BG ALTITUDE RADIOMETER (CAR) CSEE EXP NO ELBA)
BG NIMBUS E WVIR 
BG -
BG LOW RESOLUTION NONSCANNING RADIOMETER 
BG TIROS 2 LRNR 
BG 
BG MEDIUM RESOLUTION RADIOMETER 
BG TIROS 2 MRR
 
BG
 
BG LOW RESOLUTION NONSCANNING RADIOMETER
 
BG TIROS 3 LRNR
 
BC
 
SG MEDIUM RESOLUTION RADIOMETER
 
BG TIROS 3 MRR
 
BG
 
BG LOW RESOLUTION NONSCANNING RADIOMETER
 
BG TIROS 4 

BG
 
BG MEDIUM RESOLUTION RADIOMETER
 
BG TIROS 4 

BG
 
BG
 
BG
 
BG
 
BG

BG
 
BG 

Rr
 
LRNR
 
MRR
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-PROPOSAL
 
-PROPOSAL
 
-PROPOSAL/INACTIVE
 
-PROPOSAL/INACTIVE
 
-PROPOSAL
 
-PROPOSAL
 
0, 
BG
 
BG FIGURE 16 (Cont.) 
BG 
BG MEDIUM RESOLUTION RADIOMETER 
BG TIROS 7 MRR 
BG
 
BG SCANNING RADIOMETER
 
BG TIROS M SR
 
BG
 
BG TEMPERATURE HUMIDITY INFRARED RADIOMETER
 
BG NIMBUS D THIR
 
BG
 
BG MEDIUM RESOLUTION INFRARED RADIOMETER
 
BG- NIMBUS B2 MRIR
 
BG
 
BG LOW RESOLUTION OMNIDIRECTIONAL RADIOMETER
 
BG TIROS-4 LROR
 
BG
 
BG LOW RESOLUTION OMNIDIRECTIONAL RADIOMETER
 
BG TIROS 7 LROR
 
BG
 
BG LOW RESOLUTION OMNIDIRECTIONAL RADIOMETER
 
BG TIROS 3 -LROR
 
BG
 
BG LOW RESOLUTION OMNIDIRECTIONAL RADIOMETER
 
BG EXPLORER 7 LROR
 
BG
 
BG AN ASTERISK (*)-PRECEDING A TITLE INDICATES THAT NO INFORMATION
 
BG IS GIVEN FOR ONE OR MORE OF THE RETRIEVED ITEMS IN THE RESUME:
 
BG
 
BG
 
B8
 
BG
 
BG
 
BG
 
BG
 
BG
 
BG
 
BG, 
BG
 
BG
 
BG
 
BG
 
BG
 
BG
 
BG.
 
BG
 
Bal
 
BG
 
BG
 
BG
 
BG
 
BG
 
BG.
 
BG
 
BG
 
-BG
 
-BGr 
_BG
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BG
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SAMPLE APPLICATION 2
 
BG 
BG 
BG 
BG 
BG 
LIST OF INSTRUMENT RESUMES 
BY TITLEo SPACECRAFT, AND ACRONYM 
SATISFYING THE FOLLOWING RETRIEVAL CRITERIA: 
BG INSTRUMENT TYPE = RADIOMETER 
BG 
BG 
SPECTRAL RANGE = THERMAL-IR 
WEIGHT = 0 TO 15 POUNDS 
BG 
BG 
BG 
BG 
MEDIUM RESOLUTION INFRARED RADIOMETER 
NIMBUS 2 MRIR 
BG 
BG 
BG 
BG 
BG 
BG 
BG 
BG 
NIMBUS WIND VELOCITY EXPERIMENT B - CLOUD 
ALTITUDE RADIOMETER (CAR) (SEE EXP NO E18A) 
NIMBUS E WVIR 
LOW RESOLUTION NONSCANNING RADIOMETER 
TIROS 2 LRNR 
-PROPOSAL 
BG MEDIUM RESOLUTION RADIOMETER 
BG 
BGBG 
TIROS 2 MRR 
LOW RESOLUTION NONSCANNING RADIOMETER 
BG 
BG 
BG 
TIROS 3 
MEDIUM RESOLUTION RADIOMETER 
LRNR 
BG 
BG 
BG 
.BG 
BGBG . 
TIROS 3 MRR 
LOW RESOLUTION NONSCANNING RADIOMETER 
TIROS 4 LRNR 
.MEDIUM RESOLUTION RADIOMETER 
BG 
BG 
BG 
BG 
BG 
- TIROS 4 
MEDIUM RESOLUTION RADIOMETER 
TIROS 7 
MRR 
MRR 
BG LOW RESOLUTION OMNIDIRECTIONAL RADIOMETER 
BG 
BG 
BG 
TIROS 4 LROR 
LOW RESOLUTION OMNI-DI-RECTIONA-L-RADI-OMETER 
BG 
BG 
BG 
TIROS 7 LROR 
'LOW RESOLUTION OMNIDIRECTIONAL RADIOMETER 
BG 
BG 
BG 
BG 
BG," 
BG,BG 
TIROS 3 LROR -
LOW RESOLUTION OMNIDIRECTIONAL RADIOMETER 
EXPLORER 7 LROR 
BG 
BG 
BG 
BG 
80 
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INSTRUMENT RESUME 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 
ELECTRONICS RESEARCH CENTER 
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS2.'DGFULERHIS 
C.2 TC 300 1 S 
PFECIUP RESOLUTION INFRARED PACIOMEIERIABOUT 25 NM FROM 600 NY ALTITUOE 
06/2268 o~2I ME D C ISCUL AR jSUN-SYN CF RETROGRADE 
• N RDERG, ECECARE CENTER 301-982-,'CC
. W SPACE ELL 

• 

- Ii POST FL IGFTi 
'SANTA RARRARA RES CTR GOLETA, CALIFCRNI 1 
RADIOMETER. 5-CHANNEL MEOIU)-RESCtU1ICI' FJIISIELE SCANI NG 

MET, ERSP I61MUS 2 
PRIMARY-TO MEASURE ELECTROMAGNETIC RtEIATION EMITTED AND RE-
FLECTEE FROM THE EARTH AND ITS ATMOSPHERE IN 5 SELECTED lAE-
LENGTH INTERVALS. FARANEIERS TC eE STUDIEE ARE: ATPCSPFEFIC 
WATER VAPOR AESORFTION EANC; SURFACE OR NEAR-SLRFACE TEMPERATURE 
AND CLOUD COVER DATA;RADIA1IUN FROM SIRATCSFHERE(CC2) EtlE :HEAT 
BUDGET OF THE EARTE AND INTENSITY OF REFLECTEE SELAR ENERGY. 
THE 5 CHANNEL PII'HLS YPH USING FILTERS bhE ECLCMETER CETECTORS, 
IWAS SIVILAR IN PURPOSEPTO TE EARLIER TIROS MRR BL WAS A NEW 
INSTRUMENT DESICN.TPE SPECTRAL INTERVAiS 1AERE: S.4-&.1,C-I1,14-
16.5.e-30.0.ANC 0.2-4.0 MICRONS. TEE RADIANT ENERGY FROM IHE 
EARTH IS COLLECTED BY A FLAT SCANNING PIRRER IICLIIEO AT 45 DEG 
,TC THE OPTICAL AXIS. TEE MIRROR ROTATES 350 DEG AT e RPM AND
 
SCANS [N A PLANE FERP IC THE DIRECTIC! CF MCTICN CF THE SOTEL-

LITE. EACH OF THE S CHANNELS CONTAINS A 1.7 IN. DIAMETER FECLOED
 
TELESCPE AND A TFEPMISTCR EEILCMETEH WIT+ A 2.E DEC FOV.CALIBRA-
TIUN CF IHE IR CHANNELS CCCUR AT 2 PEINIS CURING EACF SCAN, CCLO 
SPACE ANT THE RADIOMETER HOUSING. THE INCIDENT FLL FOCLSED CN 
THE BOLOFETEF DETECTOR IS FNEULATEC AT 60 HZ EY I MEC1-ANIChL 
ICHOPPER TO PRODUCE AN A.C. SIGNAL FRCV THE DEIECTCF. (PEFERENCE 
TEMF CF THE RAEICPETEF). TI-E AESCLUTE TEMP OF THE TARGET IS 0E-
IERMINED BY INIROtOCING AN ELECTRCtIC VELTIGE IN SUCH d FROPOR-
TION TI-AT A TARGET OF A GIVEN IEMP kILL ALWAYS PRODUCE IHE SAME 
ABSOLIE VCLTAGE OUTPUT. TEE ELECTRICAL SIGNAL FRCM THE CETECTOR 
IS THEN AMPLIFIED AND SYNCHRtUNOISI* DEP[DLLATED TE YIEL AN 
ANALCG OUTPUT OF 0 TO -. 4 VCLTS TO COVER THE EESIRED RANGE OF 
!TARGET TEMP FOR EACH CHANNEL.
 
RACIATION FROM THE EARTH AND ATMOSPHERE 
IjFn

-A HN 6-5?LOTfLUtzlE CUAYCF'7COC
/N RATIO 0 :ECLT 

RADIOMETER, ELFCTRCKICS 
B 
2 MFAS.PER CHAN. PER SCAN[ DELAYED TELEMETRY CONTINUOUS 
AICEG SIGNALS ARE SAMPLED 33-1/3 TIMES PER SEC ANE CONVERTED TO 
7-BIT DIGITAL DATA. EACH DATA WORD BIT IS TFE FECCROED ON TAPE 
FCRPLAYEACK. 
IMPROVED SPECTRAL RESPONSE AND AN IN-FLIGHT CALIBRATION OF THE
 
SIGNAL LEVEL HAS INCREASED ACCURACY OF CATO OVER TIRES MRR.
 
I) HIMBUS 2 USER'S GUIDE. GSFC, JUL.66.***2)DATA CATALOG OF SAT-
EL ITE AD FOCKET EXPERIMENTS. NASA/GSFC, NATIONAL SPACE SCI 
DATiA CTR, REPORT NO. NSSDC 68-0i, JAN 68.*t*3) SIG ACHIEV IN 
SPAICE APP.NASA SP-I6A, 1967.***4) CCLCBERC, I.L.: MET IR INSTRU-
MENTS FOR SATELLITES., NASA/GSFC, AUG.68.***5) DATA AVAILABLE 
FROM NATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE DATA CENTER, NASA/GSFC. 
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Now suppose the user wishes-to find all resumes which 
exhibit the word TEMPERATURE. Using the KEYWORD sub-option 2 
(OR logic), he obtains a list of 26 resumes, as shown in Figure 
19. Twenty-six resumes constitute about 17 percent of the 
current file; thus it took about 14 minutes to create the list 
(from Figure 14)., About 14 percent or 6 minutes of this time 
was used exclusively for printing the items on the console 
"
 
.
(from Figure 14) 

Now in addition to TEMPERATURE, the user introduces another
 
keyiord under the first option: -SE-A. Since the resumes listed
 
as a'result of this search (Figure 20)'are the same as those-.
 
listed in Figure 19, it may be concluded that the word SEA
 
never appears without the word TEMPERATURE.
 
The list in Figure 20 was completed in about 23 minutes
 
(from Figure 12). About 24 percent'or 6 minutes of this time
 
was used exclusively for printing the items on the console
 
(from Figure 13). This latter external time, of-course, ,isalmost
 
the same as the external time required for one keyword, since
 
these lists are identical, except for an occasional listing of
 
the second keyword SEA under certain resumes.
 
Of course, it is up to the user to determine the signifi­
cance of the differences between the two lists and how well each
 
may satisfy the objectives of his search.
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FIGURE 19
 
BG LIST OF INSTRUMENT'RESUMES 
BG BY TITLE, SPACECRAFT, AND ACRONYM 
BG WHICH EXHIBIT IN THE INDICATED ITEMS 
BG ANY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING KEYWORDS: 
BG 
BG 
BG TEMPERATURE 
BG 
BG 
BG MEDIUM RESOLUTION INFRARED RADIOMETER 
BG NIMBUS 2 MRIR 
BG TEMPERATURE IN PURPOSE 
BG 
BG ALBEDO MEASUREMENT EXPERIMENT -PROPOSAL/INACTIVE 
BG NIMBUS E ALMEX 
BG TEMPERATURE IN PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION 
BG 
BG ELECTROSTATIC PROBE STUDIES OF THE IONOSPHERE IN A 
BG CIRCULAR SUN-SYNCHRONQUS ORBIT -PROPOSAL 
BG NIMBUS E EPSI 
BG TEMPERATURE IN PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION 
BG 
BG ELECTRICALLY SCANNING MICROWAVE RADIOMETER FOR 
BG MAPPING EARTH RADIATION AND CLOUD STRUCTURF -PROPOSAL 
BG. NIMBUS E ESMR 
BG TEMPERATURE IN PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION 
BG 
BG HIGH RESOLUTION FABRY-PEROT ETALON SPECTROMETER 
BG FOR 15 MICRON TEMPERATURE INVERSION -PROPOSAL/INACTIVE 
BG NIMBUS E HRFPES 
BG TEMPERATURE IN TITLE 
BG 
BG HIGH RESOLUTION SURFACE COMPOSITION MAPPING -PROPOSAL 
BG NIMBUS E HRMR 
BG TEMPERATURE IN PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION 
BG 
BG INFRARED INTERFEROMETER SPECTROMETER EXPERIMENT -PROPOSAL/INACTIVE 
BG NIMBUS E IRIS 
BG TEMPERATURE IN PURPOSE 
BG 
BG MEASUREMENT OF ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE AND 
BG HUMIDITY PROFILES WITH AN INFRARED RADIOMETER -PROPOSAL 
BG NIMBUS E ITPR 
BG TEMPERATURE IN TITLE 
BG 
BG LIMB RADIANCE INVERSION EXPERIMENT -PROPOSAL/INACTIVE 
BG NIMBUS E LIRAIN 
BG TEMPERATURE IN PURPOSE 
BG 
BG MICROWAVE OCCULTATION EXPERIMENT -PROPOSAL/INACTIVE 
BG NIMBUS E MICOC 
BG TEMPERATURE IN PURPOSE 
BG 
BG 
BG 
BG 
BG 6-17 
BG 
BG 
- Q 
BG
 
BG FIGURE 19 (Cont.)
 
BG
 
BG
 
BG
 
BG
 
BG SATELLITE MICROWAVE RADIOMETRY TO SENSETHE-

BG SURFACE TEMPERATURE OF THE WORLD OCEANS 

BG NIMBUS E MICRAD
 
BG TEMPERATURE IN TITLE
 
BG
 
BG MICROWAVE SPECTROMETER 

BG NIMBUS E MISPEC
 
BG TEMPERATURE IN PURPOSE
 
BG
 
BG NEAR-INFRARED MULTIDETECTOR GRATING SPECTROMETER 

BG NIMBUS E NIRMUL
 
BG TEMPERATURE IN PURPOSE
 
BG
 
B SELECTIVE CHOPPER RADIOMETER FOR WATER VAPOR CLOUD
 
BG AND ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE SOUNDING 

BG NIMBUS E SCRWV2
 
BG TEMPERATURE IN TITLE
 
BG
 
BG MEASUREMENT OF THE SOLAR CONSTANT - ABSOLUTE 'VALUE 
B AND SHORT TERM FLUCTUATION 

BG NIMBUS E SOLCON 
BG TEMPERATURE IN PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION 
BG
 
BG STELLAR OCCULTATION - REFRACTION MEASUREMENTS 

BG NIMBUS E STOCRF
 
BG TEMPERATURE IN PURPOSE
 
BG
 
BG NiMBUS WIND'VELOCITY EXPERIMENT B - CLOUD 
BG ALTITUDE RADIOMETER (CAR) (SEE EXP NO ELBA) 
BG, NIMBUS E WVIR 
BG TEMPERATURE IN PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION 
BG
 
BG' NIMBUS WIND VELOCITY EXPERIMENT A-MODIFIED ADVANC-

BG ED VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEM (AVCS) (SEE EXP NO E18B) 

BG NIMBUS E WVTV
 
BG TEMPERATURE IN PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION
 
BG
 
BG SCANNING RADIOMETER
 
BG 'TIROS M SR
 
BG TEMPERATURE IN PURPOSE
 
BG
 
BG HIGH RESOLUTION INFRARED RADIOMETER
 
BG NIMBUS I HRIR
 
BG TEMPERATURE IN PURPOSE
 
BG
 
BG TEMPERATURE HUMIDITY INFRARED RADIOMETER
 
BG NIMBUS D THIR
 
BG TEMPERATURE IN TITLE
 
B
 
B SATELLITE INFRARED SPECTROMETER
 
B NIMBUS B2 SIRS A
 
BG TEMPERATURE IN PURPOSE
 
BG
 
BG
 
BG 6-18
 
BG
 
BG
 
BG
 
-PROPOSAL/IHACTIVE
 
-PROPOSAL
 
-PROPOSAL/INACTIVE
 
-PROPOSAL
 
-PROPOSAL
 
-PROPOSAL/INACTIVE
 
-PROPOSAL
 
-PROPOSAL
 
BG 
BG FIGURE 19 (Cont.) 
BG 
BG 
BG 
BG SELECTIVE CHOPPER RADIOMETER 
BG NIMBUS D SCR 
BG TEMPERATURE IN PURPOSE 
BG 
BG SATELLITE INFRARED SPECTROMETER 
BG NIMBUS D SIRSB 
BG TEMPERATURE IN PURPOSE 
BG 
BG INFRARED INTERFEROMETER SPECTROMETER 
BG NIMBUS D IRIS 
BG TEMPERATURE IN PURPOSE 
BG 
BG INFRARED INTERFEROMETER SPECTROMETER 
BG NIMBUS B2 IRIS 
BG TEMPERATURE IN PURPOSE 
BG 
BG LOW RESOLUTION OMNIDIRECTIONAL RADIOMETER 
BG TIROS'4 LROR 
BG TEMPERATURE IN PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION 
BG 
BG ELECTRON TEMPERATURE PROBE 
BG TIROS 7 ETP 
BG TEMPERATURE IN TITLE 
BG 
BG LOW RESOLUTION OMNIDIRECTIONAL RADIOMETER 
BG TIROS 7 LROR 
BG TEMPERATURE IN PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION 
BG 
BG LOW RESOLUTION OMNIDIRECTIONAL RADIOMETER 
BG TIROS 3 LROR 
BG TEMPERATURE IN PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION 
BG 
BG 
BG 
BG 
BG 
BG 
BG 
BG 
BG 
BG 
BG 
BG 
BG 
BG 
BG 
BG 
BG 
BG 
BG 
BG 
BG 
BG 
BG 
BG 
BG 6-19 
BG 
BG 
BG 
FIGURE 20
 
)G LIST OF INSTRUMENT RESUMES
 
IG BY TITLE, SPACECRAFT, AND ACRONYM
 
3G WHICH EXHIBIT IN THE INDICATED ITEMS
 
3G AS MANY AS POSSIBLE OF THE FOLLOWING KEYWORDS:
 
BG
 
BG SEA TEMPERATURE
 
BG
 
BG
 
BG ALBEDO MEASUREMENT EXPERIMENT 

BG NIMBUS E ALMEX
 
BG TEMPERATURE IN ITEM 31
 
BG
 
BG ELECTROSTATIC PROBE STUDIES OF THE IONOSPHERE IN A
 
BG CIRCULAR SUN-SYNCHRONOUS ORBIT 

BG NIMBUS E EPSI
 
BG TEMPERATURE IN ITEM 31
 
BG
 
BG ELECTRICALLY SCANNING MICROWAVE RADIOMETER FOR,
 
BG MAPPING EARTH RADI-ATION AND CLOUD STRUCTURE 

BG NIMBUS E ESMR
 
BG TEMPERATURE- IN ITEM 31
 
BG
 
BG HIGH RESOLUTION FABRY-PEROT ETALON SPECTROMETER
 
BG FOR 15 MICRON TEMPERATURE INVERSION 

BG NIMBUS E HRFPES
 
BG TEMPERATURE IN. ITEM 1
 
BG
 
BG HIGH RESOLUTION SURFACE COMPOSITION MAPPING 
BG NIMBUS E' HRMR 
BG SEA IN ITEM 30 
BG TEMPERATURE IN ITEM 31 
BG" 
BG MEASUREMENT OF ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE AND 
BG HUMIDITY PROFILES WITH AN INFRARED RADIOMETER 
BG NIMBUS E ITPR 
BG TEMPERATURE IN ITEM 1 
BG
 
BG LIMB RADIANCE INVERSION EXPERIMENT 

BG NIMBUS E LIRAIN
 
BG TEMPERATURE IN ITEM 30
 
BG
 
BG MICROWAVE OCCULTATION EXPERIMENT 

BG NIMBUS E MICOC
 
BG TEMPERATURE IN ITEM 30
 
BG
 
BG" SATELLITE MICROWAVE RADIOMETRY TO SENSE THE
 
BG SURFACE TEMPERATURE OF THE WORLD OCEANS 

BG NIMBUS E MICRAD
 
BG SEA 

BG TEMPERATURE 

BG
 
BG MICROWAVE SPECTROMETER 

BG NIMBUS E 

BG TEMPERATURE 

BG
 
BG 

IN ITEM 30
 
IN ITEM 1
 
MISPEC
 
IN ITEM 30
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-PROPOSAL/INACTIVE­
-PROPOSAL
 
-PROPOSAL
 
-PROPOSAL/INACTIVE
 
-PROPOSAL
 
-PROPOSAL
 
-PROPOSAL/INACTIVE
 
-PROPOSAL/INACTIVE
 
-PROPOSAL/INACTIVE
 
-PROPOSAL
 
BG
 
BG
 
BG
 
BG
 
BG
 
BG NEAR-INFRARED MULTIDETECTOR GRATING SPECTROMETER 

BG NIMBUS E NIRMUL
 
BG TEMPERATURE IN ITEM 30
 
BGC. .', 

_BG SELECTIVE CHOPPER RADIOMETER FOR WATER VAPOR CLOUD
 
BG AND ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE SOUNDING 

BG NIMBUS E SCRWV2
 
_BG TEMPERATURE IN ITEM 1
 
BG
 
BG MEASUREMENT OF THE SOLAR CONSTANT'- ABSOLUTE VALUE
 
BG AND SHORT TERM FLUCTUATION 

BG NIMBUS E 

BG TEMPERATURE 

BG
 
BG STELLAR OCCULTATION 

BG NIMBUS E 

BG TEMPERATURE 

BG
 
SOLCON
 
IN rTEM 31
 
REFRACTION MEASUREMENTS 

-STOCRF
 
IN ITEM 30
 
BG NIMBUS WIND VELOCITY EXPERIMENT B - CLOUD
 
BG ALTITUDE RADIOMETER (CAR) (SEE EXP NO El8A) 

BG NIMBUS E WVIR
 
BG SEA IN ITEM I
 
BG TEMPERATURE IN ITEM 31
 
BG
 
BG NIMBUS WIND VELOCITY EXPERIMENT A-MODIFIED ADVANC-

BG ED VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEM (AVCS) (SEE EXP NO E18B) 

-PROPOSAL
 
-PROPOSAL
 
-PROPOSAL
 
-PROPOSAL/INACTIVE
 
-PROPOSAL
 
-PROPOSAL
 
BG NIMBUS E 

BG SEA 

BG TEMPERATURE 

BG
 
BG SCANNING RADIOMETER
 
BG TIROS M 

BG SEA 

Bb TEMPERATURE 

BG
 
WVTV
 
IN ITEM 1
 
IN ITEM 31
 
SR
 
IN ITEM 30
 
IN ITEM 30
 
BG HIGH RESOLUTION INFRARED RADIOMETER
 
BG NIMBUS 1 HRIR
 
BG TEMPERATURE IN ITEM 30
 
BG
 
BG TEMPERATURE HUMIDITY INFRARED RADIOMETER
 
BG NIMBUS D THIR
 
BG TEMPERATURE IN ITEM 1
 
BG
 
BG SATELLITE INFRARED SPECTROMETER
 
BG NIMBUS B2 SIRS A
 
BG' TEMPERATURE IN ITEM 30
 
BG
 
BC SELECTIVE CHOPPER RADIOMETER
 
BG NIMBUS D SCR
 
BG TEMPERATURE IN ITEM 30
 
BG
 
BG SATELLITE INFRARED SPECTROMETER'-

BG NIMBUS D SIRSB
 
BG TEMPERATURE IN ITEM 30
 
BG
 
BG 6-21
 
BG
 
INFRARED INTERFEROMETER SPECTROMETER 
NIMBUS D IRIS
 
TEMPERATURE IN ITEM 30 
INFRARED INTERFEROMETER SPECTROMETER 
NIMBUS B2' IRIS 
TEMPERATURE IN ITEM 30 
ELECTRON TEMPERATURE PROBE 
TIROS 7 ETP
 
TEMPERATURE IN ITEM 1 
LOW RESOLUTION OMNIDIRECTIONAL RADIOMETER 
TIROS 3 LROR 
TEMPERATURE IN ITEM 31 
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS
 
At the termination of the first year of the contract
 
(NAS 12-666), approximately 150 resumes have been compiled using
 
a specially designed-Instrument Resume Form. This resume form
 
summarizes technical and administrative information relative
 
to various instruments/experiments which are under the auspices
 
-of the NASA Space Applications (SA) Programs Office; Within the
 
Space.Applications category, the ingtruments are associated:
 
with several disciplines, namely Meteorology, Earth Resources,
 
Communications, Navigation and Traffic Control, and Geodesy.
 
The various instruments, which include imagers, radiometers,
 
spectrometers, and transponders, among others, operate over a
 
major portion of the electromagnetic spectrum from the near .V,
 
through the visible, IR, microwave, and into the radio frequencies.
 
The computer program, dubbed IRSARS (Instrument Resume
 
Search and Retrieval System), has been written and debugged well
 
beyond the nominal requirements of the contract. It has been
 
designed to be used with any IBM series 360 computer.(model, 40
 
or larger) with a COBOL compiler. However, it could be adapt9d
 
to almost any computing system-having a COBOL compiler, with
 
relatively few modifications.
 
With the master data file of resumes residing on disk,
 
the system can perform the following functions, in any order:
 
(1) expand the file to include new resumes, (2) revise any.- item
 
within any resume, (3) search the file and retrieve resumes on
 
the basis of specified retrieval criteria, (4) search the file
 
listing all rejumes which exhibit any-one or as many as possible
 
of a set of specified keywords, (5) print the entire file on
 
blank resume forms and (6) list by title, spacecraft, and acronym
 
all the resumes in the file. In keeping with the sponsor's
 
desire for convenience and direct access, the system is operated
 
through a typewriter/console, remote or on-line, using a con­
versational question-and-answer mode.
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A follow-on contract for the purpose of maintaining,
 
expanding, and improving the system has been let to IIT Research
 
Institute commencing in May 1969- More specifically,.IITRI
 
will maintain and update the computer-based library of instru­
ment resumes by revising them to reflect current'instrument
 
development-, by adding resumes of instruments suitable for space­
applications measurements, and by improving the computer pro­
gram as dictated by usage and experience. In addition, computer
 
searches and reviews of the existing library of instrument
 
resumes will be conducted to answer specific questions, ard.
 
to determine the performance capabilities of various classes
 
of instruments with the objective of assisting in determining
 
future- instrument development requirements.
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APPENDIX A
 
COMPLETE LIST* OF INSTRUMENTS
 
BY TITLE, SPACECRAFT,. 
AND ACRONYM CURRENTLY STORED IN 
THE-MASTER FILE 
SECTION I > 
MULTIBAND TERRAIN PHOTOGRAPHY 
APOLLO 9 	 MTP
 
FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER 
ATS I . 1AG 
MICROWAVE TRANS PONDER 
ATS 1 MICTRA 
SPIN SCAN CLOUD CAMERA 
"ATS 1 	 SSCC 
VHF TRANSPONDER 
ATS 1 VTRAN 
WEATHER FACSIMILE EXPERIMENT 
ATS 1 WEFAX 
ADVANCED VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEM 
ATS 2 	 AVCS
 
MICROWAVE TRANSPONDER 
ATS 2 	 MICTRA
 
VLF POWER SPECTRUM
 
ATS 2 VPS
 
ELECTRON CONTENT ,OF IONOSPHERE
 
ATS 3 ECI
 
IMAGE DISSECTOR CAMERA SYSTEM 
ATS 3 	 IDCS
 
* 	 This list is divided into two sections. The first section 
lists those instruments that have either flown in space or 
are scheduled to be flown. The second section lists those. 
instruments that have been proposed for flight and are 
either still under .consideration or have previously been 
rejected. 
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MICROWAVE TRANSPONDER
 
ATS 3. - MICTRA
 
MULTICOLOR SPIN -SCAN CLOUD CAMERA
 
ATS 3 MSSCC 
OMEGA POSITION AND LOCATION EQUIPMENT
 
ATS 3 OPLE
 
VHF TRANSPONDER
 
ATS 3 VTRAN
 
WEATHER FACS IMILE EXPERIMENT 
ATS 3 WEFAX
 
IMAGE ORTHICON CAMERA SYSTEM 
ATS 4 iOCS
 
- MICROWAVE TRANSPONDER 
ATS 4 MICTRA 
L BAND TRANSPONDER
 
ATS E LTRAN
 
MICROWAVE TRANSPONDER
 
ATS t MICTRA
 
MILLIMETER WAVE PROPAGATION
 
ATS E MWP
 
VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEM, WIDE ANGLE LENS.
 
ESSA I VCSW
 
AUTOMATIC PICTURE TRANSMISSION 
ESSA 2 APT
 
ADVANCED VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEM 
ESSA 3 AVCS
 
FLAT PLATE RADIOMETER 
ESSA 3 FPR
 
AUTOMATIC PICTURE TRANSMISSION
 
ESSA 4 APT
 
ADVANCED -VIDICONLAMERA SYSTEM
 
ESSA 5 AVCS
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FLAT PLATE RADIOMETER I k 
ESSA 5 FPR
 
AUTOMATIC PICTURE TRANSMISSION 
ESSA 6 APT 
ADVANCED VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEM 
ESSA 7 -, AVCS 
AUTOMATIC PICTURE TRANSMISSION 
ESSA 8 APT 
ADVANCED VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEM 
ESSA 9 AVCS 
LOW RESOLUTION, OMNIDIRECTIONAL RADIOMETER 
EXPLORER 7 LROR 
C-BAND PASSIVE REFLECTOR 
GEOS 2 CPAR 
C-BAND TRANSPONDER 
GEOS 2 CTRAN 
DOPPLER BEACONS 
'GEOS 2 DBEAC 
GODDARD RANGE AND RANGE RATE' 
GEOS 2 GRARR 
LASER REFLECTORS
"GEOS 2 LREF 
OPTICAL BEACONS 
GEOS 2 OBEAC 
PHOTOCELL LASER DETECTOR 
GEOS 2 PLD 
SEQUENTIAL COLLATION OF RANGE 
'GEOS 2 SECOR 
SOLAR SCIENCE ELECTRON DETECTOR
 
GEOS 2 SSED
 
AUTOMATIC PICTURE TRANSMISSION-
NIMBUS 1 APT 
-ADVANCED VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEM 
NIMBUS 1 AVCS 
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HIGH RESOLUTION INFRARED RADIOMETER
 
NIMBUS 1 1 . HRIR
 
AUTOMATIC PICTURE TRANSMISSION
 
NIMBUS 2 APT
 
ADVANCED VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEM'
 
NIMBUS 2, AVCS
 
HIGH RESOLUTION INFRARED RADIOMETER 
NIMBUS 2 HRIR 
MEDIUM .RESOLUTION INFRARED RADIOMETER
 
NIMBUS 2 -MRIR
 
HIGH RESOLUTION INFRARED RADIOMETER
 
NIMBUS 3 HRIR
 
IMAGE DISSECTOR CAMERA SYSTEM
 
NIMBUS 3 IDCS
 
INFRARED INTERFEROMETER SPECTROMETER
 
NIMBUS 3 IRIS 
INTERROGATION, RECORDING AND LOCATION SYSTEM 
NIMBUS 3 IRLS 
MEDIUM RESOLUTION INFRARED RADIOMETER 
NIMBUS 3 MRIR 
MONITOR OF ULTRAVIOLET SOLAR ENERGY 
NIMBUS 3 MUSE 
SATELLITE INFRARED SPECTROMETER 
,NIMBUS 3 SIRSA 
BACKSCATTERED ULTRAVIOLET MEASUREMENT 
NIMBUS D BUV
 
FILTER WEDGE SPECTROMETER 
NIMBUS D FWS 
IMAGE DISSECTOR CAMERA SYSTEM 
NIMBUS D IDCS 
INFRARED INTERFERONETER SPECTROMETER 
NIMBUS D IRIS
 
INTERROGATION, RECORDING AND LOCATION SYSTEM 
NIMBUS D IRLS 
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MONITOR OF ULTRAVIOLET SOLAR. ENERGY
 
.NIMBUS D 
 MUSE
 
,SELECTIVE CHOPPER RADIOMETER
 
NIMBUS D SCR
 
SATELLITE INFRARED SPECTROMETER­
,
NIMBUS D' SIRS B
 
TEMPERATURE-HUMIDITY INFRARED-RADIOMETER
 
NIMBUS D THIR
 
-ELECTRICALLY SCANNING MICROWAVE RADIOMETER
 
NIMBUS E ESMR
 
IONOSPHERE ELECTROSTATIC PROBE
 
NIMBUS E IEP
 
-INFRARED TEMPERATURE PROFILE RADIOMETER
 
NIMBUS E ITPR
 
MICROWAVE SPECTROMETER EXPERIMENT
 
NIMBUS E MSE
 
POSITIVE ION COMPOSITION SPECTROMETER
 
NIMBUS E PICS
 
SURFACE COMPOSITION MAPPING RADIOMETER
 
NIMBUS E SCMR
 
SELECTIVE CHOPPER RADIOMETER
 
NIMBUS E SCR
 
TEMPERATURE-HUMIDITY INFRARED RADIOMETER
 
NIMBUS E THIR
 
VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEM, NARROW ANGLE LENS
 
TIROS I VCSN
 
VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEM, ,WIDE ANGLE LENS
 
TIROS I VCSW
 
LOW RESOLUTION, NONSCANNING RADIOMETER
 
TIROS 2 LRNR
 
MEDIUM RESOLUTION RADIOMETER
 
'.TIROS 2 MRR
 
VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEM, NARROW ANGLE LENS
 
TIROS 2 VCSN
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VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEM-, WIDE ANGLE-LENS
 
TIROS 2 vCSW
 
LOW RESOLUTION, NONSCANNING RADIOMETER
 
TIROS 3 LRNR 
LOW RESOLUTION, OMNIDIRECTIONAL .RADIOMETER 
TIROS 3 - LROR-
MEDIUM RESOLUTION INFRARED RADIOMETER 
TIROS 3. MRIR -
VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEM, WIDE ANGLE LENS 
TIROS 3 - VCSW 
LOW RESOLUTION, 
TIROS 4 
NONSCANNING RADIOMETER 
LRNR 
LOW RESOLUTION, 
TIROS 4 
OMNIDIRECTIONAL RADIOMETER 
LROR 
MEDIUM RESOLUTION INFRARED RADIOMETER 
TIROS 4 - MRIR 
VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEM, MEDIUM ANGLE LENS 
TIROS 4 VCSM 
VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEM, WIDE ANGLE LENS 
TIROS 4 VCSW-
VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEM, MEDIUM ANGLE LENS 
TIROS 5 VCSM 
VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEM, WIDE ANGLE IENS 
TIROS 5 VCSW 
VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEM, MEDIUM ANGLE LENS
 
TIROS 6 VCSM
 
VIDICON CAMERA .SYSEM, WIDE ANGLE LENS 
TIROS 6 VCSW--
ELECTRON TEMPERATURE PROBE 
TIROS 7 ETP 
LOW RESOLUTION., OMNIDIRECTIONAL RADIOMETER 
TIROS 7 LROR 
MEDIUM RESOLUTION INFRARED RADIOMETER 
TIROS 7 MRIR
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VIDICON .CAMERA .SYSTEM, WIDE-ANGLE LENS 
TIROS 7 VCSW
 
AUTOMATIC PICTURE TRANSMISSION 
TIROS 8 A-PT 
VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEM, WIDE ANGLE LENS
 
TIROS -8 VCSW-

VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEM, WIDE ANGLE -LENS 
TIROS 9 VCSW -

VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEM, WIDE ANGLE LENS 
TIROS 10 VCSW-
AUTOMATIC PICTURE TRANSMISSION
 
TIROS.M APT
 
ADVANCED VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEM
 
TIROS M AVCS
 
FLAT PLATE RADIOMETER
 
TIROS M FPR
 
SOLAR PROTON MONITOR
 
TIROS M SPM
 
SCANNING RADIOMETER 
TIROS M SR 
AUTOMATIC PICTURE TRANSMISSION 
TOS H APT 
OPTICAL SCANNER
 
VANGUARD 2 OPTS
 
SECTION II
 
DUAL CHANNEL SCANNER IMAGER 
AAP DCS I PROPOSAL/INACTIVE 
DIELECTRIC TAPE CAMERA SYSTEM 
AAP DTCS PROPOSAL/INACTIVE 
FILTER WEDGE SPECTROMETER 
AAP FWS PROPOSAL/INACTIVE 
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IMAGE ORTHICON CAMERA SYSTEM :-
AAP Iecs PROPOSAL/INACTIVE 
INTEGRATED PASSIVE MICROWAVE EXPl,
 
WATER VAPOR- RESONANCE 
AAP . IPMEI PROPOSAL/INACTIVE 
INTEGRATED PASSIVE MICROWAVE EXP 2,, 
MOLECULAR OXYGEN EMIS 
AAP IPME2 PROPOSAL/INACTIVE 
INFRARED INTERFEROMETER SPECTROMETER 
AAP IRIS PROPOSAL/INACTIVE
 
INFRARED TEMPERATURE SOUNDINGAAP IRT PROPOSAL/INACTIVE
 
INFRARED TEMPERATURE PROFILE RADIOMETER 
AAP ITPR PROPOSAL/IllACTIVE
 
METRIC CAMERA (SPECIAL) EXPERIMENT 
AAP MCE PROPOSAL/INACTIVE 
MULTICHANNEL RADIOMETER 
AAP MCR PROPOSAL/INACTIVE
 
MULTIBAND PHOTOGRAPHY 
AAP NP PROPOSAL/INACtIVE
 
MULTIBAND PHOTOGRAPHY EXPERIMENT 
AAP NPE PROPOSAL/iNACTIVE
 
MICROWAVE RADIOMETER, PHASED 
ARRAY ANTENNA 
AAP MRPA PROPOSAL/INACTIVE
 
MULTIBAND SYNOPTIC PHOTOGRAPHY 
AAP MSP PROPOSAL/INACTIVE 
MICROWAVE TEMPERATURE SOUNDER-
AAP MTS PROPOSAL/INACTIVE 
MILLIMETER WAVE PROPAGATION EXPERIMENT 
AAP MWPE - PROPOSAL/INACTIVE 
RADAR IMAGER SYSTEM 
AAP RADIM PROPOSAL / INACT-IVE 
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RADAR ALTIMETER/SCATTEROMETER 
AAP- ... RAS PROPO§AL/INACTIVE 
SELECTIVE CHOPPER RADIOMETER . .... 
AAP SUR PROPOSAL/INACTIVE
 
STELLAR REFRACTION DENSITY MEASUREMENT 
AAP SRDM PROPOSAL/INACTIVE 
SHORT WAVELENGTH SPECTROMETER
 
AAP SWS PROPOSAL/INACTIVE
 
VISIBLE RADIATION POLARIZATION-

MEASUREMENT 
AAP VRPM PROPOSAL/INACTIVE,
 
CLOUD TOP ALTITUDE RADIOMETER 
NIMBUS D CAR PROPOSAL/INACTIVE 
UHF SFERICS DETECTION
 
NIMBUS D UHFSD PROPOSAL/INACTIVE
 
MIT AERONOMY- EXPERIMENT 
NIMBUS E AEREX PROPOSAL/INACTIVE
 
ALBEDO MEASUREMENT EXPERIMENT 
NIMBUS E ALMEX PROPOSAL/INACTIVE 
AIR POLLUTION SURVEY EXPERIMENT 
NIMBUS E APSURV *PROPOSAL/INACTIVE
 
BACKSCATTERED ULTRAVIOLET MEASUREMENT 
NIMBUS E BUV - PROPOSAL/INACTIVE 
WIDE BAND REAL TIME ,DATA TRANSMISSION 
NIMBUS E DATRAN PROPOSAL/INACTIVE 
GLOBAL RADAR FOR OCEAN WAVES AND WINDS
 
'NIMBUS E GROW PROPOSAL/INACTIVE
 
HIGH RESOLUTION FABRY PEROT ETALON
 
SPECTROMETER
 
NIMBUS E' HRES PROPOSAL/INACTIVE
 
IONIZING RADIATION EXPERIMENT A,
 
TE IC
 
NIMBUS E IREA PROPOSAL/INACTIVE
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IONIZING RADIATION EXPERIMENT B,
 
L E T SPECTROMETER 
NIMBUS E IREB 

INFRARED INTERFEROMETER SPECTROMETER 
EXPERIMENT
 
NIMBUS E IRIS 

INTERROGATION, RECORDING AND LOCATION 
SYSTEM
 
NIMBUS E IRLS 

LIMB RADIANCE INVERSION EXPERIMENT.
 
NIMBUS E LIRAIN 
METEOR FLASH ANALYZER EXPERIMENT 
NIMBUS E MEFAN 

MICROWAVE OCCULTATION EXPERIMENT 
NIMBUS E MICO 
MICROWAVE RADIOMETER FOR OCEAN
 
SURFACE TEMPERATURE 
NIMBUS E MROT 

NEAR INFRARED MULTIDETECTOR GRATING 
SPECTROMETER
 
NIMBUS E NIRMUL 
OZONE MEASUREMENTS IN THE TERRESTRIAL 
ATMOSPHERE
 
NIMBUS E OZMA 

OZONE CONCENTRATION PROFILE
 
ABOVE 40 KM
 
NIMBUS E OZP 

RETURN BEAM VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEM
 
NIMBUS E RBV 

SIMPLIFIED DATA COLLECTION EXPERIMENT 

NIMBUS E SDC 

SIMPLIFIED TELEVISION CAMERA 
NIMBUS E SIMTV 
ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY BY STELLAR
 
REFRACTION
 
NIMBUS E SRDM 

PROPOSAL/INACTIVE
 
PROPOSAL/INACTIVE
 
PROPOSAL/INACTIVE
 
PROPOSAL [INACTIVE 
PROPOSAL/INACTIVE
 
PROPOSAL /INACTIVE 
PROPOSAL/INACTIVE
 
PROPOSAL/INACTIVE 
PROPOSAL/INACTIVE
 
PROPOSAL/INACTIVE
 
PROPOSAL[INACTIVE
 
-

PROPOSAL/INACTIVE
 
PROPOSAL/INACTIVE 
PROPOSAL/INACTIVE
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SOLAR CONSTANT ABSOLUTE VALUE AND
 
FLUCTUATION MEASUREMENT 
NIMBUS E SOLCON PROPOSAL/INACTIVE
 
TRACKING AND DATA RELAY LINK 
NIMBUS E TDR PROPOSAL/INACTIVE
 
VISIBLE RADIATION POLARIZATION
 
MEASUREMENT 
NIMBUS E- VRPM PROPOSAL/INACTIVE
 
WIND VELOCITY EXPERIMENT B, CAR 
NIMBUS E WVIR PROPOSAL/INACTIVE 
WIND VELOCITY EXPERIMENT A, AVCS
 
NIMBUS E WVTV PROPOSAL/INACTIVE 
MONITOR OF SOLAR X RAY SPECTRUM
 
BELOW 25 A
 
NIMBUS E XSPEC PROPOSAL/INACTIVE
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COBOL SOURCE-LISTING OF
 
IRSARS
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SOURCE STATEMENT 	 CY) C1.3-3 07/04/59 
IDENTIFICATION DIVISION. 
PROGRAM-ID. 'IRSARS'.
 
AUTHOR.- PETER-BOCK, ITT RESEARCH INSTITUTE.
 
DATE-WRITTEN. 1968-9.
 
REMARKS. INSTRUMENT RESUME SEARCH AND RETRIEVAL SYSTrM.
 
ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.
 
CONFIGURATION SECTION.
 
SOURCE-COMPUTER. IBM-360 G40.
 
OBJECT-COMPUTER. IBM-360 G40. 
INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.
 
FILE-CONTRnL.
 
SELECT SI S-FORM-INPUT-FILE 
ASSIGN TO ISYS004' UNIT-RECORD 2540R UNIT
 
RESERVE NO ALTERNATE AREA. 
SELECT PRINT-FILE
 
ASSIGN TO ISYS005' UIIT-IE:nR) 1403 UNIT 
RESERVE NO ALTERNATE AREA.
 
SELECT DISK-FILE
 
ASSIGN TO ISYS006' DIRECT-ACCESS 2311 UNIT
 
RESERVE NO ALTERNATE AREA. 
/ 
DATA DIVISION. 
FILE SECTION.
 
F) 	 SIS-FORM-INPUT-FILE 
RECORDING MODE IS F
 
LABEL RECORDS ARE )MITTED 
DATA RECORD IS CARD.
 
01 	 CARD PICTURE X(64).
 
FO 	 PINT-FILE
 
RECORDING MODE IS F
 
LABEL RECORDS ARE OMITTED
 
DATA RECORDS ARE OUTPUT-INE-PAGE-1, OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-?.
 
01 	 OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-I PICTURE X(132).
 
31 	 IJTPJT-LINE-PAGE-2 PICTURE X(132) JUSTUIE) RI$3T. 
FO 	 DISK-FI LE 
RECORDING MODE IS F 
LABEL RECORDS ARE STANDARD 
DATA RECORD IS DISK-RECORD.
 
01 	 DISK-RECORD.
 
02 PART-I PICTURE XIlO).
 
02 PART-2 PICTURE X(2460).
 
rORKING-STORAGE SECTI34.
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SOURCE STATEMENT
 
77 
77 
WORDS PICTURE X(65). 
FIRST-NAME PICTURE X 12). 
77 LAST-NAME PICTURE X(12). 
77 DATE-USED PICTURF X(8). 
77 DATE-COUNTER PICTURE 9. 
77 VC PICTURE 9. 
77 
77 
77 
FJNCTION 
SPACECRAFT-TEST 
ACRONYM-TEST 
PI:TUR= 
PICTJRF 
PICTURE 
X(6). 
K(24). 
X(6). 
77 
77 
REV-i 
REV-2 
PICTURF 
PICTURE 
X(64). 
K(65) JJ3 TIFIED RI-4T. 
77 ACCESS-CODE-IN PI- TUR- X(6). 
77 
77 
REVISION-ACCESS-CODF-IN 
REVISIflN-ACCESS-CODE 
PICTJRF 
PICTURF 
X(6). 
X(5) VALUF '18196'. 
77 ACCESS-CODE-I PICTURE X(6) VALUE '903533'. 
77 ACCESS-CODE-2 PITUR= X(6) VALUE '301421'. 
77 VFRSION-CHK PICTURE X(4). 
77 VERSION-NUM PICTURE 9(4).

77 COUNTER PICTURE 9. 
77 1 PICTURE 99. 
77 I-HOLD PICTURE 99. 
77 M PICTJRE 99. 
77 N PICTURE 999 VALUE ZERn. 
77 LINES-LEFT PICTURE 99. 
77 SIZE-I PICTURE X(I) JUSTIFIED RIGHT. 
77 SIZE-2 PICTURE X(2) JUSTIFIED RIGIT. 
77 SIZE-3 PICTURE X(3) JUSTIFIED RIGHT. 
77 SIZE-4 PICTURE X(4) JUSTIFIED RIGHT. 
77 SIZE-5 PICTURE X(5) JUSTIFIED RIGHT. 
77 SIZE-6 PICTURE X(6) JUSTIFIED RIGHT. 
77 S IZE-7 PIZTURE X(7). 
77 ANSWER PICTJRE XXX. 
77 NONE PICTURE X, VALUE '+'. 
77 ONE PICTURE X, VALUE ' 
77 TWO PICTJRE X, VALUE '0'. 
77 T-REE PICTURE X, VALUE '-'. 
77 ASTERISK PICTURE X. 
77 APPLICATION-HOLD PICTURE X(39).
 
77 AREA-3 PICTURE X(3).
 
77 AREA-4 PICTURE X(4).
 
77 AREA-5 PICTURE X(5).
 
77 AREA-8 PICTURE X(8).
 
77 AREA-29 PICTURE X(29) JUSTIFIED RIGHT.
 
77 AREA-32 PICTURE X(32) JUSTIFIED RIGHT.
 
77 AREA-33 PICTURE X(33) JUSTIFIED RIGHT.
 
77 AEA-34 PIZTURE X(34) JUSTIFIED RIGHT.
 
77 AAA PICTURE X(I0).
 
77 BB PICTURE XI1O).
 
77 CROIA PICTURE X(5O). 
77 CROIB PICTURE X50). 
77 CRO2A PICTURE X(6).
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SOURCE STATEMENT
 
77 CRO3A PICTURE X(6). 
77 C,05& PICTURE X(4). 
77 CRO58 PICTURE X(4). 
77 CRO6A PICTURE X(20). 
77 CRITA PICTURF XIII). 
77 CRI9A PICTURF X(16). 
77 C;20A PICTURE XI8). 
77 CR26A PICTURE X14). 
77 CR26B PICTURE X(15). 
77 CR27A PICTURE X(3). 
77 CR29A PICTURE X(24). 
77 CR35A PICTURE XIO). 
77 CR35B PICTURE X(I10). 
77 
77 
CR35C PICTURE X(?). 
CR35D PICTURE XI1O). 
77 CR35E P ICTURE X(IO). 
77 CR35F PICTURE XI7). 
77 C35G PICTURE X(I0). 
77 CR3SH PICTURE XCIO). 
77 CR351 PICTURE X(7). 
77 CR36A PICTURE XI8). 
77 CR36D PICTURE X (8). 
77 C 38A PICTURE X(7). 
77 CR38B PICTURE X(7). 
77 CR40A PICTURE X(8). 
77 CR40B PICTURE X(8). 
T7 CR44A PICTURE X(5). 
77 CR44B PICTURE X19). 
77 CR45A PICTURE X(11). 
77 CR45B PICTURE XIO). 
77 CR48A PICTURE X(5). 
77 CR48B PICTURE X(5). 
77 CR49A PICTURE X(B). 
77 Ck49B PICTURE X(8). 
77 CR50A PICTURE X(4). 
77 CR51A PICTURE X(3). 
77 CR52A PICTURE X(4). 
77 
77 
CR53A PICTURE X(3). 
C153B PICTURE X(4). 
77 CR54A PICTURE X(9). 
77 -CR55A PICTURE X(9). 
77 CR.56A PICTURE X(9). 
77 CR57A PICTURE X(9). 
77 CR60A PICTURE X(20). 
77 INTF P ICTUR E XI9). 
77 TERM PICTURE X(15). 
77 
77 
CR35X PICTURE X(I1O). 
CR35Y PICTURE X(10). 
77 C;136Y PICTURE XI8). 
77 CR36X PICTURE X(8). 
77 
77 
,77 , 
CR38X 
CR3BY 
CR40Y 
PICTURE X(7). 
PICTURE X7). 
PICTURE X(8). 
B-4 
SOUR E STATE4EIT 
77 CR40X PICTURE X(8). 
77 CR48X PICTURE X(5). 
77 CR48Y PICTURE .X(5). 
77 C149Y PICTURE X(81. 
77 CR49X PICTURE X(8). 
77 CRSOX PICTURE X14). 
77 CR51X PICTURE X(3). 
77 CR52X PICTURE X(4). 
77 CR53X PICTURE X(3). 
77 P12 PICTURE X(2). 
77 P13 PICTURE X13). 
77 P14 PICTURE X(4). 
77 P15 PICTURE X(5). 
77 P16 PICTURE X(6). 
77 PIT PICTURE X(7). 
77 P18 PICTURE XI8). 
77 P19 PICTURE X(9). 
77 P110 PICTURE X(I10). 
77 PIll PICTURE X(li). 
77 P112 PICTURE X(i2). 
77 PI-TEST PICTURE X(20). 
77 V PICTURE 9.
 
77 J PICTURE 9.
 
77 K PICTURE 9.
 
77 K-HOLD PICTURE 9.
 
77 KK PICTURE 9.
 
77 K5 PICTURE 9. 
77 JJ PICTURE 9.
 
77 KKK PICTURE 9. 
77 ITEM-NO PICTURE 99.
 
77 PAGE-NO PICTURE 9(5)v VALUE ZERO.
 
77 ANNUM.PICTURE XX.
 
77 ANNUM-TRUNC PICTURE X.
 
77 ANNUM-RIGHT PICTURE XX JUSTIFIED RIGHT.
 
77 NUM PICTURE XX.
 
77 SIZE-I PICTURE X(II).
 
77 SIZE-1O PICTURE X(1O) JUSTIFIED RIGHT.
 
77 SIZE-09 PICTURE X(9) JUSTIFIED RIGHT.
 
77 SIZE-OR PICTURE XI8) JUSTIFIED RIGHT.
 
77 SIZE-07 PICTURE X{7) JUSTIFIED RIGHT.
 
77 SIZE-06 PICTURE X(6) JUSTIFIED RIS-IT.
 
77 SIZE-05 PICTURE X(5) JUSTIFIED RIGHT.
 
77 SIZE-04 PICTURE X(4) JUSTIFIED RIGHT.
 
77 SIZE-03 PICTURE X(3) JUSTIFIED RIGHT. 
7? '41 PICTURE X(38) 
77 N2 PICTURE 9.
 
77 N3 -PICTURE 99.
 
77 N4 PICTURE 9.
 
77 N5 PICTURE 9.
 
77 46 PICTURE 9.
 
77 N7 PICTURE 99.
 
77 N8 PICTURE 99.
 
77 NEW-LINE PICTURE X(67).
 
B-5
 
SOURCE STATEMENT
 
77 KEYWORD-OUT PICTJRE X115). 
77 SPAN PICTURE 99. 
77 PROGRESS PICTURE 99. 
77 TAB PICTURE 99. 
77 TAB-SPACE PICTURE 99. 
77 STATUS-OUT-1 PICTURE-X().
 
77 STATUS-OUT-2 PICTURE X(9).
 
77 NO-LINES PICTURE 99. 
77 RI PICTURE X(9). 
77 R2 PICTURE X(9). 
01 CR O4A. 
02 CRO4AA PICTURE XX. 
02 FILLER PICTURE X. 
02 CRO4A8 PIC TURE XX. 
02 FILLER PICTURE X. 
02 CRO4AC PICTURE XX. 
01 CR04B. 
02 CRO4BA PICTURE XX. 
02 FILLER PICTURE X. 
02 CR04BB PICTURE XX. 
02 FILLER PICTURE X. 
02 CRO4BC PICTURE XX. 
01 	 CURRENT -DATE.
 
02 YR PICTURE XX.
 
02 MO PICTURE XX.
 
02 DY PICTURE XX.
 
01 	 TEST-DATE. 
02 YER PICTURE XX. 
02 MON PICTURE XX. 
02 DYA PICTURE XX. 
01 	 APPLICATIlON-TEST.
 
02 APPL OCCURS 7 TIMES PICTURE X(81.
 
01 	 APPLICATION-CR.
 
02 	 CR28 OCURS 7 TMES P-CTUREXI a 
01 	 KEYWORD-TABLE.
 
02 KEYWORD OCCURS 4 TIMES PICTURE X(15)h
 
01 	 LENGTH-TABLE.
 
02 LENGTH OCCURS 4 TIMES Pi-CTURE 99.
 
01 	 TRANSFORMATI ON-TABLE. 
02 LINE OCCURS 34 TIMES PICTURE X(651. 
01 LINE-TABLE. 
02 POSITION O:CURS 66 TIMES PICTURE X. 
01 	 LEGEND-TABLE. 
02 	 LEGEND OCCURS 4 TIMES PICTURE X(15).
 
B-6
 
SOURCE STATHIET 
01 ALIGNMENT. 
02 FILLER 
02 FILLER 
02 FILLER 
PICTURF X(65), VALUE SPA>rS. 
PICTJRE K, VALJE I.#. 
PI:TUR- X(66), VALUE SPACEq. 
01 65-SPACES PICTURF X(05), JUSTIFIE r) RIGHT. 
01 BLANK-LINE PICTURF X(132), VALUF SPACcS. 
01 PAGE-LINE. 
02 FILLER 
02 PAGE 
02 FILLER 
PICTJRE X(95), 
PICTURE Z15). 
PICTURE X(72), 
VALJE SDACES. 
VALUE SPACES. 
01 PAGE-I. 
02 LINE-Ol. 
03 FILLER 
03 TITLE 
03 ACRONYM 
03 EXP-NO 
PICTURE X. 
PICTURE X(51). 
PICTURE 'U7). 
PEITURE X(6). 
02 LINE-02. 
03 FILLER 
03 TITLE-CONTD 
03 FSUME-D ATE. 
04 MONTH 
04 FILLER 
04 DAY 
04 FILLER 
04 YEAR 
04 FILLER 
03 VERSION 
PICTURE X. 
PICTJRE <(51). 
PICTJRE XX. 
PICTURE X. 
PICTURE XX. 
PICTJRE X. 
PICTURE XX. 
PICTURE X. 
PICTURE X(N). 
02 LI NE-03. 
03 FILLER 
03 PRINCIPAL-INVESTIGATOR. 
04 NAME 
04 ORGANIZATION 
04 TELEPHONE. 
05 AREA-CODE 
05 FILL-5 
05 EXCHANGE 
05 FILLER 
PICTURE X. 
PICTURE X(21). 
PICTURE X(25). 
PICTURE X(3). 
PICTURE X. 
PICTURE X(3). 
PICTURE X. 
05 
05 
05 
NUMBER 
FILL-6 
EXT ENS ION 
PICTJRE X(4). 
PICTURE X. 
PICTURE X(5). 
02 LINE-04. 
03 FILLER 
03 CO-INVESTIGATOR. 
04 NAME 
04 ORGANIZATION 
04 TELEPHONE. 
PICTURF X. 
PICTURE X(21). 
PICTURE X(25). 
B-7 
SOURCE 
05 
05 
05 
05 
05 

05 

05 

02 	 LINE-05. 
03 FILLER 
STATEMENT 
AR EA-C3 DE 
FILL-7 

EXCHANGE 

FILLER 
NUMBER 

FILL-8 
EXTENSION 

03 CONTRACT-TYPE 
03 CONTRACT-NJMBER 
03 FLASH-INDEX-NUMBER 
03 START-DATE. 
04 MONTH 

04 FILLER 

04 YEAR 

04 FILLER 

03 	 COMPLETION-DATE.
 
04 MONTH 

04 FILLER 
04 YEAR 
04 FILLER 
03 	 STATUS 
02 	 LINE-06.
 
03 FILLER 

03 MONITOR.
 
04 	 NAME 
04 	 AGENCY 

04 	 PROGRAM-OFFICE.
 
05 OFFICE 

05 FILLER 

05 CODE 

05 FILLER 

04 	 TELEPHONE. 
05 AREA-CODE 
05 FILL-9 
05 EXCHANGE 
05 FILLER 
05 NUMBER 
05 FILL-tO 
05 EXTENSION 
02 	 LINE-07. 
03 FILLER 
03 VENDOR 
03 LOCATION 
03 FLIGHT-DATE. 
04 MONTH 

04 FILLER 

04 YEAR 

-04 FILLER 

03 LEAD-TIME.
 
04 MONTHS 

PIZTURE X(31. 
PICTJRE X.
 
PICTURE X(3). 
PICTURE X.
 
PICTURE K(4).
 
PI:TUR- X. 
PICTURE X(5).
 
PICTURE X. 
PICTURE X(9). 
PICTURE X(16). 
PICTURE X(16). 
PICTJRF XX.
 
PICTURE K. 
PICTURE XX.
 
PICTJRE X. 
PICTJRE XX.
 
PICTURE <.
 
PI:TURE XX.
 
PICTJ RE X. 
PICTURE XCI1). 
PICTURE X. 
PICTURE X(21).
 
PICTURE X(16).
 
PICTURE XXXX.
 
PICTURE X.
 
PICTURE XXX.
 
PICTURE X.
 
PICTURE K(3).
 
PICTUR= X. 
PICTJRE X(3). 
PICTURE X.
 
PICTURE X(4).
 
PICTURE K.
 
PICTURE X(5).
 
PICTURE X. 
PICTURE X(25). 
PICTURE (124). 
PICTURE XX.
 
PICTURE X. 
PICTURE XX.
 
PICTURE K.
 
PICTJRE XX.
 
B-8 
SOURCE STATEMENT
 
04 UNITS 
02 	 LINE-08. 
03 FILLER 
03 INSTRUMENT-TYPE. 
04 CODE 
04 REMAINDER 
04 FILLER 
03 SECURITY 
D? 	 LINE-09. 
03 FILLER 
03 APPL ICATION 
03 SPACECRAFT 
02 LINE-1O 
02 LINE-11 
02 LINE-12 
02 LINE-13 
02 LINE-14 
02 LINE-15 
02 LINE-16 
02 LINE-17 
02 LINE-18 
02 LINE-19 
02 LINE-20 
02 LINE-21 
02 LINE-22 
02 LINE-23 

02 LINE-24 

02 LINE-26 

02 LINE-27 

02 LINE-28 

02 LINE-25 

0? LINE-29 
02 LINE-30 
02 LINE-31 
02 LINE-32 
02 LINE-33 
02 LINE-34 
02 LINE-35 
02 LINE-36 
02 LINE-37 
02 LINE-38 
01 	 PAGE-2.
 
02 	 LI NE-39. 
03 SPECTRAL-RANGE. ­
04 LOW-eND 
04 	 FILL-1 
04 	 HIGH-END 

04 FILL-2 
04 UNITS 
04 FILLER 
P ICTURE X(7).
 
PICTURE X.
 
PICTJRE <KKX.
 
PI:TUR- X156). 
PICTURE X. 
PICTURE XXX." 
PICTURE X. 
PICTURE X(40). 
PICTURE X(24). 
PICTURE X(65). 
PICTJRE X(65). 
PICTURE K(65). 
PI TURE X(65). 
PICTURE X(65). 
PICTURE XC65). 
PICTURE X(65). 
PICTURE X(65). 
PI:TURE X(65). 
PICTJRE X(65).
 
PICTURE X(65). 
PICTURE X(65).
 
PICTURE X(65). 
PfITURt X(69).
 
PICTJRE X(65).
 
PICTURE X(65).
 
PICTURE X(65).
 
PICTURE X(65).
 
PI:TURE" X(65).
 
PICTJRE X{65). 
PICTURE X{65). 
PICTURE X(65). 
PICTURE XC65). 
PICTURE X(65). 
PICTURE X(65). 
PICTURE X(69). 
PICTURE X165) . 
PICTJRE X(65). 
PICTURE X(65). 
PICTURE X{ 10)" 
PICTJRE XXXX. 
PICTURE X110). 
PICTURE X. 
PICTURE X'(I). 
PIZ TR: X. 
B-9
 
SOURCE STATEMENT
 
03 	 SPECTRAL-RESOLUTION. 
04 LIMIT 
04 FILLER 
04 UNITS 
04 FILLER 
03 TIME-CONSTANT. 
04 TIME 
04 UNITS 
02 	 LINE-40.
 
03 FIELD-OF-VIEW. 
04 ACROSS 
04 FILL-3 
04 IN-LINE 

04 FILL-4 

03 GROUND-SWATH 

02 	 LINE-41. 
03 ANGUL AR-RESOLUTI3N. 
04 LIMIT 

04 FILLER 

03 SPATIAL-RESOLUTION 

02 	 L INE- 42 . 
03 POINT ING-ACCURACY. 
04 LIMIT 

04 FILLER 

03 POI NTING-RATE.
 
04 LIMIT 

04 FILLER 

03 ALTITUDE.
 
04 RANGE 

04 ECCENTRICITY 

04 FILLER 

03 	 INCL INATION. 
04 RANGE 
04 DIRECTION 
02 LINE-43 
02 LINE-44 
02 LI NF-45. 
03 WEIGHT. 
04 AMOUNT 
04 FILLER 

03 	 VOLUME.
 
04 SIZE 

04 FILLER 

03 	 AVERAGE-POWER. 
04 AMOUNT 

04 FILLER 
03 STANDBY-POWER.
 
04 AMOUNT 

04 FILLER 

PICTURE K(B).
 
PI:TURE X.
 
PICTURE X(T). 
PICTURE X.
 
PICTURE X((7).
 
PIZTUR- X(7). 
P ICTURF X(7). 
PICTURE XXXX.
 
PICTURE X(7).
 
PICTURE X(5).
 
PICTURE X(41).
 
PICTJRE X(8). 
PICTURE X(5). 
PICTURE X(51). 
PICTURE X(7). 
PICTURE X(5). 
PICTURE XL7).
 
PICTURE X(9).
 
PICTURE XC5).
 
PICTURE X(9).
 
PICTURE X.
 
PICTURE X1I).

PICTURE X(IO). 
PICTURE ((64). 
PIZTURE X(64). 
PICTURE X(5). 
PICTURE X(4).
 
P ICTJ RE X(8). 
PICTURE X1?).
 
PICTURE K(4). 
PICTURE X(7). 
PICTURE X(3).
 
PICTURE X(7).
 
B-10 
SOURCE STATFi4E'JT 
03 	 PEAK-POWER. 
04 AMOUNT PICTURE X(4). 
04 FILLER PICTURE X(7). 
03 	 MTBF.
 
04 TIME PICTURE XXX. 
04 FILLER PICTJRE X. 
04 UNITS PICTURE X(4). 
02 	 LINE-46. 
03 IF-INTERFERENCE PITUR- X(l 01. 
03 MAGNFT IC- INT FRFERENCF PICTURE XlO). 
03" NUCLEAR-INTERFERENCE PICTURE X(10). 
03 THERMAL-INTERFERENCE PICTURE X(101. 
03 SHIELDING PICTJRE X(24). 
02 	 LI NF-47. 
03 CALIBRATION PICTIJRE X(PS). 
03 DATA-RECOVERY PICTURE X(21). 
03 FREOUENCY-OF-OBSERVATION PICTJRE X(18). 
0? LINE-48 PflTURE X(64).
 
02 LINE-49 PICTURE X(64).
 
02 LINE-50 PICTURE X(641.
 
02 LINE-51 PICTURE X(64).
 
02 LINE-52 PICTURE X(64).
 
02 LINE-53 PICTURE X(64).
 
02 LINE-54 PICTJRE X(64).
 
02 LINE-55 PICTURE X(64).
 
02 LINE-56 PICTURF X(64).
 
02 LINE-57 PICTURE X(64).
 
02 LINE-58 PICTURE X(64).
 
02 	 LINE-59.
 
03 	 COST-PREV IDUS-FY. 
04 PREVIOUS-FY PICTURE KKKK. 
04 FILLER PIUTURE XX. 
04 AMOUNT PICTJRE X(11). 
04 FILLER PICTURE X. 
03 	 COST-CURRENT- FY. 
04 CURRENT-FY PICTURE XXXX. 
04 FILLER PICTURE XX. 
04 AMOUNT PICTURE X(1l). 
04 FILLER PICTURE X. 
03 	 COST-TO-DATE PICTURE X(12).
 
03 	 COST-TO-COM PL El ION. 
04 
04 
04 
YEAR- OF-C OMPLE TI ON 
FILLER 
AMOUNT 
PICTURE 
PICTURE 
PICTURE 
XXXX. 
X. 
X(II). 
02 FILLER PICTURE X(1126). 
PROCEDURE DIVISION. 
START. 
B-il 
SOURCE STATEMENT 
OPEN OUTPUT PRINT-FILE.
 
DISPLAY 'YOU HAVE JUST GAINED ACCESS TO THE MASTER DATA r!LE 
- 'OF INSTRUMENT' UPON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY 'RESUMES PERTAINING TO SPAZE RESEARC-i AND APPLICATION 
- 'S. BEFORE YOU' UPON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY 'BEGIN TO USE THE SYSTEM, FOR THE RECORDS, PLEASE TYP 
- 'E YOUR LAST NAME.' UPON CONSOLE 
ACCEPT WORDS FROM CONSOLE. PERFORM CAPITALIZATION. 
MOVE WORDS TO LAST-NAME. 
IF LAST-NAME = 'X' GO TO FORM-CHOICE.
 
EXAMINE LAST-NAME REPLACING FIRST SPACE BY ','. 
r -DISPLAY 'NOW PLEASE TYPE YOUR FIRST NAMF.' UPON ZONSOL .
 
ACCEPT WORDS FROM CONSOLE. PERFORM CAPITALIZAT 13.
 
43VE WORDS TO FIRST-NAME.
 
DISPLAY 'TYPE TODAYS DATF (MONTHDAY,AND YEAR) I'4 THE 3_3WI
 
'NG FORMAT:' UPON CONSOLE.
 
DISPLAY '00/00/00' UPON CONSOLE.
 
ACCEPT DATE-USED FROM CONSOLE.
 
DISPLAY 'PLEASE READY TIE PUNCH SO THIS IN=ORMATION CAN BF PJ
 
INCHED ON A CARD.' UPON CONSOLE.
 
DISPLAY 'WHEN PUNCH IS READY, TYPE GO.' UPON CONSOLE.
 
ACCEPT ANSWER FROM CONSOLE.
 
DISPLAY LAST-NAME FIRST-NAME DATE-JSED UP3 SYSDUM:H.
 
DISPLAY ' ' UPON SYSPUNCH.
 
DISPLAY 'PLEASE RETURN THE CARD WHICH HAS JUST BEEN PUNt-I-) T
 
'0 THE SYSTEM' UPON CONSOLE.
 
DISPLAY 'LIBRARIAN WHEN YOU RETURN THE SYSTEM.' UPON SONSOLE.
 
FORM-CHOI CE. 
DISPLAY 'DO YOU WISH TJ MOUNT TH- RESUME =ORMS ON THE PRINrFR 
- '7' UPON CONSOLE. 
ACCEPT ANSWER FROM CONSOLE. 
PERFORM ANSWER-CHECK UNTIL ANSWER = 'YES' OR ANSWFR = ' 
OR ANSWER = 'NO' OR ANSWER = I '.-
IF ANSWER = 'NO' OR ANSWER =' ' GO TO FIRST-FUNCTION. 
DISPLAY 'MOUNT THE BLANK RESUME FORMS ON THE PRINTER ANO READ 
'Y THE PRINTER.' UPON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY 'WHEN FINISHED, TYPE GO.' UPON CONSOLE. 
ACCEPT ANSWER FROM CONSOLE. 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-I FROM BLANK-LINE AFTER ADVANCING 0.
 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-i FROM BLANK-LINE AFTER ADVANCING 3.
 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-I FROM ALIGNMENT AFTER ADVA4IZINS 2. 
DISPLAY 'CHECK ALISNMENT OF THE OUTPUT BY NOTING THE POSITION
 
" OF THE PERIOD' UPON CONSOLE.
 
DISPLAY 'RELATIVE TO THE RIGHT HAND BORDER OF PAGE OTE. IT SH
 
'OULD LIE ON THE LINE' UPON CONSOLE.
 
DISPLAY 'AND SLIGHTLY ABOVE THE TOP OF THE B.UE B3X EJTITLE)
 
'EXP NO.' UPON CONSOLE.
 
AD JUST-PRI NT-ALIGNME NT.
 
DISPLAY 'IS THE ALIGNMENT SATISFACTORY?' UPON CONSOLE.
 
ACCEPT WORDS FROM CONSOLE. PERFORM CAPITALIZATION.
 
MOVE WORDS TO ANSWER.
 
PERFORM ANSWER-CHECK UNTIL ANSWER = 'YES' OR ANSWER = 'NO'. 
B- 12 
SOURCE STATEMENT 
IF ANSWER = 'YES' GO TO FIRST-FUNCTI-JN. 
DISPLAY 'MAKE APPROPRIATE ADJUSTMENTS ON THE PRINTER. WHEN FT
 
'NISHEr, TYPE GO.' UPON CONSOLE.
 
ACCEPT ANSWER FROM CONSOLE.
 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-i FROM BLANK-LINF AFTER ADVANCING 0.
 
WRITE OUTPJT-LINF-PAGE-I FROM BLANK-LINIE AFTER ADVA fIW3 3. 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PASE-I FROM ALIGNMENT AFTER ADVANCI\JG 2. 
GO TO ADJUST-PRINT-ALIGLMENT. 
FIRST-FUNCTION. 
OPEN INPUT SIS-FORM-INPUT-FILE. MOVE ZFRO TO PAGE, PA3z-NO. 
DI-SPLAY 'THIS SYSTFM IS CAPABLE OF PERFJRMIPJG HREE FJNZTT1'JS 
- ':' UPON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY 'I) REVISE' UPON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY '2) EXPAND1 UPON CONSOLE.
 
DISPLAY '3) SEARCH' UPON CONSOLE.
 
DISPLAY 'THESE FUNCTIONS MAY BE REQUESTED IN A'Y NY N
AR, 
- 'JMBER OF TIMES.' UPJN CINSOLE. 
GO TO FUNCTION-ENTRY. 
NEXT-FUNCT ION. 
CLOSE DISK-FILE. 
DISPLAY 'DO YOU WISI TO PERFORM ADDITIONAL FUNCTIONS (RFVISF, 
- 'EXPAND, OR SEARCH)?' UPON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY 'WARNING: AN ANSWER OF ' QUOTE 'NO' QUOTE ' WILL TER 
- 'INATE ACCESS TO THE SYSTEM.' UPON CONSOLE.
 
ACCEPT WORDS FROM CONSOLE. PERFORM CAP ITALIZATIJN.
 
MVE WORDS TO ANSWER.
 
PERFORM ANSWER-CHECK UNTIL ANSWER = 'YES' 3R ANSWER = 'NO'.
 
IF ANSWER = ' NO' CLOSE SIS-FORM-INPUT-FILE,
 
PRINT-FILE, STOP RUN. MOVE ZERO TO PAGE-NO, PAGE.
 
FUNCTION-ENTRY.
 
DISPLAY 'PLEASE TYPE THE FUNCTION YOU WIS-1 TO PERFORM.' JPON 
CONSOLE.
 
ACCEPT WORDS FROM CONSOLE. PERFORM CAPITALIZATION. 
MOVE WORDS TO FUNCTION. 
IF FUNCTION = 'REVISE' GO TO REVISE. 
IF FUNCTION = 'EXPArO ' SO TO EXPAND. 
IF FUNCTION = 'SEARCH' GO TO RETRIEVE. 
DISPLAY FUNCTION ' IS NOT A VALID FUNCTION.' UPON CONSOLF. 
GO TO FUNCTION-ENTRY. 
EXPAND.
 
DISPLAY 'STACK THE DATA CARDS TO 3F A3)=- TO TAE FILF IN THE 
- 'CARD READER,' UPON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY 'AND READY SAME. WHEN FINISHED, TYPE GO.' 
UPON CONSOLE. OPEN 1-0 DISK-FILE.
 
ACCEPT WORDS FROM CONSOLE. PERFORM CAPITALIZATION.
 
43VE WORDS TO ANSWER.
 
READ-TO-E OF.
 
READ DISK-FILE RECORD AT END GO TO FILE-FULL.
 
IF ANSWER = 'NF' GO TO READ-NEW-4ESUME-CARDS. 
B-13
 
SOURCE STATFE'IET 
IF PART-I = ' I -GO TO READ-NEW-RESUME-CARDS.
 
READ DISK-FILE RECORD At END GO TO FILE-FULL.
 
GO TO READ-TO-EOF.
 
FILE-FULL. 
DISPLAY 'MAStER DATA FILE IS COMPLETELY FILLED. C3SUL-T SYSTF 
- 'M OPERATING MANUAL* UPON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY 'FOR INSTRUCTIONS FOR FURTHER EXPANSION OF TIE CILF.I 
UPON CONSOLE. GO TO NEXT-FUNCTION. 
RE AD-NEW-R ESU ME-CARDS. 
PERFORM READ-RESUME-CARDS-INTO-MEMORY.
 
IF YEAR OF RESUME-DATE = ' ' MOVE SPACES TO RESUME-DATE.
 
IF EXCHANGE OF TELEPHONE OF PRINCIPAL-INVESTIGAT3] = ' I
 
MOVE SPACES TO TELEPHONE.OF PRINCIPAL-INVESTIGATOR. 
IF AREA-CODE OF TELEPHONE OF PRICIPAL-INVESTIGATR = I 
MOVE ' ' TO FILL-5. 
IF EXTENSION OF TELEPHONE OF PRINCIPAL-INVESTIGATOR =' 
MOVE I I TO FILL-6. 
IF EXCHANGE OF TELEPiONE OF CO-INVESTIGATOR = ' 
MOVE SPACES TO TELEPHONE OF Cf-IVESTIGATJ . 
IF AREA-CCDE OF TELEPHONE OF CO-INVESTIGATOR = ' 
TO FILL-7. 
IF EXTENSION OF TELEPHONE OF CO-INVESTIGATOR = ' ' MOVF 
I I TO FILL-8.
 
IF FLASH-INDEX-NUMBER = 'NA ' MOVE '\lA I Ti) 
FLASH-INDEX-NUMBER. 
IF FLASH-INDEX-NUMBER = ' - MOVE SPACES TO 
FLASH-INDEX-NUM BER. 
IF MONTH OF START-DATE = ' ' MOVE SPACES TO START-DATE. 
IF MONTH OF COMPLETI3N-DATE = ' ' MOVE SPACES TO 
COMPLETION-DATE.
 
IF EXCHANGE OF TELEPHONE OF MONITOR = '
 
MOVE SPACES TO TELEPHONE OF MONITOR.
 
IF AREA-CODE OF TELEPHONE OF MONITOR = '
 
MOVE I I TO FILL-9.
 
IF EXTENSION OF TELEPHONE OF MONITOR =
 
MOVE ' ' TO FILL-IO. 
IF OFFICE = ' ' MOVE SPACES TO PROGRAM-OFFICE. 
IF MONTH OF FLIGHT-DATE = ' ' MOVE SPACES r3 FLIGHT-J TE. 
IF MONTHS = ' ' M3VE SPACES TO LEAD-TIME. 
=
IF LOW-END = ' ' = 4JVOR LOW-END  3 
SPACES TO SPECTRAL-RANGE. 
IF LOW-END = 'NA . ' OR LOW-END = 'NA 
MOVE SPACES TO SPECTRAL-RANGE MOVE IA ' TJ 
LOW-END. 
IF HIGH-END = ' . ' OR HISH-END - ' ' MOVE 
SPACES TO FILL-I, HIGH-END, FILL-2. 
IF LIMIT OF SPECTRAL-RESOLUTION = I ' MOVE SPACCS 
TO S PECT RAL -RESOLUTION. 
IF LIMIT OF SPECTRAL-RESOLUTION = INA ' MOVE 'NA 
TO SPECTRAL-RESOLUTION. 
IF TIME OF TIME-CONSTANT = ' ' OR TIME OF TI4E-C3\JSTA\JT 
= ' MOVE SPACES TO TIME-CONSTANT. 
B-14 
SOURCE STATEMENT 
IF TIME OF TIME-CONSTANT = 'NA ' OR T1IE OF TIPF-TnNSTANT 
= 'NA. ' MOVE 'NA' TO TIME-CONSTANT. 
IF ANGULAR-RESOLUTION = ' . ' OR ANGULAR-RFSOLJTTnN 
= ' . DEG' OR ANGULAR-RESOLUTION = ' nIC' 
MOVE SPACES TO ANGULAR-RESOLUTION. 
IF ANGULAR-RESOLUTION = INA . ' R AN3ULAl-rFSLUTTION 
= 'NA . DES' OR ANGULAR-RESOLUTION = 'NA nEG' 
MOVE 'NA' TO ANGULAR-RFSOLUTION. 
IF ACROSS = ' ' OR ACROSS = ' ' MOVF SPACPFS TO 
FI ELD-OF-VIEW. 
IF ACROSS = 'NA ' OR ACROSS = 'NA 1 MOV r ,tA' Tf) 
FIELD-OF-VIEW. 
EXAMINE FILL-3 TALLYING ALL 'M'. IF TALLY > ZERO, MOVE SPACrC 
TO IN-LINE. IF TALLY = ZERO AND I IN-LINE = ' . 'OlR 
IN-LINE = ' ' ) MOVE SPACES TO FILL-3, TN-LINF. 
IF POINTING-ACCURACY = ' . ' OR POINTINZ-ACCURACY 
= ' . DEG ' OR POINTING-ACCJRACY = ' DPI; 
MOVE SPACES TO POINTING-ACCURACY. 
IF POINTING-ACCURACY = 'NA . DEG ' OR POINTING-ACCUPACY 
= 'NA . ' OR POINTING-ACCURAC = INA DES I 
MOVE 'NA' TO POINTING-ACCURAZY. 
IF POINTING-RATE - ' . DEG/SEC' OR POINTINS-RATF 
I . ' OR POINTING-RATE =' DEGSFC 
MOVE SPACES TO POINTING-RATE. 
IF POINTING-RATF = 'NA . DEG/SEC ' OR POINT ING-IATE 
'NA . ' 0fl POINTING-RATE = 'NA DEG/SEC I 
MOVE INA' TO POINTING-RATE. 
IF RANGE OF INCLINATION = 'SUN-SYNCH' MOVE 'RETROGRADEI TO
 
DIRECTION. IF RANGE OF INCLINATION = 'POLAR' MOVF 'NA'
 
TO DIRECTION.
 
EXAMINE WEIGHT REPLACINS ALL '.' BY ' .
 
IF WEIGHT - ' LB ' MOVE SPACES T- WFIGHT.
 
IF WEIGHT = INA LB ' MOVE 'NA' TO WEIGHT.
 
IF VOLUME = ' . CU FT ' OR VOLUMF = I CU rT I
 
OR VOLUME = . ' MOVE SPACES TI V)LUIE.
 
IF VOLUME = INA CU FT 9 OR VOLUME = I NA CU FT
 
= .
OR VOLUME = 'NA ' MOVE 'NA' TO VDLUM
EXAMINE AVERAGE-POWER REPLACING ALL ' . BY 1 . 
IF AVERAGE-POWER = ' WATTS ' MOVE SPACES TO 
AVE RAGE-POW ER.
 
IF AVERAGE-POWER = 'NA WATTS I MOVE I NA' TO AVERA(E-PJWER.
 
IF AMOUNT OF AVERAGE-POWER = 0 i' MOVE 1 WATT ' TO
 
AVERAGE-POWER.
 
IF AMOUNT OF AVERAGE-POWER 0
= ' MOVE 'NONE' TO
 
AVERAGE-POW ER. 
EXAMINE STANDBY-POWER REPLACING ALL '.' BY '
 
IF STANDBY-POWER = I WATTS I MOVE SPAcES TO STANQBY-POWER.
 
IF STANDBY-POWER = 'NA WATTS I MOVE 'NA' TO STANDBY-PIWEP.
 
IF AMOUNT OF STANDBY-POWER = ' I' MOVE ' I WATT ' To 
STANDBY-POWER. 
IF AMOUNT OF STANDBY-POWER = ' 3' MOVE INONE' TO 
STANDBY-POW ER. 
EXAMINE PEAK-POWER REPLACING ALL '.' BY '
 
IF PEAK-POWER = ' WATTS I MOVE SPACES TO PEAK-POWER.
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IF PEAK-POWER = 'NA WATTS I MOVE INA' TO PFAK-POWFR. 
IF AMOUNT OF PEAK-POWER = ' is MOVF ' I ,)ATT ' T3 
PEAK-POWER. 
IF AMOUNT OF PEAK-POWER = ' 0' MDVP 'NONE' TO PEA(-PWFR. 
EXAMINE MTBF REPLACING ALL I.' BY ' I. 
MOVE UNITS OF SPECTRAL-RANGE TO SIZE-7. 
EXAMINATION.
 
EXAMINE SIZE-7 TALLYING LEADING SPACES.
 
IF TALLY =1l MOVE SIZE-7 TO SIZE-6 MOVE SIZE-6 TO SI7c-7 
SO TO SWITCH-I.
 
-IF TALLY = 2 MOVE SIZf:-7 TO SIZ-5 MOV SIZE-5 TO SIZe-7 
GO TO SWITCH-i.
 
IF TALLY = 3 MOVE SIZE-i TO SIZE-4 MOVE SIZE-4 TO SIZE-7
 
GO TO SWITCH-1.
 
IF TALLY = 4 MOVE SIZE-i TO SIZE-3 MOVE SIZE-3 1" SIZE-? 
GO TO SWITCH-1.
 
IF TALLY = 5 MOVE SIZE-7 TO SIZF-2 MOVE SIZF-2 TI SIZE-?
 
GO TO SWITCH- i.
 
IF TALLY = 6 MOVE SIZE-7 TO SIZF-I MOVE SIZU-I TO SIZF-7.
 
SWITCH-i. 
GO TO SWITCH-2. 
SWI TCH-2. 
MOVE SIZE-i TO UNITS OF SPECTRAL-RANGE. MOVE EXP-NO TO SIZE-7 
ALTER SWITCH-I TO PROCEED TO SWITCH-3. GO TO EXAMTNATIT'l. 
S4 ITCH-3. 
MOVE SIZE-7 TC EXP-NO. MOVE UNITS OF TIME-CONSTANT T1 SIZE-7. 
ALTER SWITCH-I'TO PROCEED TO SWITCH-4. GO TO EXAMINATION. 
SWI TC-4. 
MOVE SIZE-i TO UNITS IF TIME-CONSTNNT. MOVE UNITS OF MTBF TO 
SIZE-7. ALTER SWITCH-1 TO PROCEED TO SWITCH-5. 
GO TO EXAMINATION. 
SW ITCH-5. 
'4fVE SIZE-7 TO UNITS OF MTBF. MOVE ACRONf M TO SIZE-?. 
ALTER SWITCH-i TO PROCEED TO SWITCH-6. GO TO EXAMINATInN. 
SW ITCH-6. 
"MOVE SIZE-i TO ACRONYM. ALTER SWITCH-1 TO PROZEP ) TO
 
SWI TCH-2.
 
MOVE RANGE OF ALTITUDE TO SIZE-Il.
 
EXAM. 
EXAMINE SIZE-il TALLYING LEADING SPACES. 
IF TALLY = 01 MOVE SIZE-Il TO SIZE-1O MOVE SIZE-1O T) SIZF-1l 
GI TO SWITCH-7.. 
IF TALLY = 02 MOVE SIZE-i1 TO SIZE-09 MOVE SIZE-Q T3 SIZm-Il 
GO TO SWITCH-?.
 
IF TALLY = 03 MOVE SIZE-I TO SIZE-08 MOVE SIZE-08 TO SIZ-li 
GO TO SWITCH-i. 
IF TALLY = 04 MOVE SIZE-Il TO SIZE-37 MOVE SIZE-07 T3 SIZE-Il 
GO TO SWITCH-i.
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IF TALLY = 05 MOVE 
G3 T3 SWITCH-7. 
IF TALLY = 06 MOVE 
GO TO SWITCH-?. 
IF TALLY = 07 MOVE 
GO TO SWITCH-7. 
IF TALLY = 08 MOVE 
GO TO SWITCH--. 
SIZE-lI 
SIZE-li 
SIZE-Il 
SIZE-il 
TO 
TO 
TO 
TO 
SIZE-O 
SIZE-O5 
SIZE-04 
SIZE-)3 
'4)VE SIZE-06 
MOVF SIZE-05 
MOVE SIZE-O4 
MOVE SIZE-03 
T) SIZE-]I 
T3 SIZF-iI 
TO S;IZ-l 
TO SIZE-il 
SW ITCH-7. 
GO TO SWITCH-8. 
SWITCH-8. 
MOVE SIZE-il TO RANGE OF ALTITUDE. M3VE ECCENTRICITY T-
SIZE-i1. ALTER SWITCH-7 TO PROCEED TO SWITCH-9. GD TO FXAM. 
SW ITCH-9. 
MOVE SIZE-i1 TO ECCENTRICITY. MOVE RANGE OF INCLINATIO Ti 
SIZE-11. ALTER SWITCH-7 TO PROCEED TO SWITCH-1O. SO TO CXAM. 
.SWITCH- 10. 
MOVE SIZE-i1 TO RANGE OF INCLINATION. MOVE DIRECTION TO 
SIZE-il. ALTER SWITCH-? TO PROCEED TO SWITCH-I. G) TO EXA'. 
SWITCH-I1.
 
MOVE SIZE-11 TO DIRECTION. ALTER SWITCH-? TO PROCEED T?
 
SW ITCH-8. 
PERFORM PRINT-RESUME. 
REdRITE DISK-REC)RD FROM PAGE-i. 
READ DISK-FILE RECORD AT END GO TO FILE-FULL. 
REWRITE DISK-RECORD FROM PAGE-2.
 
READ DISK-FILE RECORD AT END G) TO FILE-=U_L.
 
33 TO READ-NEW-RESUME-CARDS.
 
TRANSITION.
 
DISPLAY 'THE DATA FILE ON THE DISK HAS BEEN EXPANDED Tr) INCI.U 
- 'DE THOSE RESUMES' UPON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY 'WHICH WERE STACKED IN THE CARD READER AND DISPLAYED 
- 'IN THE PRINTER.' UPON CONSOLE. GO TO NEXT-FUNCTION. 
REVISE. 
DISPLAY 'IN ORDER TO REVISE RESUMES IN THE FILE, AN ACCESS C9 
- 'IDE IS REQUIRED.' UPON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY 'PLEASE TYPE THIS CODE.' UPON CO'IS)LE. 
ACCEPT REVISION-ACCESS-CODE-IN FROM CONSOLE. 
IF REVISION-ACCESS-C3DE-IN IS NOT EQUAL T3 
REVISION-ACCESS-CODE, DISPLAY 'THIS IS NOT THE C3RRECT CODE.' 
UPON CONSOLE, GO TOWNEXT-FUNCTION. 
OPEN I-C DISK-FILE. 
MOVE ZERO TO DATE-COUNTER.
 
DISPLAY 'SHOULD THE RESUME DATES OF THE REVISED RESUMES BE BR 
- 'OUGHT UP TO DATE?' UPON CONSOLE. 
ACCEPT WORDS FROM CONSOLE. PERFORM CAPITALIZATION. 
MOVE WORDS TO ANSWER. 
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PERFORM ANSWER-CHECK UNTIL ANSWER = 'YES' OR ANSWER = 'N''. 
IF ANSWER =-'NO' GO TO CHOOSE-RESUME. MOVE I TO DATe-COUNTER. 
C-OOSE-RESUME. 
MOVE I TO VC. 
MOVE 1 TO COUNTER. MOVE ZERO TO N.
 
DISPLAY 'PLEASE TYPE- THE SPACECRAFT OF THE RESUME YOU WISH Tn
 
' REVISE.' UPON CONSOLE.
 
ACCEPT WORDS FROM CONSOLE. PERFORM CAPITAL IZAT 13.
 
M3VE WORDS TO SPACECRAFT-TEST.
 
=DISPLAY 'PLEASE TYPE THE ACRONYM OF THE RESUME YOU WISl T3 R

'VISE.' UPON CONSOLE.
 
ACCEPT WORDS FROM CONSOLE. PERFORM CAPITALIZATION.
 
MOVE WORDS TO ACRONYM-TEST. 
I-IN.
 
DISPLAY 'PLEASE TYPE THE NUMBER OF THE ITEM YOU WISH TI EVIS 
'E.' UPON CONSOLE. 
ACCEPT ANNUM FROM CONSOLE. PERFORM NUMBER-EXAM THRU 
NUMBER-CONVERSION. MOVE ITEM-NO TO I.
 
IF I IS GREATER THAN 68, DISPLAY I ' IS NOT A VALID ITFM NUMB
 
'ER.' UPON CONSOLE, GO TO I-IN.
 
READ-TAPE-TO-FIND-RESUME. 
READ DISK-FILE RECORD INTO PAGE-i AT END G3 T3 
VER IFY-COMPLE TE-RE AD. 
IF VC = I PERFORM VERSION-UP. 
IF DATE-COUNTER = 1, MOVE DATE-USED TO RESUME-DATE. 
IF I > 34t REWRITE DISK-RECORD FROM PAGE-i, 
READ DISK-FILE RECORD INTO PAGE-2 
AT END GO TO VERIFY-COMPLETE-READ. 
IF SPACECRAFT = SPACECRAFT-TEST AND ACRONYM = ACRONYM- T ST, 
GO TO RESUME-SECURITY-CHECK. IF ACRONYM = I 
GO TO VERIFY-COMPLETE-READ. IF I IS NOT GREATER THAN 34, 
READ DISK-FILE RECORD AT END GO TO VERIFY-:OMPLETP-RrAP. 
30 TO READ-TAPE-TO-FIND-RESUME. 
RESUME-SECURITY-CHECK. 
IF SECURITY = 'UNC' OR SECURITY = 'PRO' GO TO 'ITEM-SELECTION. 
DISPLAY 'THE RESUME YOU HAVE REQUESTED IS CLASSIFIED. Ti GAIN 
- ACCESS TO IT,' UPON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY 'TYPE THE CURRENT 6-DIGIT SECURITY ACCESS COn)E.' JPON 
CONSOLE.
 
ACCEPT ACCESS-CODE-IN FROM CONSOLE.
 
IF ACCESS-CODE-IN = ACCESS-CODE-I GO TO ITEM-SELECTION.
 
DISPLAY 'THIS IS NOT THE CORRECT SECURITY ACCESS C3DE.' UPIN
 
CONSOLE. IF I IS NOT GREATER THAN 34, READ DISK-FILE RECORD 
AT END GO TO NEXT-REVISION.
 
GO TO NEXT-REVISION. 
VERIFY-C OtPLETE-READ. 
CLOSE DISK-FILE. 
IF COUNTER = 2, MOVE 3 TO COUNTER, DISPLAY 'NO RESUME WITH SP 
- 'ACECRAFT ' SPACECRAFT-TEST ' AND ACRONYM ' ACRONYM-TEST UP3' 
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CINSDLE, DISPLAY 'EXISTS IN THE MASTER FILE.' UPON
 
CONSOLE, GO TO NEXT-REVISION. 49VE 2 TO )JUNTER,

OPEN I-0 DISK-FILE. GO TO READ-TAPE-TO-FIND-RESUMP.
 
WRITE-REVISION.
 
IF I IS GREATER THAN 34, REWRITE DISK-RECORD FROM PAGE-?.
 
IF I IS NOT GREATER -THAN 34, REWRITE DISK-RECORD FROM PAGE-I,
 
READ DISK-FILE RECORD INTO PAGE-2 AT END GO TO
 
VERIFY-COMPLETE-READ. PERFORM PRINT-RESUME.
 
NEXT-REVISION. 
DISPLAY 'DO YOU WISH T3 REVISE OTHER RESUMES?' UPON CONSOLE. 
ACCEPT WORDS FROM CONSOLE. PERFORM CAPITALIZATION. 
MOVE WORDS TO ANSWER. 
PERFORM ANSWER-CHECK UNTIL ANSWER = 'YES' OR ANSWER = 'NO'. 
IF ANSWER = 'YES' AND CWJNTER = 3, 
OPEN I-0 DISK-FILE, -o TO CHOOSE-RESUME.
 
IF ANSWER = 'YES' GO TO CHOOSE-RESUME.
 
GO TO NEXT-FUNCTION.
 
CHECK. 
DISPLAY 'TYPE THE NUMBER OF THE ITFM TO BE REVISED.' J'JN 
CONSOLE. ACCEPT ANNUM FROM CONSOLE. PERFORM NUMBER-FKAM THRJ 
NUMBER-CONVERSION. MOVE ITEM-NO TO I-HILD. 
IF I-HOLD IS GREATER THAN 68, DISPLAY I-HOLD ' IS NOT A VALID 
- ' ITEM NUMBER.' UPON CONSOLE, GO TO CHECK. 
IF I-HOLD IS GREATER THAN 34 AND I IS GREATER THAI 34 3R
 
I-HOLD IS NOT GREATER THAN 34 AND I IS NOT GREATER THAN 349,
 
MOVE I-HOLD TO I, GO TO ITEM-SELECTION.
 
IF I-HOLD IS GREATER THAN 34 AND I IS NOT GREATER THAI 34,
 
REWRITE DISK-RECORD FROM PAGE-I, MOVE I-HOLD TO It REAO
 
DISK-FILE RECORD INTO PAGE-2 AT END GO TO
 
VERIFY-COMPLETE-READ, GO TO ITEM-SELECTION.
 
IF I-HOLD IS NOT GREATER THAN 34 AND I IS SREATER TH N 34,
 
REWRITE DISK-RECORD FROM PAGE-2, CLOSE DISK-FILE, OPEN I-3
 
DISK-FILE, MOVE I-HOLD TO I, GO TO READ-TAPE-TO-FIND-RESJMr.
 
ITEM-SELECTION.
 
IF I IS NOT EQUAL TO 27 GO TO ITe M-R--VISION.
 
DISPLAY 'A REVISION OF ITEM 27 (SECURITY) REQUIRES A'\ ADJITID
 
'NAL ACCESS CODE.' UPON CONSOLE.
 
DISPLAY 'TYPE THIS 6-DIGIT ACCESS CODE.' UPON CONSOLE.
 
ACCEPT ACCESS-CODE-IN FROM CONSOLE.
 
IF ACCESS-SODE-IN = ACCESS-CODE-2 GO TO ENTER-I TEM-REVIS IONS. 
DISPLAY 'THIS IS NOT THE CORRECT ACCESS CODE.' UPON -ONSOL-. 
GO TO NEXT-ITEM. 
ITEM-REVISION. 
IF I = 01 OR I = 30 OR I = 31 OR I = 62 OR I = 63 OR I = 64, 
GO TO MULTIPLE-LINE-REVISION. 
ENTER-ITEM-RE VI SIONS. 
DISPLAY 'TYPE ENTIRE CONTENTS OF ITEM ' I ' INCLUDINS ALL DES, 
- 'IRED REVISIONS.' UPON CONSOLE. 
ACCEPT WORDS FROM CONSOLE. PERFORM CAPITALIZATION. 
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MOVE WORDS TO REV-i. 
MOVE REV-i TO REV-2. 
IF I = 02 MOVE REV-I TO ACRONYM.
 
IF I = 03 MOVE REV-i TO EXP-NO.
 
IF I = 04 MOVE REV-i TO RESUME-DATE.
 
IF I = 05 MOVE REV-i TO VERSION.
 
IF I = 06 MOVE REV-i TO NAME OF PRINCIPAL-IWESTIGAT3R. 
=IF I = 07 MOVE REV-I T3 ORGANIZATION O
PRINCIPAL- INV EST IGATOR. 
IF I = 08 MOVE REV-i TO TELEPHONE OF PRINCIPAL-INVESTIfATOR. 
IF I = 09 MOVE REV-i TO NAME OF CO-INVESTIGATOR. 
-IF I = 10 MOVE REV-I TO ORGANIZATION OF CO-IfN/ESTIGAT 0. 
IF I = 11 MOVE REV-I TO TELEPHONE OF CO-INVESTIGATOR. 
IF I = 12 MOVE REV-I TO CONTRACT-TYPE.
 
IF I = 13 MOVE REV-i TO CONTRACT-NUMBER. 
IF I = 14 MOVE REV-I TO FLASH-INDEX-NUMBER. 
IF I = 15 MOVE REV-i TO START-DATE. 
IF I = 16 MOVE REV-I TO COMPLETION-2ATE. 
IF I = 17 MOVE REV-I TO STATUS. 
IF I = 18 MOVE REV-i TO NAME OF MONITOR. 
IF I = 19 MOVE REV-i TO AGENCY. 
IF I = 20 MOVE REV-i TO PROGRAM-OFFICE. 
IF I = 21 MOVE REV-I T3 TELEPHON OF MONITOR. 
IF I = 22 MOVE REV-i TO VENDOR. 
IF I = 23 MOVE REV-1 TO LOCATION. 
IF I = 24 MOVE REV-i TO FLIGHT-DATE. 
IF I = 25 MOVE REV-1 TO LEAD-TIME. 
IF I = 26 MOVE REV-i TO INSTRUMENT-TYPE. 
IF I = 27 MOVE REV-I TO SECURITY. 
IF I = 28 MOVE REV-1 TO APPLICATION. 
IF I = 29 MOVE REV-i TO SPACECRAFT. 
IF I = 32 MOVE REV-2 TO LINE-36. 
IF I = 33 MOVE RE V-2 TO LINE-37. 
IF I = 34 MOVE REV-2 TO LINE-38. 
IF I = 35 MOVE REV-I TO SPECTRAL-RANGE. 
IF I = 36 MOVE REV-1 TO SPECTRAL-RESOLUTION. 
IF I = 37 MOVE REV-i TO TIME-CONSTANT. 
IF I = 38 MOVE REV-i TO FIELD-OF-VIEW.
 
IF I = 39 MOVE REV-i TO GROUND-SWATH.
 
IF I = 40 MOVE REV-i TO ANGULAR-RESOLUTION.
 
IF I = 41 MOVE REV-i TO SPATIAL-RESOLUTION.
 
IF I = 42 MOVE REV-i TO POINTING-ACCURACY.
 
IF I = 43 MOVE REV-i TO POINTING-RATE.
 
IF I = 44 MOVE REV-I TO ALTITUDE.
 
IF I = 45 MOVE REV-I TO INCLINATION.
 
IF I = 46 MOVE REV-1 TO LINE-43.
 
IF I = 47 MOVE REV-1 TO LINE-44.
 
IF I = 48 MOVE REV-I TO WEIGHT.
 
IF I = 49 MOVE REV-1 TO VOLUME.
 
IF I = 50 MOVE REV-i TO AVERAGE-POWER.
 
IF I = 51 MOVE REV-i TO STANDBY-POWER.
 
IF I = 52 MOVE REV-i TO PEAK-POWER.
 
IF I = 53 MOVE REV-i TO MTBF.
 
IF I = 54 MOVE 'REV-I TO RF-INTERFERENCE.
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IF I = 55 MOVE REV-i TO MAG NETIC-INTERFER ElCE.
 
IF I = 56 MOVE REV-I TO NUCLEAR-INTERFERENCE.
 
IF I = 57 MOVE RFV-1 TO THERMAL-INTERFERENCE.
 
IF I = 58 MOVE REV-1 TO SHIELDING.
 
IF I = 59 MOVE REV-i TO CALIBRATION.
 
IF I = 60 MOVE REV-I TO DATA-RECJVERY.
 
IF I = 61 MOVE REV-i TO FREQUENCY-OF-0BS ERVAT ION.
 
IF I 65 MOVE REV- I TO COST-PREVIOUS- Y.
 
IF I =66 MOVE REV-I TO COST-CURRENT-FY.
 
IF I 67 MOVE REV-i TO COST-TO-DATE.
 
IF I 68 MOVE REV-i TO COST-TO-COMPLETION.
 
ADD I TO N.
 
DISPLAY 'REVISION OF ITEM ' I ' IN T-iIS RESU14E 4AS BF t N COMPI
 
'ETED.' UPON CONSOLE.
 
NEXT-ITEM. 
DISPLAY 'DO YOU WISH TC REVISE OTHER ITEFAS I THIS ESIME?'
 
JPON CONSOLE.
 
ACCEPT WORDS FROM CONSOLE. PERFORM CAPITALIZATION.
 
MOVE WORDS TO ANSWER.
 
PERFORM ANSWER-CHECK UNTIL ANSWER = 'YES' OR ANSWER = 'NC'.
 
IF ANSWER = 'YES' GO TO CHECK.
 
IF N IS NOT EQUAL TO ZERO,
 
DISPLAY 'A TOTAL OF ' N ' REVISIONS HAVE BFF4 MADE IN T-z P=, 
'UME FOR ACRONYM I ACRONYM-TEST UPON CONSOLE, DISPLAY 'AND SP 
'ACECRAFT ' SPACECRAFT-TEST UPON CONSOLE,
 
GO TO WRITE-REVISION.
 
IF I IS NOT GREATER THAN 34, READ DISK-FILE RECORD AT E'rD 
GO TO NEXT-REVISION. GO TO NEXT-REVISIr4. 
MULTIPLE-LINE-RE VI SION. 
DISPLAY 'ITEM ' I ' CONSISTS OF SEVERAL LINES OF INFORMATION. 
- ' REVISIONS IN ANY' UPON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY 'OF THESE LINES MAY BE MADE, ONE AT A TIME.' 
UPON CONSOLE. 
ENTER-LINE-REVISION.
 
DISPLAY 'TYPE THE NUMBER CF THE LINE YOU WISH TO REVISE.'
 
UPON CONSOLE.
 
ACCEPT ANNUM FROM CONSOLE. PERFORM NUMBER-EXAM THRU 
NUMBER-CONVERSION. MOVE ITEM-NO TO M. 
DISPLAY 'TYPE THE ENTIRE CONTENTS OF LINE ' M ' IN ITEM ' 

I INCLUDING ALL' UPON CONSOLE.
 
DISPLAY 'DESIRED REVISIONS OF THAT LINE.' JPON CONSOLE.
 
ACCEPT WORDS FRO4 CONSOLE. PERFORM CAPITALIZATION.
 
MOVE WORDS TO REV-I.
 
MOVE REV-i TO REV-2.
 
IF I = 01 GO TO TITLE-REVISION.
 
IF 1= 30 GO TO PURPOSE-REVISION.
 
IF I = 31 GO TO PRINCIPLES-REVISION.
 
IF I = 62 GO TO TELEMETRY-REVISION.
 
IF I = 63 GO TO EVALUATION-REVISION.
 
REFERENCES-REVISION. 
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IF M = 01 MOVE REV-I TO LINE-53 GO TO MUITTPLF-LINr-rX IT. 
IF M = 02 MOVE REV-1 TO LINr-54 GO TO, MUITIPLF-LIN--cXIT. 
IF M = 03 MOVE REV-1 TO LINE-55 GO TO MUJIIPLE-LINEF-fXTT. 
IF M = 04 MOVE REV-I TO LINE-56 SO TO MULTI PLF-LIVr-rFXIT. 
IF M = 05 MOVE REV-i TO LINF-57 CO T MUITTIPLF-LINF--XIT. 
IF M = 06 MOVE REV-I TO LINE-SR GO Ta MIIITIDLF-LINE-FX fT 
GO TO MULTIPLE-LINF-FRROR.
 
FIALUAT ION-REVI SION. 
IF M = 01 MOVF RFV-i TO LINE-51 GO TO MUtTIPLF-LIJF-EYIT. 
IF M = 02 MOVE REV-I TO LINE-52 GO TO MULTIPLE-LINE-FXTT. 
GO TO MJLTIPLE-LINc-cRROR. 
TEL E4ETRY-:kEVIST ON. 
IF M = 01 MOVE REV-1 TO LITNE-48 $0 Tl MUI TIPLF-LI'W- XIT. 
IF M : 02 MOVE REV-1 TO LINE-49 GO TOl MULTIPLE-LINE-UXTT. 
IF M = 03 MOVE REV-i TO LINE-50 GO TO MULTIPLE-LINFrXIT. 
GO TO KJLTIPLF-LINF-ERRnR. 
TITLE-RFV ISION. 
IF M = 01 MOVF REV-I TO TITLE GO TO MULTIPL-LIFI-EXIT. 
IF M = 02 MOVE REV-i TO TITLF-CNTD ^(O TO MULTIPLE-LINF-EX T. 
GO TO MULTIPLE-LINF-ERROR. 
PURPJSE-'EVISlON. 
IF M = 01 MOVE REV-2 TO LINE-iG GO TO MULTIPLE-LINF-=XIT. 
IF M = 02 MOVE REV-2 TO LINE-i GC TO MULTIPLF-LINE-EXIT. 
IF M = 03 MOVE.RFV-2 TO LINE-12 -10 TO MULTIPLE-LINE-FXTT. 
IF M = 04 MOVE REV-2 TO LINE-13 GO TO MULTIPLE-L PJE-EXIT. 
IF M = 05 MOVE REV-2 TO LINE-14 GO TO MULTIPLE-LINE-FXTT. 
IF M ='06 MOVE REV-2 TO LINE-15 GO Ti %4IULTIPLc-LINF-EXIT. 
GO TO MULTIPLE-LINE-ERROR. 
PRINCI PLES-REVISION. 
IF M = 01 MOVE REV-2 TO LINE-15 GO TO MULTIPLE-LINE-EXIT. 
IF M = 02 MOVE REV-2 TO LIN-17 SO TO MULTI PL-t IMF-XIrT. 
IF M = 03 MOVE REV-2 TO LINE-18 GO TO MULTIPLE-LINE-EXIT. 
IF M = 04 MOVE REV-2 TO LTNE-19 GO TO MULTIPLE-LINE-EXIr. 
IF M = 05 MOVE RFV-2 TO LINE-20 GO T) MULTIPLc-LIN=-cEXTT. 
IF M = 06 MOVE REV-2 TO LINE-21 GO TO MULTIPLE-LINE-FXIT.
 
IF M = 07 MOVE REV-2 TO LINE-22 SO TO MULTI PLE-LINE-FXIT. 
IF M = 08 MOVE REV-2 TO LINE-23 GO TO MULTIPLE-LI\F-EXIT. 
IF M = 09 MOVE REV-? TO LINE-24 GO TO MULTIDLE-LINF-EXIT. 
IF M = 10 MOVE REV-2 TO LINE-25 GO TO MULTIPLF-LINrC'--XIT. 
IF M = I MOVE REV-2 TO LINE-25 GO TO MULTIPLE-LINE-EXIT. 
IF M = 12 MOVE REV-? To LINE-27 GO T9 MULTI PLF-LI NE-FXIT. 
IF M = 13 MOVE REV-2 TO LINE-28 GO TO MULTIPLF-LINrF-EXTT. 
IF M = 14 MOVE REV-2 TO LINE-29 GO TO MULTI PLE-LINE-EX IT. 
IF M = 15 MOVE REV-2 TO LINE-30 GO TO MULTIPLI-LINEXIT. 
IF M = 16 MOVE REV-2 TO LINE-31 GO TO 9JLTIDLF-LINE-EXIT. 
IF M = 17 MOVE REV-2 TO LINE-32 GO TO MULTI PLE-LINE-EX IT. 
IF M = 18 MOVE REV-2 TO LINE-33 GO TO MULTIPLF-LINE-EXTT. 
IF M = 19 MOVE REV-2 TO LINE-34 GO TO MULTIPLE-LIME-EXIT. 
IF M = 20 MOVE REV-? TO LINE-35 GO TO MULTTPL-LINC--XIT. 
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MULTIPLE-LINE-ERROR. 
DISPLAY M ' IS NOT AN EXISTING LINE NUMBFR IN ITEM ' I ' AND 
- 'REVISION WAS NOT' UPON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY 'EFFECTED. PLEASE CHECK YOUR LINF NUMBER ENTRY CARFFJ 
'LLY.' UPON CONSOLE. GO TO ENTER-LINE-REVISI3N. 
MULT IPL E-L INE-EX IT.
 
DISPLAY 'THIS REVISION HAS BEEN ACCEPTED.' UON C3NSJLE.
 
DISPLAY 'DO YOU WISH TO REVISE OTHER LINES IN ITEM '1 '7'
 
UPON CONSOLE-. ADD I TO N.
 
-ACCEPT WORDS FRCM CONSOLE. PERFORM CAPITALIZATION. 
MOVE WORDS TO ANSWFR.
 
PERFORM ANSWER-CHECK UNTIL ANSWER = 'YES' OR A'SWER = "\1'.
 
IF ANSWER = 'NO' GO TO NEXT-ITEM.
 
GO TO ENTER-LINE-REVISION.
 
RETRIEVE. 
OPEN INPUT DISK-FILE. 
DI SPLAY 'IF YOU WISH TO LIST ALL RESUMES In rHE FILF, TYPE _S 
'T.' UPON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY ' IF YOU WISH TO PRINT ALL RESUMES, TYPE PRT.' U!D3) 
CON SOLE. 
DISPLAY 'IF YOU WISH TO SUBMIT RETRIEVAL CRITERIA, TYPV RFT.' 
UPON CONSOLE.
 
DISPLAY 'IF YOU WISH TO SEARCH FOR KEY WOR)S, TYPF KEY.' 
UPON CONSOLE.
 
TRY-AGAIN.
 
ACCEPT WORDS FROM CONSOLE. PERFORM CAPITALIZATION.
 
MOVE WORDS TO ANSWER.
 
IF ANSWER = 'KEY!
 
GO TO INITIALIZE-FOR-KEY-WORD-SEARCH.
 
IF ANSWER = 'LST'
 
DISPLAY 'ADVANCE CONSOLE CARRIAGE TO START LIST 6 LINrS FROM
 
'TOP OF NEXT BLANK' UPON C)NSOLE,
 
DISPLAY 'PAGE. WHEN FINISHED, TYPE TWO SPACES.' JPN CONSTLE,
 
ACCEPT ANNUM-TRUNC FROM CONSOLE,
 
DISPLAY ' COMPLETE LIST OF INSTRUMENT RESU4ES'
 
UPON CONSOLE,
 
DISPLAY ' BY TITLE, SPACECRAFT, AND ACRONYM'
 
UPON CONSOLE,
 
DISPLAY ' CURRENTLY STORED 14 THE MASTEi FIl-
UPON CONSOLE, PERFORM SPACE-AWAY 2 TIMES, 
PERFORM INITIATION, MOVE 4 TO V, GO TO SEARCH.
 
IF ANSWER IS NOT EQUAL TO 'PRT' GO TO RET-ENTRY.
 
DISPLAY 'IF YOU WISH TO HAVE ALL CLASSIFIED (AS 4ELL AS J'C_A
 
'SSIFIED) RESUMES' UPON CONSOLE,
 
DISPLAY 'PRINTED OUT, TYPE THE CORRECT ACCESS CODE. 3THERWISE
 
I TYPE NONE.' UPON CONSOLE,
 
ACCEPT ACCESS-CODE-IN FROM CONSOLE,
 
DI SPLAY 'DO YOU WISH THE RETRIEVED RESUMES NJMBERED IN SEQUEN
 
'CE?' UPON CONSOLE.
 
ACCEPT WORDS FROM CONSOLE. PERFORM CAPITALIZATION.
 
MOVE WORDS TO ANSWER.
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,PERFORM ANSWER-CHECK UNTIL ANSWER = 'YES' OR A\SW" 'N'.
 
IF ANSWER = IYES' MOVE 00001 TO PAGE-Nl.
 
GO TO PRINT-ALL-RESUMES.
 
RET-ENTRY. 
IF ANSWER = 'RETI GO TO INITIATION. 
DISPLAY IINVALID RFSPONSE. TYPF LST, PRT, R T, OR KFY., UPN 
CONSOLE. GO TO TRY-AGAIN.
 
PRINT-ALL-RESUMES.
 
READ DISK-FILE RECORD INTO PAGE-i AT 'END G3 T \EXT-FJNZTInN.
 
READ DISK-FILE RECORD INTh PAGE-2 AT =N) GO TO Nr-XT-FIJNCTION.
 
IF ACRONYM = ' ' GO TO NEXT-FUJCTIJN.
 
IF SECURITY IS NOT EQUAL TO ' PRO' AND SECURITY IS NOT FQJAI.
 
TO 'UNC' AND ACCESS-COnE-IN IS NOT EOUAL TO ACCESS-COF-i,
 
GO TO PRINT-ALL-RESUMES. MOVE PAGE-NO TO PAGE. PERF3 M
 
PRINT-RESUME. IF PASE-NO > ZERO, ADD 00001 TO PAGE-NO.
 
GO TO PRINT-ALL-RESUMES.
 
IN IT IAT ION.
 
MOVE SPACES TO CROIA CROIB CRO2A CR03 A CRO4A C 04B ^105
 
CR05B CR06A CR17A CR19A CR20A CR25A 
CR27A CR2qA CR36A CR36D CR48A CR493 
CR35A CR35B CR35C CR35D CR35E CR39F CR35G 
CR35H CR351 CR38A CR38B CR40A CR408 CR44A 
CR44B CR45A CR458 CR49A CR498 CR50A C 514 
CR52A CR53A CR53B CR54A CR55A CR55A CR57A 
CR60A INTF TERM 
ASTERISK APPLICATION-CR CURRENT-DATE TEST-nATF 
MOVE I TO K, KS.
 
I TEM-RETR I EVAL.
 
DISPLAY 'TYPE THE NUMBER fF THE ITEM YOU WI SI TO RTRIF1U.I
 
UPON CONSOLE. MOVE ZERO TO V. ACCEPT ANNUM FROM C'C)S]Lr.
 
MOVE ZERO TO N2, 'N6.
 
MOVE ZERO TO PAGE-NO.
 
MOVE 9 TO NO-LINES.
 
'ERF3RM NUMBER-EXAM T-iRU NUMBER-CONVERSION.
 
GO TO 	01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1 7 i 
19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 
37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54, 
54 54 54 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 6q 
DEPENDING ON ITEM-NO. DISPLAY ITEM-NO ' IS NOT A VALID 
'ITEM NUMBER.' UPON CONSOLE. GO TO ITFM-RETRIFVAL. 
COMPARISON.
 
DISPLAY 'ADVANCE CONSOLE CARRIAGE TO START LIST 6 LINES rROM
 
- 'TOP OF NEXT BLANK' UPON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY 'PAGE. WHEN FINISHED, TYPE TWO SPACES.' UPON CnNSOLF.
 
ACCEPT ANNUM-TRUNC FROM CONSOLE.
 
DISPLAY ' LIST OF INSTRUMENT RFSUMES'
 
UPON CONSOLE.
 
DISPLAY ' BY TITLE, SPACECRAFT, AND ACR3iyj'
 
UWON CONSOLE.
 
DISPLAY ' SATISFYING THE FOLCJWIN3 RETRIEVAL -RITRIA:
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'' UPON CONSOLE. 
'EIFORM SP4CE-AWAY 2 TIMES. ADD 2 TO NO-LINFS.
 
IF CROA IS NOT EQUAL TO ' I
 
DISPLAY ' TITLE = CROIA UPON CONSOLE
 
ADD 1 TO NO-LINES. 
IF CR01B IS NOT EQUAL TO '
 
DISPLAY ' CR01B UPON CONSOLE
 
ADD 1 TO NO-LINES.
 
IF CR.02A IS NOT EQUAL TO '
 
DISPLAY ' ACRONYM = ' CRO2A LPON CONSOLE
 
ADD I TO NO-LINES.
 
"IF CRO3A IS NOT EQUAL TO ' 
DISPLAY ' EXPERIMENT UMBER = ' RO3A UPON CONSOLE 
ADD 1 TO NO-LINES.
 
IF CRO4A IS NOT EQUAL TO *
 
DISPLAY V RESUMES WRITTEN BETWFEN ' CRO4A ' AND ' :RO4B
 
UPON CONSOLE ADD I TO NO-LINFS.
 
IF CRO5A IS NOT EQUAL TO ' ' AN) SROSB > CRO5A 
DISPLAY ' VERSION NUMBERS FROM v CROA ' TO I -RO5B ' IJCLU 
'SIVE' UPON CONSOLE ADD I TO NO-LINES. 
IF CRO5A IS NOT EQUAL TO ' I AND CROSA = CR053 
DISPLAY ' VERSION NUMBER = ' CR35A UPON CD'4SJLE 
ADD I TO NO-LINES. 
IF CRO6A IS NOT EQUAL TO '
 
DISPLAY ' PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR = ' CRO6A UPON CINSlLF,
 
ADD I TO NO-LINES.
 
IF CRITA IS NOT EQUAL TO
 
DISPLAY STATUS = ' CRiTA UPON CONSOLE
 
ADD I TO NO-LINES.
 
IF CR19A IS NOT EQUAL TO '
 
DISPLAY ' AGENCY = ' CR19A UPON CONSOLE
 
ADD I TO NO-LINES. 
IF CR20A IS NOT EQUAL TO '
 
DISPLAY PROGRAM 3FFIVE = ' CR2OA U03J CO'SOLE
 
ADD I1TO NO-LINES.
 
IF CR26A IS NOT EQUAL TOI
 
DISPLAY INSTRUMENT TYPE = ' R263 UPON CONSOLE
 
ADD 1 TO NO-LINES.
 
IF CR27A IS NOT EQUAL TO ' I
 
DISPLAY ' SECURITY CLASSIFICATION = ' CR2TA UPON CINSILE
 
ADD I TO NO-LINES.
 
IF CR28 (1) IS NOT EQUAL TO '
 
DISPLAY ' APPLICATIONS = ' CR23 (1) ' ' CR28 (2)
 
CR28 (3) ' ' CR28 (4) UPON CONSOLE, AD I TO NO-LINES.
 
IF CR28 (5) IS NOT EQUAL TO ' I
 
DISPLAY ' ' CR28 (5) ' ' CR28 (6) '
 
CR28 (7) UPON CONSOLE
 
ADD I TO NO-LINES.
 
IF C 29A IS NOT EQUAL TO '
 
DISPLAY ' SPACECRAFT = ' CR29A UPOI C)MSJLE
 
ADD I TO NO-LINES.
 
IF TERM '2
 
DISPLAY ' SPECTRAL RANGE = ' CR35X I TO ' CR35Y ' CR35:
 
UPON CONSOLE ADD I TO NO-LINES.
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IF TERM IS NOT EQUAL TO ' ' ANn TERM IS NOT EQUAL TO '2' 
DISPLAY * SPECTRAL RANGE = ' TERM UPO4 C)'S3LE 
ADD 1 TO NO-LINES. 
IF CR36 A IS NOT EQUAL TO 
DISPLAY ' SPECTRAL RESOLUTION = ' CR36X I TO ' CR36Y ' DEV" 
'ENT' UPON CONSOLE 
ADD i TO NO-LINES. 
IF CR38A IS NOT EQUAL TO ' 
DISPLAY ' FIELD OF VIEW N9RMkL TO THE FLIS-IT PATH = ' CR3BX 
I TO ' CR38Y ' DEGREES' UPON CONSOLE 
ADD I TO NO-LINES.
 
IF CR4OA IS NOT EQUAL TO '
 
DISPLAY ' ANGULAR RESOLUTION = ' CR4)K ' fJ ' _40Y 'E.R­
'ES' UPON CONSOLE
 
ADD I TO NO-LINES.
 
IF CR44A IS NOT EQUAL TO ' 
DISPLAY ' ALTITUDE = * CR44A ' ' CR44B UPON CONSOLE 
ADD I TO NO-LINES. 
IF C145A IS NOT EQUAL TO 
DISPLAY ' INCLINATION ' CR45A ' ' CR45B UPON CONSOLZ 
ADD I TO NO-LINES. 
IF CR48A IS NOT EQUAL TO ' 
DISPLAY ' WEIGHT = ' -CR48X T ' CR48Y ' POUN)S' 
UPON CONSOLE 
ADD I TO NO-LINES. 
IF CR49A IS NOT EQUAL TO '
 
DISPLAY ' VOLUME = ' CR49X ' TO ' CR49Y I CU FT'
 
UPON CONSOLE
 
ADD I TO NO-LINES.
 
IF C5OA IS NOT EQUAL TO ' 
DISPLAY ' AVERAGE POWER = CR5OX ' WATTS' UPON CONSOLE 
ADD I TO NO-LINES. 
IF CR5IA IS NOT EQUAL TO ' ' 
DISPLAY ' STANDBY POWER = ' CR5IX ' WATTS' UP3'J CJSJLE 
ADD I TO NO-LINE-S. 
IF CR52A IS NOT EQUAL TO ' ' 
DISPLAY ' PEAK POWER = ' CR52X ' WATTS' UPON CONSOLE 
ADD I TO NO-LINES. 
IF CR53A IS NOT EQUAL TO ' 
DISPLAY ' tEAN-TIME-BEFORE-FAILURE =' CR53X ' ' CR53B 
UPON CONSOLE 
ADD 1 TO NO-LINES. 
IF CR54A IS NOT EQUAL TO 
DISPLAY ' RF INTERFERENCE = ' ZR54A UPON CONSOLE 
ADD I TO NO-LINES. 
IF CR55A IS NOT EQUAL TO 
DISPLAY * MAGNETIC INTERFERENCE = ' CR55A UPON C3'JSJLE 
ADD I TO NO-LINES. 
IF CR56A IS NOT EQUAL TO ' 
DISPLAY ' NUCLEAR INTERFERENCE = ' CR56A JP,3N C3JSJLE 
ADD I TO NO-LINES. 
IF CR57A IS NOT EQUAL TO ' 
DISPLAY ' THERMAL INTERFERENCE = ' CRS7A UPON CONSOLE 
ADD 1 TO NO-LINES.
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IF CR60A IS NOT FQUAL TO
 
DISPLAY ' DATA RECOVERY = CRSOA UPON CONSOLE 
ADD I TO NO-LINES.
 
PERFORM SPACE-AWAY 2 TIMES. ADD 2 TO NJ-LI"JES.
 
SEARCH.
 
IF NO-LINES > 57, SUBTRACT Nf-LINES FROM 70 GIVING
 
LINES-LEFT, PERFORM SPACE-AWAY LINES-LEFT TIMFS,
 
MOVE 4 TO NO-LINES. MOVE I TO KKK.
 
READ DISK-FILE RECORD INTO PAGE-1 AT END GO TO FINISH-UP. 
READ DISK-FILE RECORD INTO PAGE-2 AT END GO TO FINISH-UP. 
IF ACRONYM = ' GO TO FINISH-UP. 
ITEM-1. 
IF CROIA = ' ' OR (CROlA = TITLE AND CROIB = TITLE-CO0TO)
 
GO TO ITEM-2.
 
MOVE SPACE TO ASTERISK. GO TO SEARCH
 
IT FM-2. 
IF CR02A = ' OR ACRONYM = CRO2A G3 TO ITE 4-3. 
MOVE SPACE TO ASTERISK. GO TO SEARCH. 
ITEM-3. 
IF CRO3A = ' OR EXP-NO = CRO3A GO TO ITrM-4. 
MOVE SPACE TO ASTERISK. GO TO SEARCH. 
IT EM-4. 
IF CRO4A = ' ' GO TO ITEM-5. 
MOVE CRO4AA TO MON. MOVE CRO4AB TO DYA. MOVE CRD4AC TO YER.
 
MOVE MONTH OF RESUME-DATE TO MO. MOVE )AY OF RESJME-DATF TO 
DY. MOVE YEAR OF RESUME-DATE TO YR. 
IF TEST-DATE > CURRENT-DATE, MOVE SPACE TO ASTERISK, GO TO 
SEARCH. 
MOVE CRC4BA TO MON. MOVE CRO4BB TO DYA. MOVE CRO4BC TO YER. 
IF TEST-DATE < CURRENT-DATE, MOVE SPACE TO ASTERISK, 730 TO 
SEARCH. GO TO ITEM-5. 
ITEM-5.
 
EXAMINE VERSION REPLACING ALL ' ' BY '0'.
 
IF CRO5A = I ' OR (VERSION > CROSA AND VERSION < CR058),
 
OR VERSION = CRO5A OR VERSION = CR03B, GO TO ITEM-6.
 
MOVE SPACE TO ASTERISK, GO TO SEARCH.
 
ITEM-6. 
IF CRO6A = ' GO TO ITFM-7. 
IF NAME OF PRINCIPAL-INVEST IGATOR = I 
MOVE '*' TO ASTERISK, GO TO ITEM-?.
 
EXAMINE NAME OF PRINCIPAL-INVESTIGATOR TALLYING UNTIL FIRST
 
S,t 
I.
 
IF TALLY = 02 MOVE NAME OF PRINCIPAL-INVESTIGATOR TO PI2. 
IF TALLY = 02 MOVE P12 TO PI-TEST. 
IF TALLY = 03 MOVE NAME OF PRINCIPAL-INVESTIGATOR TO P13. 
IF TALLY = 03, MOVE P13 TO PI-TEST. 
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IF TALLY = 04 MOVE NAME OF PRINCIPAL-INVESTIGATOR TO PIT. 
IF TALLY = 04 MOVE P14 TO PT-TEST. 
IF TALLY = 05 MOVE NAME OF PRINCIPAL-INVESTIGATOR Trl P15. 
IF TALLY = 05 MOVE P15 TO PI-TEST. 
IF TALLY = 06 MOVE NAME OF PRINIPAL-INVESTIGATOR TO P16. 
IF TALLY = 06 MOVE P16 TO PI-TEST. 
IF TALLY = 07 MOVE NAME OF PRINCIPAL-INVESTIGATOR TO P17. 
IF TALLY e 07 MOVE PI T 0PI-TEST. 
IF TALLY = 08 MOVE NAME OF PRINCIPAL-INVFSTIGAT-O TO PIS. 
IF TALLY = 08 MOVE P18 TO PI-TEST. 
IF TALLY = 09 MOVE NAME OF PRINCIPAL-INVESTIGAT31 T3 D19. 
IF TALLY = 09 MOVE PI9 TO PI-TEST. 
IF TALLY = 10 MOVE NAME OF PRINCIPAL-INVESTIGATJR TI '110.
 
IF TALLY = 10 MOVE PIO TO PT-TEST.
 
IF TALLY = 11 MOVE NAME OF PRINCIPAL-INVEST IGAT3 Ti PIl.
 
IF TALLY = 11 MOVE PIll TO PI-TEST.
 
IF TALLY = 12 MOVE NAME OF PRINCIPAL-INVESTIGATOR TO P112.
 
IF TALLY = 12 MOVE P112 TO PI-TEST.
 
IF CRO6A .= PI-TEST GO TO ITEM-7.
 
MJVE SPACE TO ASTERISK. GO TO SEARCH.
 
ITEM-7. 
ITEM-1I. 
IF CR17A = ' ' OR CR17A = STATUS, GO TO ITEM-IS. 
IF STATUS = ' ' MOVE '*' tO ASTERISK GO TO ITEM-18. 
MOVE SPACE TO ASTERISK. GO TO SEARCH.
 
IT EM-18. 
IT EM- 19.
 
IF CRl9A = ' OR CRI9A = AGENCY, GO TO ITEM-20.
 
IF AGENCY = ' ' MOVE-'*' TO ASTERISK, GO TO ITEM-20.
 
MOVE SPACE TO ASTERISK. GO TO SEARCH. 
ITEM-20. 
IF CR20A = ' ' OR CR20A = PROGRAM-OFFICE, 30 TO ITEM-21. 
IF PROGRAM-OFFICE = ' ' MOVE '*' TO ASTERISK, GO T3 ITEM-21. 
MOVE SPACE TO ASTERISK. GO TO SEARCH. 
I TEM-21. 
ITEM-26. 
IF CR26A = ' OR CR26A = CODE OF INSTRUMENT-TYPE 
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GO TO ITEM-27.
 
IF CODE OF INSTRUMENT-TYPE = , MOVE 0*1 TO ASTERIS(,
 
GO TO ITEM-27.
 
MOVE SPACE TO' ASTERISK. GO TO SEARCH.
 
IT EM-27. 
IF CR27A = ' ' OR CR27A = SECURITY, GO TO ITEM-28. 
MOVE SPACE TO ASTERISK. GO TO SEARCH. 
I TEM-28. 
IF CR28 (1) = ' ' GO TO TTEM-29. 
IF APPLICATION = I MOVE 4* TO ASTERISK GO TO 1Tr\4-2 0 . 
MOVE SPACES TO APPLICATION-TEST. 
MOVE I TO J. 
MOVE APPLICATION TO APPLICATION-HOLD.
 
EXA4INE APPLISATION-IOLD REPLACING AL.L SPACES BY '0.
 
APPLICATION-EXAMI NATION. 
EXAMINE APPLICATION-HOLD TALLYING UNTIL FIRST ','
 
IF TALLY = ZERO, GO TO CROSS-COMPARISON. 
IF TALLY = 3 MOVE APPLICATION-HOLD TO AREA-3, MOVE AR.A-3 TO 
APPL (J), MOVE APPLICATION-HOLD TO AREA-34, MOVE AREA-34 T3 
APPLICATION-HOLD, ADD 1 TO J, GO TO APPLICATION-EXAMINATION. 
IF TALLY = 4 MOVE APPLICATION-HOLD TO AREA-4, MilE AE&'-4 Ti 
A'PL {J), MOVE APPLICATION-HOLD TO ARFA-33, MOVE AREA-33 TO 
APPLICATION-HOLD, ADD 1 TO J, GO T3 APPLICTION-EXN'IATIJ4. 
IF TALLY = 5'MOVE APPLICATION-HOLD TO ARFA-5, MOVF AREA-5 TO 
APPL (J), MOVE APPLICATION-HOLD TO AREA-32, MOVE AREA-32 T3 
APPLICATION-HOLD, ADD 1 TO J, GO TO APPLICATION-EXAMINATION.
 
MOVE APPLICATION-HOLD TO AREA-&. MOVE AREA-8 TO APPL (J). 
MOVE APPLICATION-HOLD TO AREA-29. MOVE AREA-29 TO
 
APPLICATION-HOLD, ADD 1 TO Ji GO TO APPLICATIJ'-EXA'41NATTON. 
CROSS-COMPARI'SON. 
PERFORM APPL-VARIATION VARYING JJ FROM I BY I UNTIL JJ = J. 
GO TO FINAL-COMPARISON.
 
APPL-VARIATION. 
:'EIFORM CRITERION-VARIATION VARYING KK FROM I BY I UNTIL 
CR28 (KK) = SPACES. 
CRITERION-VAR IAT ION. 
IF CR28 (KK) = APPL (JJ), ADD I TO KKK. 
FINAL-COMPARISON. 
IF KKK = K AND KKK > I GO TO ITEM-29.
 
MOVE SPACE TO' ASTERISK. GO TO SEARCH.
 
I TEM-29. 
IF C 29A = ' ' OR CR29A = SPASE:RAPT, GO TO ITEM-32. 
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MOVE SPACE TO ASTERISK. GO TO SEARCH.
 
ITEM-30.
 
ITEM-35.
 
IF TERM = ' ' GO TO ITEM-36. 
IF LOW-END = NA' MOVE SPACE TO ASTERISK, GO TO SFARCH. 
IF LOW-END = ' ' OR LOW-END = 'SEE ITE-M 3' 
MOVE '*' TO ASTE.RISK GO TO ITEM-36. 
MOVE LOW-END TO AAA. MOVE HIGH-END TO BBB.
 
EXAMINE LOW-END REPLACING ALL ' ' BY '0'. 
EXAMINE HIGH-END REPLACING ALL ' ' BY '3'. 
EXAMINE UNITS OF SPECTRAL-RANGE REPLAbIN ALL 'S' BY ' 1. 
IF ((LOW-END = CR35B 
OR (LOW-END > CR35A AND LOW-END < CR35B))
 
OR (HIGH-END = CR358 
OR (HIGH-END > CR35A AND HIGH-END < CR35B))
 
3R ((LOW-END = CR35A OR LOW-END < CR35A) AND 
(HIGH-END = CR35B OR HIGH-E\ID > CR358))) 
AND UNITS OF SPECTRAL-RANGE = CR35C, 
MOVE AAA TO LOW-END, MOVE BBB TO HIGH-END, GO TO TTEM-35.
 
IF ((LOW-END = CR35E 
OR (LOW-END > CR35D AND LOW-E4D < CR35E)) 
OR (HIGH-END = CR35E 
OR (HIGH-END > CR350 AND HIGH-END < CR35E)) 
OR ((LOW-END = CR35D OR LOW-END < CR35D) A'JD 
(HIGH-ENE) CR35E OR HIGH-END > CR35E))) 
AND UNITS OF SPECTRAL-RANGE = CR35F, 
MOVE AAA TO LOW-END, MOVE BBB TO HIGH-END, GO TO ITEM-36. 
IF ((LOW-END = CR35H 
OR (LOW-END > CR35G AND LOW-END < CR35H))
 
OR (HIGH-END = CR35H 
OR (HIGH-END > CR35G ANC HIGH-END < CR35H)) 
OR"((LOW-END = CR35G OR LOW-END < CR35G) AND 
(HIGH-END = CR35H OR HIGH-END > CR35H))) 
AND UNITS OF SPECTRAL-RANGE = CR351,
 
MOVE AAA TO LOW-END, MOVE BBB TO HIG'-END, GO TO ITEM-36.
 
MOVE SPACE TO ASTERISK. GO TO SEARCH.
 
IT EM-36. 
IF CR36A = ' ' GO TO ITEM-37. 
IF LIMIT OF SPECTRAL-RESOLUTION = 'NA ', MOVE SPACE TO 
ASTERISK, GO TO SEARCH. 
IF LIMIT OF SPECTRAL-RESOLUTION = ' * OR LIMIT 
OF SPECTRAL-RESOLUTION = 'SEE ITEM' MOVE ,*' TO ASTERISK 
GO TO ITEM-17. MOVE LIMIT OF SPECTRAL-RESOLUTION T3 AAA. 
EXAMINE LIMIT OF SPECTRAL-RESOLUTION REPLACING ALL ' ' BY '' 
IF (LIMIT OF SPECTRAL-RESOLUTION > CR36A JR 
LIMIT OF SPECTRAL-RESOLUTION = CR36A) AND' 
(LIMIT OF SPECTRAL-RESOLUTION < CR36D OR 
LIMIT OF SPECTRAL-RESOLUTION = CR36D) 
MOVE AAA TO LIMIT OF SPECTRAL-RESOLUTION, GO TO ITEM-37. 
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MOVE SPACE TO ASTERISK. GO TO SEARCH. 
IT EM- 37. 
ITEM-38. 
IF CR3B8A : ' ' GO TO ITEM-39.
 
IF ACROSS = 'NA' MOVE SPACE TO ASTERISK, SO TO SFARCA.
 
IF ACROSS = ' I OR ACRnSS = 'SEE ITE' MrVE '*' TO
 
ASTERISK, GO TO ITEM-39. MOVE ACROSS TO AAA.
 
EXAMINE ACROSS REPLACING ALL ' ' BY '0'.
 
IF (ACROSS = CR38A OR ACROSS > CR38A) AND
 
(ACROSS = CR38B OR ACRfSS < CR38B)
 
MOVE AAA TO ACROSS, GO TO ITEM-3.
 
MOVE SPACE TO ASTERISK. GO TO SEAR-H.
 
ITEM-39.
 
I TEM-40. 
IF CR40A = ' ' SO T3 ITEM-41. 
IF LIMIT OF ANGULAR-RFSOLUTION = 'NA' 4JVF SPACE TO ASTCPISK, 
GO TO SEARCH. 
IF LIMIT OF ANGULAR-RESOLUTION = ' ' OR LIMIT OF 
ANGULAR-RESOLUTION = 'SEE ITEM' MOVE ,*, T3 ASTERTSK, 3) TO 
ITE4-41. MOVE LIMIT OF ANGULAR-RESOLUTION TO AAA. 
EXAMINE LIMIT OF ANGULAR-RESOLUTION REPLACING ALL ' ?Y 'C'. 
IF (LIMIT OF ANGULAR-RESOLUTION = CR40A OR 
LIMIT OF ANGULAR-RESOLUTION > CR4OA) AND
 
(LIMIT OF ANGULAR-RESOLUTION = CR40B 3R 
LIMIT OF ANGULAR-RESOLUTION < CR40B) 
MOVE AAA TO LIMIT OF ANGULAR-RESOLUTIOJ, $3 T3 IT=M-41. 
MOVE SPACE TO ASTERISK. GO TO SEARCH. 
IT EM-41. 
IT EM-44.
 
IF CR44A = ' ' GO TO ITEM-45.
 
IF CR44A = 'ANY' GO TO ITEM-44B.
 
IF RANGE OF ALTITUDE = ' ' MOVE '*' TO ASTERISK,
 
GO TO ITEM-44B.
 
IF RANGE OF ALTITUDE = CR44A GO TO ITEM-448.
 
MOVE SPACE TO ASTERISK. GO TO SEARCH.
 
IT EM-448.
 
IF CR448 = 'ANY' GO TO ITEM-45.
 
IF ECCENTRICITY = ' ' MOVE V'I TO ASTERISK, GO TO ITEM-45.
 
IF ECCENTRICITY = CR44B GO TO ITEM-45.
 
MOVE SPACE TO ASTERISK. GO TO SEARCH. 
ITE M-45. 
IF CR45A = ' ' GO TO ITEM-46.
 
IF CR45A = 'ANY' GO TO ITEM-45B.
 
IF RANGE OF INCLINATION = ' MOVE '*' TO ASTERISK,
 
GO TO ITEM-45B.
 
IF RANGE OF INCLINATION = CR45A GO TO ITEM-459.
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MOVE SPACE TO ASTERISK. GO TO SEARCH. 
IT EM--45B. 
IF CR45B = 'ANY' GO TO ITEM-46. 
IF DIRECTION =' ' MOVF '*' TO ASTERISK, 30 TO ITEM-46. 
IF DIRECTION = CR458 GO TO TTEM-46. 
MOVE SPACE TO ASTERISK. GO TO SEARCH. 
I TEM-46. 
ITEM-48. 
IF CR48A = ' ' GO TO ITEM-49. 
IF AMOUNT OF WEIGHT = ' ' MOVE '*' TO ASTERISK, GO TO 
ITEM-49. MOVE AMOUNT OF WEIGHT TO AAA.
 
EXAMINE AMOUNT OF WEIGHT REPLACING ALL ' ' BY '0'.
 
IF (AMOUNT OF WEIGHT > CR4RA OR AMOUNT 3F WEIGHT = :149A) AM
 
(AMOUNT OF WEIGHT < CR488 OR AMOUNT OF WEIGHT = CR4R8) 
MOVE AAA TO AMOUNT OF WEIGHT, GO TO ITEM-49. 
MOVE SPACE TO ASTERISK. GO TO SEARCH. 
ITEM-49. 
IF CR49A = ' ' GO TO ITEM-50. 
IF SIZE = ' I MOVE '*' TO ASTERISK, GO TO ITEM-SO. 
MOVE SIZE TO AAA. 
EXAMINE SIZE REPLACING ALL ' I BY.')'.
 
IF (SIZE = CR49A OR SIZE > CR49A) AND
 
(SIZE = CR49B OR SIZE < CR49B)
 
MOVE AAA TO SIZE, GO TO ITEM-50O.
 
MOVE SPACE TO ASTERISK. GO TO SEARCH. 
ITEM- 50. 
IF CR50A = ' ' GO TO ITEM-51. 
IF AMOUNT OF AVERAGE-POWER = I ' MOVE '*' T3 ASTERISK, 
GO TO ITEM-51. MOVE AMOUNT OF AVERAGE-POWER TO AAA. 
EXAMINE AMOUNT OF AVERAGE-PO4ER REPLACING A*-. ' ' BY '0'. 
IF AMOUNT OF AVERASE-POWER = 'NONE' MOVE ZEROS TO AMOJ'JT DF 
AVERAGE-POW ER.
 
IF CR50A = 'NONE' MOVE ZEROS TO CR5OA.
 
IF AMOUNT OF AVERAGE-POWER < CR50A OR
 
AMOUNT OF AVERAGE-POWER = CRSOA
 
MOVE AAA TO AMOUNT OF AVERAGE-POWER, GO TO ITEM-51.
 
M3VE SPACE TO ASTERISK. GO TO SEARH.
 
ITEM-51. 
IF CRSIA = ' ' GO TO ITEM-52. 
IF AMOUNT OF STANDBY-POWER = ' ' MOVE '*' TI ASTEISK, 
SI TI ITEM-52. MOVE AMOUNT OF STANDBY-POWER TO AAA. 
EXAMINE AMOUNT OF STANDBY-POWER REPLACING ALL v v 3Y '0'. 
IF AMOUNT OF STANDBY-POWER = 'NON' MOVE ZEROS T3 AMJJT 3F 
STANDBY-POWER.
 
IF CRSLA = 'NONI MOVE ZEROS TO CR51A.
 
IF AMOUNT OF STANDBY-POWER.< CR51A OR
 
AMOUNT OF STANDBY-POWER = CR5IA
 
MOVE AAA TO AMOUNT OF STANDBY-POWER, GO TO ITEM-52.
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43VE SPACE TO ASTERISK. GO TO SEARCH. 
ITEM-52. 
IF CR52A = ' ' GO TO ITEM-53. 
IF AMOUNT OF PEAK-POWER = ' 'MOVE '*' TO ASTFRISK, 
:3 T3 ITEM-53. MOVE AMOUNT OF PEAK-POWER TO AAA. 
EXAMINE AMOUNT OF PEAK-POWER REPLACING ALL ' ' BY '0'.
 
IF AMOUNT OF PEAK-POWER = 'NONE' MOVE ZEROS TO AMOUNT IF
 
PEAK-.POWER. IF CR52A = 'NONE' MOVE ZEROS TO CR52A.
 
IF-AMOJNT OF PEAK-POWER < CRSA OR 
AMOUNT OF PEAK-POWER = CR52A 
MOVE AAA TO AMOUNT OF PEAK-POWFR, GO TO ITFM-53.
 
MOVE SPACE TO ASTERISK. GO TO SEARCH.
 
IT EM-53. 
IF CR53A = ' ' GO TO ITEM-54. 
IF TIME OF MTBF = I ' MOVE '*t TO ASTERISK, GO TO TTEM-54. 
MOVE TIME OF MTBF TO AAA.
 
EXAMINE TIME OF MTBF REPLACING ALL ' BY 0'.
 
IF CR53B IS NOT FQUAL TO UNITS OF MTBF MOVE SPACE TO ASTERISK
 
GO TO SEARCH.
 
IF TIME OF MTBF > CR53A OR
 
TIME OF MTBF = CR53A
 
MOVE AAA TO TIME OF MTBF, GO TO ITEM-54.
 
MOVE SPACE TO ASTERISK. GO TO SEARCH.
 
I TEM-54. 
IF CR54A = ' ' GO T3 ITEM-55. 
IF RF-INTERFERENCE = ' ' MOVE '*' TO ASTERISK GO T3 ITEM-55. 
IF RF-INTERFERENCE = CR54A GO TO ITEM-55. 
MOVE SPACE TO ASTERISK. GO TO SEARCH. 
ITEM-55.
 
IF CR55A = ' ' GO TO ITEM-56.
 
IF MAGNETIC-INTERFERENCE = ' ' MOVE '*' TO ASTERISK
 
GO TO ITEM-56.
 
IF MAGNETIC-INTERFERENCE = CR55A GO TO ITE-56.
 
M3VE SPACE TO ASTERISK. GO TO SEARCH.
 
ITEM-56.
 
IF CR56A = ' GO TO ITEM-57.
 
IF NUCLEAR-INTERFERENCE = ' ' MOVE '*' TO ASTERISK
 
GO TO ITEM-5T.
 
IF NUCLEAR-INTERFERENCE = CR56 SO TO ITEM-5".
 
MOVE SPACE TO ASTERISK. GO TO SEARCH.
 
ITEM-5?. 
IF CRSTA = ' ' GO TO ITEM-58.
 
IF THERMAL-INTERFERENCE = ' ' MOVE 1*1 TO ASTERISK
 
GO TO ITEM-58.
 
IF THERMAL-INTERFERENCE = CR5TA GO TO ITEM-58.
 
MOVE SPACE TO ASTERISK. GO TO SEARCH.
 
I TEM-58. 
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ITEM-60. 
IF CR6OA - ' ' GO TO ITEM-51. 
IF DATA-RECOVERY = ' ' MOVE '*' TO ASTERISK SO TO ITFM-61. 
IF DATA-RECOVERY = CR6OA GO TO ITEM-61. 
MOVE SPACE TO ASTERISK. GO TO SEARCH. 
I TEM-61. 
EXI T-S EARCH. 
IF (V = 2 AND PAGE-NO > ZERO AND ACCESS-CODE-IN = 
ACCESS-CODE-2) OR (V = 2 AND PAGE-NO > ZERO AND (SECURITY 
= 'UNC' OR-SECURITY = 'PRO')) MOVE PAGE-N3 TO PAGE PERFORM 
PINT-RESUME, MOVE SPACE TO ASTERISK, ADD 00001 TO PAGF-NO, 
GO TO SEARCH. 
IF (V = 2 AND ACCESS-CODE-IN = ACCESS-CODE-2) OR (V = 2 AND 
(SECURITY = 'UNC' OR SECURITY = 'PRO')) PERFORM 
PRINT-RESUME, MOVE SPACE TO ASTERISK, GO T3 SEA:.H. 
41VE SPACES TO STATUS-OUT-I, STATUS-OUT-2, RI, R?. 
IF STATUS = 'PROPOSAL ' OR CONTRACT-TYPE = 'PROPOSAL It 
MOVE '-PROPOSAL' TO STATUS-OUT-1, STATUS-OUT-2. 
IF COMPLETION-DATE = 'INACT' MOVE '/INACTIVE' TO R1, R2. 
IF TITLE-CONTD IS NOT EQUAL TO ' ' MOVE SPACES T3 
STATUS-OUT-I, Rl. 
IF ASTERISK = ' * MOVE I TO N2. 
DISPLAY ' ' ASTERISK TITLE STATUS-OJT-1 RI UPON CONJSOLE. 
IF TITLE-CONTD IS NOT EQUAL TO ' 11 
DISPLAY ' ' TITLE-CONTD STATUS-OUT-2 R2 UPON CONSOLE, 
ADD I TO NO-LINES. 
DISPLAY ' ' SPACECRAFT ' ' NCRONY UPON CONSOLE. 
ADD 3 TO NO-LINES. DISPLAY ' ' UPON CONSOLE. 
IF N6 = ZERO OR N6 = I, ADD I TO N6. 
IF V IS NOT EQUAL TO 4, MOVE I TO V. 
MOVE SPACE TO ASTERISK. GO TO SEARCH. 
FINISH-UP. 
MOVE I TO K5. 
CLOSE DISK-FILE. OPEN INPUT DISK-FILE. 
IF V = I AND N2 = 1, DISPLAY ' ---------- ' UPON CO'S3LE, 
DISPLAY ' AN ASTERISK (*) PRECEDING A TITLE INDICATES THAT 
- 'NO INFORMATION' UPON CONSOLE, 
DISPLAY ' IS GIVEN FOR ONE OR MORE OF THE RETRIEVED ITEMS 
- N"THE RESUME.' UPON CONSOLE, ADD 3 TO NO-LINES, 
GO TO RESUMES-EXIST. 
IF V = 1, GO TO RESUMES-EXIST. 
IF V = 2 GO TO NEXT-RETRIEVAL.
 
IF V = 4 SUBTRACT NO-LINES FROM 70 GIVING LINES-LEFT,
 
PERFORM SPACE-AWAY LINES-LEFT TIMES, GO TO NEXT-RETRIEVAL.
 
DISPLAY 'NO RESUMES. SATISFYING THE RETRIEVAL CRITEI HAVE 3E 
- 'EN FOUND.' UPON CONSOLE. 
COMPUTE NO-LINES = 60 - NO-LINES. 
PERFORM SPACE-AWAY NO-LINES TIMES. 
DISPLAY 'DO YOU WISH TO RELIEVE THE RETRIEVAL CONSTRAINTS FOR 
- ' ANY ITEM(S)?' UPON CONSOLE. 
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ACCEPT WORDS FROM CONSOLE. PERFORM CAPITALIZATION.
 
MOVE WORDS TO ANSWER.
 
PERFORM ANSWER-CHECK UNTIL ANSWER = 'YES' OR ANSWER = 'NJ'.
 
IF ANSWER = 'NO' SO TO NEXT-RETRIEVAL.
 
MOVE SPACES TO APPLICATION-CR.
 
MOVE I TO K. MOVE 9 TO NO-LINES. GO TO ITEM-RFTRIEVAL.
 
RESUMES-EXIST. 
SUBTIRACT NO-LINES FROM 70 GIVING LINES-LEFT.
 
PERFORM SPACE-AWAY LINES-LEFT TIMES.
 
IF N6 = I, DISPLAY 'O YOU WISH TO HAVE THE RESUME LISTED A31 
- 'VE PRINTED OUT?' UPON CONSOLE, GO TO ANSWER-POINT. 
DISPLAY 'DO YOU WISH TO SUBMIT 4r)DITTONkL RETRIEVAL CRITERIA
 
- 'TO LIMIT THE NUMBER' UPON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY 'OF RESUMES LISTED ABOVE?' UPON CONSOLE. 
ACCEPT WORDS FROM CONSOLE. PERFORM CAPITALIZATION.
 
MOVE WORDS TO ANSWER.
 
PERFORM ANSWER-CHECK UNTIL ANSWER = 'Y:S' OR ANSWE.R = 'NOt.
 
IF ANSWER = 'YES' GO TO ITEM-RETRIEVAL.
 
DISPLAY 'DO YOU WISH TO HAVE THE RESUMES LI STED ABOVE PRINTED
 
- ' OUT?' UPON CONSOLE. 
ANSWER-PO INT. 
ACCEPT WORDS FROM CONSOLE. PERFORM CAPITALIZATI3. 
M)VE WORDS TO ANSWER. 
PERFORM ANSWER-CHECK UNTIL ANSWER = 'YES' OR ANSWER = 'NO'. 
IF ANSWER = 'NO' GO TO NEXT-RETRIEVAL. 
DISPLAY 'IF YOU WISH TO HAVE ALL THE RETRIEVED RESUMES WHICH 
- 'ARE CLASSIFIED' UPON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY '(AS WELL AS UNCLASSIFIED) PRINTED OJT, TYPE THE C1RR 
- 'ECT ACCESS CODE.' UPON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY 'OTHERWISE, TYPE NONE.' UPON CONSOLE. 
ACCEPT ACCESS-CODE-IN FROM CONSOLE.
 
DISPLAY 'DO YOU WISH TO HAVE THE RESUMES NUMBERED IN SFQUENCF
 
'2' UPON CONSOLE.
 
ACCEPT WORDS FROM CONSOLF. PERFORM CAPITALIZATION-.
 
MOVE WORDS TO ANSWER.
 
PERFORM ANSWER-CHECK UNTIL ANSWER : 'YES' OR ANSWER = 'NO'.
 
IF ANSWER = 'YES' MOVE 00001 TO PAGF-NO.
 
MOVE 2 TO V. MOVE SPACE TO ASTERISK. GO TO SEARCH.
 
01.
 
DISPLAY 'TYPE THE FIRST LINE OF THE TITLE YOU WISH TO RETRJEV 
- 'E.' UPON CONSOLE. 
ACCEPT WORDS FROM CONSOLE. PERFORM CAPITAL IZATION. 
MJVE WORDS TO CROIA.
 
DISPLAY 'TYPE THE SECOND LINE OF THE TITLE YOU WISH TO RETRIE
 
'VE.' UPON CONSOLE.
 
ACCEPT WORDS FROM CONSOLE. PERFORM CAPITALIZATION. 
MOVE WORDS TO CRO18.
 
GO TO SIMULTANEOUS-CR. 
02.
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DISPLAY 'TYPE THE ACRONYM YOU WISH TO RETRIEVE.' UPON CONSOL1 
ACCEPT WORDS FROM CONSOLE. PERFORM CAPITALIZATION. 
MOVE 	WORDS TO CRO2A.
 
GO TO SIMULTANEOUS-CR. 
03.
 
DISPLAY 'TYPE THE EXPERIMENT NUMBER YOU WISH TO RETRIEVE.' 
UPON CONSOLE.
 
ACCEPT WORDS FROM CONSOLE. PERFORM CAPITALIZATION.
 
MOVE WORDS TO CRO3A. 
G1 TO COMPARISON. 
04. 
DISPLAY 'TYPE THE MONTH, DAY, AND YEAR OT THE EARLIEST RESJM: 
-	 'S YOU WISH TO' UPON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY 'RETRIEVE, IN THE FOLLOWING FORMAT:' JPON CONSILE. 
DISPLAY '00/00/00' UPON CONSOLE. 
ACCEPT CRO4A FROM CONSOLE.
 
EXAMINE CRO4A TALLYING UNTIL FIRST SPACE.
 
IF TALLY 
CONSOLE 
< 8, 
GO TO 
DISPLAY 'RESUME 
04. 
DATE IMPROPERLY ENTERED.' UPON 
04 A. 
DISPLAY 'TYPE THE MONTH, DAY, AND YEAR OF THE LATEST RESJMES 
-	 'YOU WISH TO RETRIEVE' UPON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY 'IN THE SAME FORMAT.' UPON CONSOLE.
 
ACCEPT CR043 FROM CONSOLE.
 
EXAMINE CR048 TALLYING UNTIL FIRST SPACE.
 
IF TALLY < 8, DISPLAY 'RESUME DATE IMPROPERLY ENTERED.' UPON
 
CONSOLE GO TO 04A.
 
GO TO SIMULTANEOUS-CR. 
05.
 
DISPLAY 'TYPE THE EARLIEST VERSION YOU WISH TO RETRIEVE, IN T 
-	 'HE FOLLOWING FORMAT:' UPON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY -'0000' UPON CONSOLE.
 
ACCEPT CROSA FROM CONSOLE.
 
EXAMINE CROSA REPLACING ALL ' ' BY '0'.
 
DISPLAY 'TYPE THE LATEST VERSION YOJ WISH TO RETRIEVE, I4 THE
 
' SAME FORMAT.' UPON CONSOLE.
 
ACCEPT CROSB FROM CONSOLE.
 
EXAMINE CR055 REPLACING ALL ' ' BY '3'.
 
G3 TO SIMULTANEOUS-CR. 
06.
 
DISPLAY 'TYPE THE LAST NAME OF THE PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR YOU 
- ' WISH TO RETRIEVE.' UPON CONSOLE. 
ACCEPT WORDS FROM CONSOLE. PERFORM CAPITALIZATION. 
MOVE WORDS TO CRO6A.
 
GO TO SIMULTANEOUS-CR.
 
07.
 
GO TO NA.
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O.
 
GO TO NA.
 
09.
 
GO TO NA.
 
13.
 
30 TO NA.
 
GO TO NA.
 
12.
 
,SO TO NA.
 
13.
 
GO TO NA.
 
14.
 
33 TO NA.
 
15.
 
GO TO NA.
 
16.
 
G2 TO NA. 
17.
 
DISPLAY 'TYPE THE STATUS YOU WISM 
ACCEPT WORDS FROM CONSOLE. PERFORM 
M3VE WORDS TO CR17A.
 
GO TO SIMULTANEOUS-CR. 
18.
 
GO TO NA.
 
19. 
DISPLAY 'TYPE THE AGENCY YOU WISH 
ACCEPT WORDS FROM CONSOLE. PERFORM 
MOVE WORDS TO CRI9A.
 
GO TO SIMULTANEOUS-CR. 
20.
 
DISPLAY 'TYPE THE OFFICE AND CODE 
- 'ISH TO RETRIEVE' UPON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY 'IN THE FOLLOWING FORMAT:' 
D0 SPLAY 'XXXX/XXX UPON CONSOLE.
 
ACCEPT WORDS FROM CONSOLE. PERFORM 
MOVE WORDS TO CR20A.
 
GO TO SIMULTANEOUS-CR. 
21.
 
G3 TO NA. 
TO RETRIEVE.' UPON CONSOLF. 
CAPITALIZATIOJ. 
TO RETRIEVE.' UPON :ONSOL=. 
CAPITAL IZATION. 
OF THE PROGRAM OFFICE Y9IU W 
UPON CONSOLE. 
CAPITALIZATION. 
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22.
 
G3 TO NA.
 
23.
 
GO TO NA.
 
G9 TO NA. 
25.
 
GO TO NA.
 
26.
 
DISPLAY 'TYPE THE 14STRUMENT TYPE YOU WISH TO RETRIEVr.' UPON 
CONSOLE. 
ACCEPT WORDS FROM CONSOLE. PERFORM CAPITALIZATION. 
MOVE WORDS TO CR26A, CR26B.
 
GO TO SIMULTANEOUS-CR.
 
27.
 
DISPLAY 'TYPE THE SECURITY CLASSIFICATION YOU WISH Tl RFTRIEV 
- 'E.' UPON CONSOLE. 
ACCEPT WORDS FROM CONSOLE. PERFORM CAPITALIZATION. 
MOVE WORDS TO CR2TA. 
GO TO SIMULTANEOUS-CR. 
28.
 
IF K5 = 0, MOVE 1 TO K.
 
SUBTRACT K FROM 8 GIVING K-HOLD. 
DISPLAY 'FROM I TO ' K-HOLD ' APPLICATIONS MAY BE LISTED AS S 
- 'IMULTANEOUS RETRIEVAL' UPON CONSOLE. IF K > I, 
DISPLAY 'CRITERIA IN ADDITION TO THOSE ALREADY SPECIFIED.' 
UPON CONSOLE, GO TO 28A. 
DISPLAY 'CRITERIA. LIST THEM ONE AT A TIME, AS REQUESTED. WHF 
- 'N Y3U HAVE COMPLETED' UPON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY 'THE LIST, AND THE NEXT APPLICATION IS REQUESTED, TYP 
- 'E END.' UPON CONSOLE. 
28A. 
DISPLAY 'TYPE THE CORRECT ABBREVIATION OF AN APPLICATION YOU 
- 'WISH TO RETRIEVE.' UPON CONSOLE. 
ACCEPT WORDS FROM CONSOLE. PERFORM CAPITALIZATION. 
MOVE WORDS TO CR28 (K).
 
IF CR28 (K) = 'END', MOVE SPACES TO CR28 (K),
 
GO TO SIMULTANEOUS-CR.
 
IF K < 7 ADD 1 TO K GO TO 28A.
 
DISPLAY 'NO MORE THAN 7 APPLICATIONS MAY BE CONSIDERED SIMULT
 
- 'ANEOUSLY.' UPON CONSOLE. GO TO SIMULTANEOUS-CR. 
29.
 
DISPLAY 'TYPE THE SPACECRAFT YOU WISH TO RETRIEVE.' 
U'ON CONSOLE.
 
ACCEPT WORDS FROM CONSOLE. PERFORM CAPITALIZATION.
 
MOVE WORDS TO CR29A.
 
GO TO SIMULTANEOUS-CR.
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30.
 
GO TO NA.
 
31.
 
GO TO NA.
 
32.
 
GO TO. NA.
 
33.
 
G3 TO NA.
 
34.
 
GO TO NA.
 
35.
 
DISPLAY 'FOR RETRIEVAL 3N THE BASIS OF SPECTRAL RANGE, Tn OP 
- 'TIONS ARE AVAILABLE:' UPON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY ' 1) DEFINITION OF THE GENERAL SPECTRAL REGION, "RI 
UPON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY ' 2) SPECIFICATION OF THE EXACT L1IITS 3F THE R-,SIn 
'N.' UPON CONSOLE.
 
DISPLAY 'TYPE THE NUMBER OF THE OPTION Y3U WISH TO US-.'
 
UPON CONSOLE.
 
35A.
 
ACCEPT ANSWER FROM CONSOLE.
 
IF ANSWER = '11 'OR ANSWER = '01 ' 30 TO 35B.
 
IF ANSWER = 12 ' OR ANSWER = '02 ' GO TO 35C.
 
DISPLAY 'INVALID RESPONSE. TYPE I OR 2.' UPON CONSOLE.
 
GO TO 35A.
 
35B.
 
DISPLAY 'FROM THE LIST OF ACCEPTED TERMS (SEE OPERATING MANUA
 
'L), TYPE THE TERM' UPON CONSOLE.
 
DISPLAY 'WHICH BEST DESCRIBES THE SPECTRAL REGION YOU WISH TO
 
' RETRIEVE.' UPON CONSOLE.
 
ACCEPT WORDS FROM CONSOLE. PERFORM CAPITALIZAT InN.
 
MOVE WORDS TO TERM, ANSWER.
 
IF ANSWER = 'GAM'
 
MOVE '00100.0000' TO CR35A
 
MOVE '10000.0000' TO CR35B, CR35E
 
MOVE 'KEV TO CR35C
 
MOVE '00000.1000' TO CR35D
 
MOVE IMEV' TO CR3SF GO TO 35F.
 
IF ANSWER = IX-RI
 
MOVE '10000.0000' TO CR35B
 
MOVE '00100.000' TO CR35A, CR35E, CR35H
 
MOVE 'EV' TO CR35C
 
MOVE '00000.1000' TO CR35D, CR35G
 
MOVE 'KEV' -TO CR35F
 
MOVE 'A' TO CR351 GO TO 35F.
 
IF ANSWER= 'UV ' OR ANSWER = 'ULT'
 
MOVE '00100.o0000' TO CR35A
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MOVE '04000.0000' TO CR358
 
MOVE 'A' TO CR35C
 
MOVE '00000.0100' TO CR35D
 
MOVE '00000.4000' TO CR35E
 
MOVE 'MICRON' TO CR35F
 
MOVE '00010.0000' TO CR35G
 
MOVE '00400.0000' TO CR35H
 
MOVE 'MILMICR' TO CR35! GO TO 35F.
 
IF ANSWER = 'VISO -

MOVE '04000.0000' TO CR35A
 
MOVE '07000.0000' TO CR35B
 
MOVE 'A' TO CR35C
 
MOVE '00000.4000' TO CR35D
 
MOVE '00000.7000' TO CR35E
 
MOVE 'MICRON' TO CR35F
 
MOVE '00400.0000' TO CR35G
 
MOVE '00700.0000' TO CR35H
 
MOVE 'MILMICR' TO CR351 GO TO 35F.
 
IF ANSWER = 'NEA' 
MOVE '07000.00001 TO CR35A
 
MOVE '20000.0000' TO CR358
 
MOVE 'A' TO CR35C
 
MOVE '00000.7000' TO CR35D
 
MOVE '00002.0000' TO CR35E
 
MOVE 'MICRON' TO CR35F
 
MOVE '00700.0000' TO CR35G
 
MOVE '02000.0000' TO CR35H
 
MOVE 'MILMICR' TO CR351 GO TO 35F.
 
IF ANSWER = 'INT'
 
MOVE '00002.0000' TO CR35A, CR350, CR35G
 
MOVE '00008.0000' TO CR35B, CR35E, CR35H
 
MOVE 'MICRON' TO CR35C, CR35F, CR351
 
GO TO 35F.
 
IF ANSWER = 'THE' 
MOVE '00008.0000' TO-CR35A, CR35D, CR35G 
MOVE '00014.0000' TO CR358, CR35E, CR35H 
MOVE 'MICRON' TO CR35C, CR35F, CR351 
GO TO 35F. 
IF ANSWER = 'FAR' 
MOVE '00014.0000' TO CR35A, CR35D, CR35-
MOVE '01000.0000' TO CR356, CR35E, CR35H 
MOVE 'MICRON' TO CR35C, CR35F, CR351 GO TO 35F.
 
IF ANSWER = 'MIL' 
MOVE '00001.0000' TO CR35A, CR35E 
MOVE '00010.0000' TO CR35B 
MOVE 'MM' TO CR35C 
MOVE '00000.1000' TO CR35D 
MOVE 'CM' TO CR35F 
MOVE '00030.0000' TO CR35G 
MOVE '00300.0000'- TO CR35H 
MOVE 'GHZ' TO CR351 GO TO 35F. 
IF ANSWER = 'MIC'
 
MOVE '00001.0000' TO CR35A
 
MOVE '00010.0000' TO CR35B
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MOVE 'CM' TO CR35C
 
MOVE '00003.0000' TO CR35D, CR35G
 
MOVE '00030. 0000' TO CR35E, CR35H
 
MOVE "GHZ' TO CR35F, CR351 G3 TO 35F'.
 
IF ANSWER = 'UHF'
 
MOVE '00010.0000' TO CR35A
 
MOVE '00100.0000. TO CR35B
 
MOVE 'CM' TO CR35C
 
MOVE '00000.1000' TO CR35D
 
MOVE '00001.0000' TO CR3SE
 
MOVE METER' TO CR35F
 
MOVE '00300.0000' TO CR35G
 
MOVE '03000.0000 TO CR35H
 
MOVE 'MHZ' TO CR351 GO TO 35 = .
 
IF ANSWER = 'VHFI 
MOVE '00001.0000' TO CR35A
 
MOVE '00010.0000' TO CR35B
 
MOVE 'METER' TO CR35C
 
MOVE '00030.0000' TO CR350, CR353
 
MOVF '00300.0000' TO CR35E, CR35H
 
MOVE 'MHZ' TO CR35F, CR351 GO TO 35F.
 
IF ANSWER = 'HF'
 
MOVE '00010.0000' TO CR35A
 
MOVE '00100.0000' TO CR35B
 
MOVE 'METER' TO CR35C
 
MOVE 100003.0000' TO CR35D, CR35G
 
MOVE '00030.0000' TO CR35E, CR35H
 
MOVE 'MHZ' TO CR35F, CR35! GO TO 35F.
 
IF ANSWER = 'MF'
 
MOVE '00100.0000' TO CR35A
 
MOVE '01000.0000' TO CR35B
 
MOVE 'METER' TO CR35C
 
MOVE '00300.0000' TO CR35D
 
MOVE '03000.0000' TO CR35E
 
MOVE 'KHZ' TO CR35F
 
MOVE '00000.3000' TO CR35G
 
MOVE '00003.0000' TO CR35H
 
MOVE 'MHZ' TO CR351 GO TO 35F.
 
IF ANSWER = 'ILF 
MOVE '00001.0000' TO CR35A
 
MOVE '01000.0000' TO CR358
 
MOVE 'KM' TO CR35C
 
MOVE '00000.0000' TO CR35D, CR35G
 
MOVE '00300. 0000' TO CR35 E
 
MOVE 'KHZ' TO CR35F
 
MOVE '00000.3000' TO CR35H
 
MOVE 'MHZ' TO CR35! GO TO 35F.
 
DISPLAY TERM I IS NOT A VALID SPECTRAL REGION.' UPO4 C3INSLE. 
GO TO 35B. 
35 C.
 
DISPLAY 'TYPE THE LOWER LIMIT OF THE SPECTRAL RANGE YOU WISH 
- 'TO RETRIEVE' UPONCONSOLE. 
DISPLAY 'IN THE FOLLOWING FORMAT:' UPON CONSLE. 
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DISPLAY '00000.0000' UPON CONSOLE.
 
ACCFPT CR35A FROM CONSOt F. MOVE CR35A TO CR39X.
 
EXAMINE CR35A REPLACING ALL ' ' BY '2'.
 
EXAMINE CR35A TALLYING ALL '.'. IF TALLY IS NOT FQUAL Tf I,
 
DISPLAY 'INVALID ENTRY. YOU MUST INCLUDE ONE DFCIMAL PJI'T.
 
UPON CONSOLE, GO TO 35C.
 
DISPLAY 'TYPE THE UPPER LIMIT OF THE SPE:TRAL RAJS' Y3! WISH
 
'TO RETRIEVE' UPON CONSOLE.
 
DISPLAY 'IN THE-SAME FORMAT.' UPON SONSOLE.
 
35D.
 
ACCEPT CR35B FROM CONSOLE. MOVE CR35B TO CR39Y.
 
EXAMINE CR35B REPLACING ALL ' ' BY '0'.
 
EXAMINE CR35B TALLYING ALL '.'. IF TALLY = 1, G6 TO 35F.
 
TDISPLAY 'INVALID ENTRY. YOU MUST INCLUDF ONE DECIMAL POINT. 
'YPE THE UPPER LIMIT' UPON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY 'IN THE FOLLOWING FORMAT:' UPON CONSOLE.
 
DISPLAY '00000.0000' UPON CONSOLE. GO TO 35D.
 
15E. 
DISPLAY 'TYPE THE UNITS CORRFSPONDING TO THESE VALUES I\ THE 
- 'FOLLOWING FORMAT:' UPON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY 'XXXXXXX' UPON CONSOLE. 
ACCEPT WORDS FROM CONSOLE. PERFORM CAPITALIZAT ION.
 
MOVE WORDS TO CR35C. MO)VE ' 2' TO TERM.
 
35F.
 
GO TO SIMULTANEOUS-CR. 
36.
 
DISPLAY 'TYPE THE LOWEST ACCEPTABLE LIMIT OF SPECTRAL RESOLUT 
- 'ION IN PERCENT' UPON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY 'IN THE FOLLOWING FORMAT:' UPON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY '000.0000' UPON CONSOLE.
 
ACCEPT CR36A FROM CONSOLE. MOVE CR36A TO CR36X.
 
EXAMINE CR36A REPLACING ALL ' I BY '0'.
 
DISPLAY 'TYPE THE HIGHEST ACCEPTABLE LIMIT OF SPECTRAL ESJLU
 
'TION IN PERCENT' UPON CONSOLE.
 
DISPLAY 'IN THE FOLLOWING FORMAT:' UPON CONSOLE.
 
DISPLAY '000.0000' UPON CONSOLE.
 
ACCEPT CR36D FROM CONSOLE. MOVE CR36D TO CR36Y.
 
EXAMINE CR36D REPLACING ALL ' ' BY '0' GO TO SIMULTA\JE3US-CR. 
37.
 
GO TO NA.
 
38.
 
DISPLAY 'TYPE THE LOWER LIMIT OF THE FIELD OF VIEW NORMAL TO
 
-- 'THE FLIGHT PATH' UPON CONSOLE.
 
DISPLAY 'IN DEGREES IN THE FOLL04ING FORMAT:' UP3N CONSOLE.
 
DISPLAY '0000.00' UPON CONSOLE.
 
ACCEPT CR38A FROM CONSOLE. MOVE CR38A TO CR38X.
 
EXAMINE CR38A REPLACING ALL ' ' BY '0'.
 
THE FIELD OF VIFW NORMAL TO
DISPLAY 'TYPE THE UPPER LIMIT OF 
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'THE 	 FLIGHT PATH' UPON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY 'IN THE SAME FORMAT' UPON CONSOLE.
 
ACCEPT CR38B FROM CONSOLE. MHVE CR3B TO SR38Y.
 
EXAMINE CR3AB REPLACING ALL ' ' BY 'I'.
 
G3 TO SIMULTANE9US-CR.
 
39.
 
GO TO NA.
 
40. 
DISPLAY 'TYPE THE LOWEST ACCFPTA3L- AN;ULAR RgSOLUTTON IN nF 
-	 'REES' UPON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY 'IN THE FOLLOWING FORMAT:' UPVN CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY '0000.000' UPON CONSOLt. 
ACCEPT CR40A FROM CONSOLE. MOVE CR40A T3 CR40X. 
EXAMINE CR40A REPLACING ALL ' ' BY '0'. 
DISPLAY 'TYPF THE HIGHEST ACCEPTABLE ANGULAM RESOLUTION IN T1 
'E SAME FORMAT.' UPON CONSOLE. 
ACCEPT CR40B FROM CONSOLE. MOVF CR40B TO CR40Y. 
EXAMINE CR40B REPLACING ALL ' ' BY '0'. 
GI T3 SIMULTANEOUS-CR. 
41.
 
GO TO NA.
 
42.
 
GO TO NA. 
43.
 
GO TO NA.
 
44. 
DISPLAY 'FROM THE LIST OF AC-EPTW1 TERMS (SEE OPFPATING MANJA 
- 'L) TYPE THE RANGE OF' UPON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY 'ALTITUDE YOU WISH TO RETRIEVE IN THE FOLI OWING FOR.MA 
-	 'T:' UPON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY 'XXXXX' UPON CONSOLE. 
4- A. 
AZCEPT WORDS FROM CONSOLE. PERFORM CAPITALIZATION. 
MOVE 	WORDS TO CR44A.
 
EXAMINE CR44A TALLYING LEADING SPACES. IF TALLY > 0 DISPLAY
 
'TYPED ENTRY MUST BE JUSTIFIED LEFT. PLEASE RETYPF.'
 
UPON CONSOLE, GO TO 44A.
 
DISPLAY 'FROM THE LIST OF ACCEPTED TERMS TYPE THE ECCF\ITRICIT
 
'Y YOU WISH' UPON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY 'TO RETRIEVE IN THE FGLLOdING FRPMAT:' U:)'J >DJSIL. 
DISPLAY 'XXXXXXXXX' UPON CONSOLE. 
44B.
 
ACCEPT WORDS FROM CONSOLE. PERFORM CAPITALIZATION.
 
MOVE WORDS TO CR44B.
 
EXAMINE CR44B TALLYING LEADING SPACES. IF TALLY > 0 DISPLAY
 
'TYPED ENTRY MUST BE JUSTIFIED L-FT. PLEASE RETYPF.'
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UPON CONSOLE, GO TO 44B. GO TO SIMULTANE]US-Ct. 
45.
 
DISPLAY 'FROM THE LIST OF ACCEPTED TERMS (SEE OPERATING fl'J 
- 'L) TYPE THE RANGE OF' UJON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY 'INCLINATION Y3U WISH T3 RETRI&VZ IN TAE EOLLJWING FI 
'RMAT:' UPON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY 'XXXXXXXXXXX' UPON CONSOLE. 
45A. 
ACCEPT WORDS FROM CONSOLF. PERFORM CAPITALIZATION.
 
MPVF WORDS TO CR45A.
 
=EXAMINE CR45A TALLYING LEADING SPACES. I TALLY > 0 DISPLAY 
'TYPED ENTRY MUST BE JUSTIFIED LEFT. PLE4SE RFTYP= IA'13E. 
UPON CONSOLF, GO TO 45A.
 
DISPLAY 'FROM THE LIST OF ACCEPTED TERMS TYPE THC LAUNCH AZIM
 
•'UTH YOU WISH TO' UPON CONSOLE.
 
DISPLAY 'RETRIEVE IN THE FOLLOWING FORMAT:' UPON CONSOIF.
 
DISPLAY 'XXXXXXXXXX' UPON CONSOLE.
 
458. 
ACCFPT WORDS FROM CONSOLE. PERFORM CAPITAL IZATIJN.
 
MJVE WORDS TO CR45B.
 
EXAMINE CR45B TALLYING LEADING SPACES. IF TALLY > 0 )ISPLAY
 
'TYPED ENTRY MUST BE JUSTIFIED LEFT. PLEASE RETYPE.'
 
UPON CONSOLE, GO TO 45B. GO TO SIMULTANEOUS-CR. 
46.
 
GO TO NA. 
47. 
GO TO NA. 
48.
 
DISPLAY lTYPE THE LOWEST ACCEPTABLE LIMIT OF WFIGHT (IN POUN) 
- 'S) YOU WISH TC' UPON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY 'RETRIEVE IN THE FOLLOWING FORMAT:' UPON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY '00000.' UPON CONSOLE. 
ACCEPT CR48A FROM CONSOLE. MOVE CR48A TO CR48X.
 
EXAMINE CR48A REPLACING ALL ' ' 3Y '0'.
 
DISPLAY 'TYPE THE HIGHEST ACCEPTABLE LIMIT OF WEIGHT I' THE F
 
'OLLOWING FORMAT:' UPON CONSOLF.
 
DISPLAY '00000.' UPON CONSOLE.
 
ACCEPT CR48B FROM CONSOLE. MOVE CR43B TO CR48Y.
 
EXAMINE CR48B REPLACING ALL ' ' BY '0' GO TO SIMULTA'JEIUS-CR.
 
49. 
DISPLAY 'TYPE THE LOWEST ACCEPTABLE VOLUME IN CUBIC FrFT IN T 
-- 'HE FOLLOWING FORMAT:' UPON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY '00000.00' UPON CONSOLE.
 
ACCEPT CR49A FROM CONSOLE. MOVE CR49A T3 C 49X. 
EXAMINE CR49A REPLACING ALL ' ' BY '0'.
 
DISPLAY 'TYPE THE HIGHEST ACCFPTABLE VOLUME IN THE SAME FORMA
 
'T:' UPON CONSOLE.
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ACCEPT CR49B FROM CONSOLE. MOVE CR49B TO CR49Y.
 
EXAMINE CR49B REPLACING ALL ' I BY '0'.
 
GO TO SIMULTANEOUS-CR.
 
5D.
 
DISPLAY 'TYPE THE HIGHEST ACCEPTABLE AVERAGE POWEP REQJIREMFN
 
- 'T IN WATTS' UPON-CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY 'IN THE FOLLOWING FORMAT!' UPON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY '0000.' UPON -CONSOLE. 
ACCEPT WORDS FROM CONSOLE. PERFORM CAPITALIZATION. 
MOVE WORDS TO CRSOA, CR5OX. 
EXAMINE CRSOA REPLACING ALL ' I BY '0'. 
GO TO SIMULTANEOUS-CR. 
51.
 
DISPLAY 'TYPE THE HIGHEST ACCEPTABLE STANDBY POWER REOUIREM'E
 
- 'T IN WATTS' UPON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY 'IN THE FOLLOWING FORMAT: ' UPON CONSOLE. 
DI SPLAY 'OO0.' UPON CONSOLE. 
ACCEPT WORDS FROM CONSOLE. PERFORM ZAPT TALI ZATTON.
 
MOVE WORDS TO CR5IA, CRS1X.
 
EXAMINE CR51A REPLACING ALL ' ' BY '0'.
 
GO TO SIMULTANEOUS-CR.
 
52.
 
DISPLAY 'TYPE THE HIGHEST ACCEPTABLE PEAK POWER REOUIR-MENTS
 
- 'IN WATTS' UPON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY 'IN THE FOLLOWING FORMAT:' UPON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY '0000.' UPON CONSOLE. 
ACCEPT WORDS FROM CONSOLE. PERFORM CAPITALIZATION. 
MOVE WORDS TO CR52A, CR52X. 
EXAMINE CR52A REPLACING ALL ' ' BY 'O'. 
Gn TO SIMULTANEOUS-CR.
 
53.
 
= 
DISPLAY 'TYPE THE LOWEST ACCEPTA3L MFAN TIME BEFORE FAI1JPF
 
- ' (MTBF)' UPON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY 'IN THE FOLLOWING FORMAT:' UPON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY '000.' UPON CONSOLE. 
ACCEPT CR53A FROM CONSOLE. MOVE CR53A TO CR53X. 
EXAMINE CR53A REPLACING ALL ' ' BY '0'. 
DISPLAY 'TYPE THE UNITS CORRESPONDING TO THIS VALUE IN THE FO 
'LLOWING FORMAT:' UPON CONSOLE.
 
DISPLAY 'XXXX' UPON CONSOLE.
 
ACCEPT WORDS FROM CONSOLE. PERFORM CAPITALIZATION.
 
MOVE WORDS TO CR53B.
 
GO TO SIMULTANEDUS-CR. 
54. 
DISPLAY 'TYPE SOURCE, SENSITIVE, SOURZ/SEN, OR NONE I THE FP 
- 'LLOWING FORMAT:' UPON CONSOLE. 
DS-PLAY IXXXXXXXXX' UPON CONSOLF.
 
ACCEPT WORDS FROM CONSOLE. PERFORM CAPITALIZATION.
 
MOVE WORDS TO INTF.
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EXAMINE INTF TALLYING ALL 1 '. IF INTc = '\JNF' .IR TALLY = 
ZERO GO TO 54A. DISPLAY 'INVALID RESPONSE.' UPON CONSILE, 
GO TO 54. 
5( A.
 
IF ITEM-NO : 54 MOVE INTF TO CR54A.
 
IF ITEM-NO = 55 MOVE INTF TO CR55A.
 
IF ITEM-NO = 56 MOVE INTF TO CR56A.
 
IF ITEM-NO = 57. MOVE INTF TO CR57A. GO TO SIMULTANEOUS-CR.
 
58.
 
GO TO NA.'
 
59.
 
GO TO NA.
 
60.
 
DISPLAY 'FROM THE LIST OF ACCEPTED TERMS (SEF OPFEATINS MANUA
 
- 'L), TYPE THE MODE OF' UPON CONSOLE.
 
DISPLAY 'DATA RECOVERY YOU WISH TO RETRIEVF IN THE FOLLOWING
 
- 'FORMAT:' UPON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY 'XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX' UPON CONSOLE. 
ACCFPT WORDS FROM CONSOLE. PFRFORM CAPITALIZATION. 
MOVE WORDS TO CR6OA. 
GO TO SIMULTANEOUS-CR. 
61.
 
G0 TO NA.
 
62.
 
GO TO NA.
 
63.
 
GO TO NA.
 
64.
 
GO TO NA.
 
65.
 
GO TO NA.
 
66.
 
z GO TO NA.
 
67.
 
GO TO NA.
 
68.
 
GO TO NA.
 
%JA.
 
DISPLAY 'RETRIEVAL ON THE BASIS OF ITEM ' ITEM-NO ' IS NOT AV 
- 'AILABLE IN THE' UPON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY 'CURRENT SYSTEM. DO YOU WISH TO RETRIEVE ON THE BASIS 
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' OF ANOTHER ITEM?' UPON CONSOLE. 
ACCEPT WORDS FROM CONSOLE. PERFORM CAPITALIZATION.
 
MOVE WORDS TO ANSWER.
 
PERFORM ANSWER-CHECK UNTIL ANSWER = 'YES' OR A'JSWER = 'NO'.
 
IF ANSWER = 'NO' GJ TO NEXT-FUNCTION.
 
MOVE 0 TO K5 GO Tn ITEM-RETRIEVAL.
 
SIMULTAN EOUS-CR. 
DISPLAY 'DO YOU WISH TO RETRIEVE SIMULTANEOUSLY ON THE ASTS 
- 'OF ANOTHER ITEM?' UPON CONSOLE. 
ACCEPT WORDS FROM CONSOLE. PFRFORM CAPITAL IZATION. 
MOVE WORDS TO ANSWER. 
PERFORM ANSWER-CHECK UNTIL ANSWER = 'YES' OR ANSWER = 'Nn'. 
IF ANSWER = 'NO' GO TO COMPARISON. 
MOVE 0 TO K5 GO TO ITEM-RETRIEVAL. 
READ-RESUME-CARDS-INTO-MEMORY. 
READ SIS-FORM-INPUT-FILE RECORD INTO 65-SPACFS
 
AT END GO TO TRANSITION.
 
MOVE 65-SPACES TO LINE-01.
 
RFAD SIS-FORM-INPUT-FILE RECORD INTO 65-SPACFS
 
AT END GO TO TRANSITION. 
MOVE 65-SPACES TO LINE-02.
 
READ SIS-FORM-INPUT-FILE RECORD INTO 65-SPACES
 
AT END GO TO TRANSITION.
 
MOVE 65-SPACES TO LINE-03.
 
READ SIS-FORM-INPUT-FILE RECPRD INTO 65-SPACES
 
AT END GO TO TRANSITION.
 
MOVE 65-SPACES TO LINE-04.
 
READ SIS-FORM-INPUT-FILE RECORD INTO 65-SPACES
 
AT END GO TO TRANSITION.
 
MOVE 65-SPACES TO LINE-05.
 
READ SIS-FORM-INPUT-FILE RECORD INTO 65-SPACES
 
AT END GO TO TRANSITION.
 
MOVE 65-SPACES TO LINE-06.
 
READ SIS-FORM-INPUT-FILE RECORD INTO 65-SPACFS
 
AT END GO TO TRANSITION.
 
MOVE 65-SPACES TO LINF-07.
 
READ SIS-FnRM-INPUT-FILE RECORD INTO 65-SPACES
 
AT END GO TO TRANSITION.
 
MOVE 65-SPACES TO LINE-Os.
 
READ SIS-FORM-INPUT-FILE RECOR ) INTO 65-SPACES
 
AT END GO TO TRANSITION.
 
MOVE 65-SPACES TO LINE-09.
 
READ SIS-FORM-INPUT-FILE RECORD INTO 65-SPACES 
AT END GO TO TRANSITION.
 
MOVE 65-SPAZES TO LINE-IO.
 
READ SIS-FORM-INPJT-FILF RECORD INTO 65-SPACES
 
AT END GO TO TRANSITION.
 
MOVE 65-SPACES TO LINE-Il.
 
READ SIS-FnRM-INPUT-FILE RECORD INTO 65-SPACES
 
AT END GO TO TRANSITION.
 
MOVE 65-SPACES TO LINE-12.
 
READ SIS-FORM-INPUT-FILE RECORD INTO 65-SPACES
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AT END GO TO TRANSITION.
 
MOVE 65-SPACES TO L-INF-13.
 
READ SIS-FORM-INPUT-FILE RECORD INTO 65-SPACES
 
AT END GO TO TRANSITION.
 
MOVE 6r-SPACES TO LINE-14.
 
READ SIS-FORM-INPUT-FILE RECORD INTO 65-SPACES
 
AT END GO TO TRANSITION. 
MOVE 6'-SPACES TO LINE-15. 
READ S1S-FORM-INPUT-FILE RECORD INTO 65-SPACFS 
AT END GO TO TRANSITION. 
MOVE 65-SPACES TO LINE-16. 
READ SIS-FORM-INPUT-FILE RECORD INTO 65-SPACFS 
AT FND GO TO TRANSITION. 
MOVE 65-SPACES TO LINE-17.
 
READ SIS-FORM-INPUT-FILE RECORD INTO 65-SPACES
 
AT END GO TO TRANSITION.
 
M)VE 65-SPACES TO LINE-18. 
RFAD SIS-FORM-INPJT-FILE RECORD INTO 65-SPACES 
AT END GO TO TRANSITION. 
MOVE 65-SPACES TO LINE-19. 
READ SIS-FORM-INPUT-FILE RECORD INTO 65-SPACES 
AT END GO TO TRANSITION. 
MOVE 65-SPACES TO LINE-20. 
READ SIS-FORM-INPUT-FILE RECORD INTO 65-SPACES 
AT END GO TO TRANSITION. 
MOVE 65-SPACES TO LINE-21. 
READ SIS-FORM-INPUT-FILE RECORD INTO 65-SPACES 
AT END GO TO TRANSITION.
 
'MOVE 65-SPACES TO LINE-22. 
READ SIS-FORM-INPUT-FILE RECORD INTO 65-SPACES
 
AT END GO TO TRANSITION.
 
MOVE 65-SPACES TO LINE-?3."
 
READ SIS-FORM-INPUT-FILE RECOR) INTO 65-SPACES
 
AT END GO TO TRANSITION.
 
MOVE 65-SPACES TO LINE-24.
 
READ SIS-FORM-INPUT-FILE RECORD INTO 65-SPACES
 
AT END GO TO TRANSITION.
 
43VE 65-SPACES TO LINE-25.
 
READ SIS-FORM-INPUT-F!LE RECORD INTO 65-SPACES
 
AT END GO TO TRANSITION.
 
MOVE 65-SPACES TO LINE-26.
 
READ SIS-FORM-INPUT-FILE RECORD INTO 65-SPACFS
 
AT END GO TO TRANSITION.
 
MOVE 65-SPACES TO LINE-27.
 
READ SIS-FORM-INPUT-FILE RECORD INTO 65-SPACES
 
AT END GO TO TRANSITION.
 
MOVE 65-SPACES TO LINE-28.
 
READ SIS-FORM-INPUT-FILE RECORD INTO 55-SPACES
 
AT END GO TO TRANSITION.
 
MOVE 65-SPACES TO LINE-29.
 
READ SIS-FORM-INPUT-FILE RECORD INTO 65-SPACES
 
AT END GO TO TRANSITION.
 
MOVE 69-SPACES TO LINE-30.
 
READ SIS-FORM-INPUT-FILE RECORD INTO 65-SPACES
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AT END GO TO TRANSITION.
 
MOVE 65-SPACES TO LINE-31.
 
READ SIS-FORM-INPUT-FILE RECORD 

AT END GO TO TRANSITION.
 
MOVE 65-SPACES TO LINE-32.
 
READ SIS-FORM-INPUT-FILE RrCRRn 
AT END GO TO TRANSITION.
 
MOVE 65-SPACES TO LINF-33.
 
READ -SIS-FORM-INPUT-FILE RECORD 

AT END GO TO TRANSITION.
 
MOVE 65-SPACES TO LINE-34.
 
READ SIS-FORM-INPUT-FILE RECORD 

AT -END GO TO TRANSITION.
 
MOVE 65-SPACES TO L INF- 35.
 
INTO 65-SPACrS 
INTO 65-SPACES 
INTO 65-SPACES 
INTO 65-SPACrS
 
READ SIS-FORN-INPUT-FILE RECORO INTO 65-SPACFS
 
AT END GO TO TRANSITION.
 
MOVE 65-SPACES TO LINE-36.
 
READ SIS-FORM-INPUT-FILE RECORD INTO 65-SPACFS
 
AT END GO TO TRANSITIJN.
 
MOVE 65-SPACES TO LINE-;7. 
READ SI S-FORM-INPUT-FILE RFCORD INTO 65-SPACES 
AT END GO TO TRANSITION. 
MOVE 65-SPACES TO LINE-38. 
READ SIS-FORM-INPUT-FILE RECORD INTO LINE-39 
AT END GO TO TRANSITION. 
READ SIS-FORN-INPUT-FILE RECORD INTO LINE-40 
AT END GO TO TRANSITION. 
READ SIS-FORM-INPUT-FILE RECORD INTO LINE-41 
AT END GO TO TRANSITION. 
READ SIS-FORM-INPUT-FILE RECORO INTO LINF-42 
AT END GO TO TRANSITION. 
READ SS-FORM-INPUT-FILE RECORD INTO LINE-43 
AT END GO TO TRANSITION. 
READ SIS-FORM-INPUT-FILE RECORD INTO LIJE-44 
AT END GO TO TRANSITION.
 
READ SIS-FORM-INPUT-FILE RFCORD INT9 L IE-45
 
AT END GO TO TRANSITION.
 
READ SIS-FORM-INPUT-FILE RECORD INTO LINE-46
 
AT END GO TO TRANSITION. 
READ SIS-FORM-INPUT--FILE RECORD INTO LINE-47 
AT END GO TO TRANSITION. 
READ SI S-FORM-INPUT-FILE RECORD INTO LINE-48 
AT END GO TO TRANSITION. 
READ SIS-FORM-INPUT-FILE RECORD INTO LINE-49 
AT END GO TO TRANSITION.
 
READ SIS-FORM-INPUT-FILE RECORD INTO LINE-50
 
AT END GO TO TRANSITION.
 
READ SIS-FORM-INPUT-FILE RECORD INTO LINE-SI
 
AT END GO TO TRANSITION.
 
READ SIS-FORM-INPUT-FILE RECORD INTO LINE-52
 
AT END GO TO TRANSITION. 
READ SIS-FORM-INPUT-FILE RECORD INTO LINE-53 
AT END GO TO TRANSITION. 
READ SIS-FORM-INPUT-FILE RECORD INTO LINE-54 
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AT FND GO TO TRANSITION.
 
READ SIS-FORM-INPUT'--FILE RECORD INTO LINE-55
 
AT END GO TO TRANSITION.
 
READ SIS-FORM-INPUT-FILE RECORD INTO LINE-56
 
AT END GO TO TRANSITION.
 
Rf:AD SIS-FORM-INPUT-FILE RECORD INTO LINE-57
 
AT END GO TO TRANSITION.
 
READ SIS-FORM-INPUT-FILE RECORD INTO LINE-58
 
AT END GO TO TRANSITION.
 
READ SIS-FORM-INPUT-FILE RECORD INTO LINE-59
 
AT END GO TO TRANSITION-.
 
P INT-RESUME.
 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-I FROM BLANK-LINE AFTER ADVANCING 0. 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-2 FROM LINE-39 AFTER ADVANCING THREE. 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-I FROM PAGE-LINE AFTER ADVANCING NONE. 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-2 FROM LIJE-4 AFTER ADVAIt TWJ. 
WRITE OUTPUT-LTNE-PAGE-I FROM LINE-O AFTER ADVANCING TWO. 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-2 FROM LINE-4i AFTER ADVANCINS NONE. 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-i FROM LINE-02 AFTER ADVANCIN G TA]. 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-2 FROM LINE-42 AFTER ADVANCING NONE. 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-I FROM LINE-03 AFTER ADVANCING TWI. 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-2 FROM LINE-43 AFTER ADVANCIN]G NONE. 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-I FROM LINE-04 AFTER ADVANCING TWO.
 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-2 FROM LINE-44 AFTER ADVANCING NONE. 
WlITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-I FROM LINE-05 AFTER ADVANCING TWO. 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-2 FROM L IN E-45 AFTER &DVAN:IN3 NONE. 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-I FROM LINE-OS AFTER ADVANCING Ti 0 . 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-2 FROM LINE-46 AFTER ADVANCING NONE. 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-I FROM LINE-07 AFTER ADVAN CIG TWI. 
WRITE OUTPUT-LI NE-PAGE-2 FROM LINE-47 AFTER ADVANCING NONF. 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-1 FROM LINE-O8 AFTER ADVAN IN: TWO. 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-2 FROM LINE-48 AFTER ADVANCING M"NOE. 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-2 FROM LINE-49 AFTER ADVANCING ONE. 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-I FROM LINE-09 AFTER ADVAN CING 3N-. 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-2 FROM LINE-50 AFTER ADVANCING NONE. 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-i FROM LINE-I AFTER ADVANZIN3 TWO. 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-2 FROM LINE-5I AFTER ADVANCING V3iE. 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-1 FROM LINE-11 AFTER ADVANCING ONE. 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-2 FROM LINE-52 AFTER ADVANICING 434)E. 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-1 FROM LINE-12 AFTER ADVANCING ONE. 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-1 FROM LTNE-13 AFTER ADVANCING ONE. 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-2 FROM LINE-53 AFTER ADVANCING NOE. 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-i FROM LINE-14 AFTER ADVANCING ONE. 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-2 FROM LINE-54 AFTER ADVA'JCINS N3E. 
WRITE OUTPUT-LI NE-PAGE-i FROM LINE-15 AFTER ADVANCING ONE. 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-2 FROM LINE-55 AFTER ADVANCING NONE. 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-2 FROM LINE-56 AFTER ADVAN CING 34E. 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-I FROM LINE-16 AFTER ADVANCING ONE. 
WRITE OUTPJT-LINE-PAGE-2 FROM LINE-57 AFTER ADVA\ICING.iNE. 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-I FROM LINE-17 AFTER ADVANCING ONE. 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-2 FROM LINE-58 AFTER ADVANCING NONE. 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-i FROM LINE-18 AFTER ADVANCING O'E. 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-i FROM LINE-19 AFTER ADVANCING ONE.
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WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-2 FROM LINE-59 AFTER ADVANCING NONE.
 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-i FROM LINE-20 AFTER ADVANCING ONE.
 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-i FROM LINE-21 AFTER ADVANCING ONF.
 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-i FROM LINE-22 AFTER ADVANJCINJG 3N=.
 
WR ITE OUTPUT-LI NE-PAGE-1 FROM LINE-23 AFTER ADVANCING ONF. 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-i FROM LI' F-24 AFTER ADVANZIN3 ON=. 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-i FROM LINE-25 AFTER ADVANCING ONE. 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-1 FROM LINE-26 AFTER ADVANCING ONF. 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAG-I FROM LINE-27 AFTER ADVA4CI'G )'4E. 
WR ITE OUTPUT-LI NE-PAGE-I FROM LINE-28 AFTER ADVANCING ONE. 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGF-i FROM L INE-29 AFTE: NDVANIN3 ONE. 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-i FROM LINE-30 AFTER ADVANCING ONF. 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-I FROM LINE-31 AFTER ADVANCING ONF. 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGF-I FROM LINE-32 AFTFR ADVANCN\'j )'IE. 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-I FROM LINE-33 AFTER ADVANCING ONF. 
4RITE OUTPUT-LINF-PAGE-I FROM LINJl-34 AFTFI ADV&N:IN; nNw. 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-i FROM LINE-35 AFTER ADVANCING 34E. 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-I FROM LTNE-36 AFTER ADVANCING TWO. 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-I FROM LINE-37 AFTER ADVAJCIN TWI. 
WRITE OUTPUT-LINE-PAGE-I FRlM LINE-38 AFTER ADVANCING TWn. 
NEXT-RETRI EVAL. 
DISPLAY 'DO YOU WISH TO SUBMIT NEW RETRIEVAL CRITERIA?' UPON
 
CONSOL E.
 
ACCEPT WORDS FROM CONSOLE. PERFORM CAPITALIZATI4 .
 
43VE WORDS TO ANSWER.
 
PERFORM ANSWER-CHECK UNTIL ANSWFR = 'YES' OR ANSWfl = INO'. 
IF ANSWER = 'YES' GO TO INITIATION. GO TO EXT-FUNCTIJ'. 
VERS 	ION-U P. 
MOVE ZERO TO VC. PERFORM INCREMENT-VERSION VARYING 
VERSION-NUM FROM 1 BY I UNTIL VERSION-CHK = VERSION. 
ADD I TO VERSION-NUM. MOVE V.ERSION-NUM TO VERSION. 
INCREMENT-VERSION. 
MOVE VERSION-NUM TO VERSION-CHK. 
ANSWER-CHECK. 
DISPLAY 'INVALID RESPONSE. TYPE YES OR NO.' UPON CONSOLE.
 
ACCEPT WORDS FROM CONSOLE. PERFORM CAPITALIZATION.
 
MOVE WORDS TO ANSWER.
 
NUMBER-EXAM. 
TRANSFORM ANNUM FROM 'a%*<-/OWERTYUIDPASDFGHJKLZXCVBNM,.#,$.+ 
'-) j&>:;,?"= (' TO ' 1. 
EXAMINE ANNUM TALLYING ALL SPACES REPLACIN3, BY '0'. 
IF TALLY = 0 GO TO NUMBER-CONVERS ION. EXAMINE AJNUi TALLYING 
UNTIL FIRST 101. IF TALLY = 0 GO TO NUMBER-CONVERSION. MOVE 
ANNUM TO ANNUM-TRUNC. MOVE ANNUM-TRUNC TO ANNUM-RIGHT. 
EXAMINE ANNUM-RIGHT REPLACING ALL SPACES BY '0'. MOIE 
ANNUM-RIGHT TO ANNUM. 
NUMBER-CONVERSION.
 
MOVE 01 TO ITEM-NO, NUM. PERFORM CYCLE UNTIL ANNUM = NUM.
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CYCLE.
 
ADD 01 TO ITEM-NO. MOVE ITEM-NO TO NUM.
 
IT IAL IZE-FOR-KEY-WORD-SEARCH.MOVE SPACES TO KEYWORD-TABLF, LFGEND-TABLE.
 
MOVE 14 TO NO-LINES. MOVE SPACES TO Ni.
 
EXAMINE KEYWORD-TABLE REPLACING ALL ' ' BY ' 
MOVE ZEROS TO LENGTH-TABLF. 
MOVE I TO N2. 
DISPLAY 'WHEN SEARCHING FOR KEYWORDS, TWO OPTIONS ARE AVAILAB 
- 'LE:' UPON. CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY ' 1) THE FIRST OCCURRENCE WITHIN A RESUME 3F AS MAN 
- 'y AS POSSIBLE' UPON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY ' OF THE SPECIFIED KEYWORDS CAN BE LISTEO, 3)' 
UPON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY ' 2) THE FIRST OCCURRENCE WIT-IN A RESUME 3 ANY ON 
- 'E OF THE SPECIFIED' UPON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY I KEYWORDS CAN BE LISTED.' UPON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY 'TYPE THE NUMBER OF THE OPTION YOU WISH TO USE.' 
UPON CONSOLE.
 
RE TRY. 
ACCEPT ANSWER FROM CONSOLE.
 
IF ANSWER = '1 ' OR 
ANSWER = '01 ' MOVE 'I ' TO ANSWER G3 T3 KEYW2RD-SE&RZH. 
IF ANSWER = '2 4 OR 
ANSWER = '02 ' MOVE '2 ' TO ANSWER GO TO KEYWORD-SEARCH. 
DISPLAY 'INVALID RESPONSE. TYPE 1 OR 2.' UPON CONSOLE, 
GO TO RETRY. 
KEYWIID-SEARCH. 
DISPLAY 'FROM I TO 4 KEY WORDS MAY BE SPECIFIED AS IN)EPENMEN 
- IT RETRIEVAL' UPON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY 'CRITERIA. LIST THEM ONE AT A TIME, AS REQUESTED. WHE
 
- 'N YOU HAVE COMPLETED' UPON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY 'THE LIST, AND TE NEXT KEY WORD IS REQJESTED, TYPE E 
- 'ND.' UPON CONSOLE. 
ENTER-KEYWORDS.
 
DISPLAY 'TYPE A KEY WORD FOR WHICH YOU WISH TO SEARCH.'
 
UPON CONSOLE.
 
ACCEPT WORDS FROM CONSOLE. PERFORM CAPITALIZATION.
 
MOVE WORDS TO KEYWORD (N2), LEGEND (N2).

IF KEYWORD (N2) IS NOT EQUAL TO 'END' GO TO TAILOR-KEYWORD.
 
MOVE SPACES TO KEYWORD (N2), LEGEND (N2).
 
EXAMINE KEYWORD (N2) REPLACING ALL ' ' BY '
 
LAST-W ORD. 
MOVE ZERO TO N6,
 
DISPLAY 'ADVANCE CONSOLE CARRIAGE TO START LIST 6 LINES FROM 
- 'TOP OF NEXT BLANK' UPON CONSOLE, 
DISPLAY 'PAGE. WHEN FINISHED, TYPE TWO SPACES.' UPON CONSOLE,
 
ACCEPT ANNUM-TRUNC FROM CONSOLE, 
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DISPLAY ' LIST OF INSTRUMENT RESUMES'
 
UPON CONSOLE.
 
DISPLAY ' BY TITLE, SPACECRAFT, A'D A::J'JYM' 
UPON CONSOLE.
 
DISPLAY I WHICH FXHI31T 1 TIE ItDICAT_) IT-mS' 
UPON CONSOLE. 
IF ANSWER = '1
 
DISPLAY ' AS MANY AS POSSIBLE OF THE FOLLOWING KEYWORDS: 
', UPON CONSOLE. 
IF ANSWER = '2 1 
DISPLAY ' ANY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING KEYWORDS: f 
UPON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY ' ' UPON CONSOLE. 
DISPLAY 'I LEGEND. (1) ' ' LEGEND (2) ' , LEGEND (3) ' 
LEGEND 14) UPON CONSOLE. 
PERFORM SPACE-AWAY 2 TIMES, GO TO INITIATE-SEARCH. 
TAILOR-KEYWORD.
 
EXAMINE KEYWORD (N2) TALLYING JNTIL FIRST '
 
4)VE TALLY TO LEN3TH N2) .
 
EXAMINE KEYWORD (N2) REPLACING ALL ' ' BY ' 0.
 
IF N2 < 4 ADD 1 TO N2 GO TO ENTER-KEYWOR)S.
 
DISPLAY 'NO MORE THAN 4 KEY WORDS MAY BE CONSIDERED AT JNE I!
 
'ME.' UPON CONSOLE. GO TO LAST-WORD.
 
141 TI ATE-SEARCH.
 
IF NI IS NOT EQUAL T- ' ' DISPLAY ' ' UPON CONSOLE. 
IF NO-LINES > 51, SUBTRACT NO-LINES FROM 72 GIVING
 
LINES-LEFT, PERFORM SPACE-AWAY LINES-LEFT TIMES,
 
MOVE 6 TO NO-LINES. MOVE SPACES TO NI.
 
READ DISK-FILE RECORD INTO PAGE-1 AT END GO TO END-KEYWJD.
 
READ DISK-FILE RECORD INTO PAGE-2 AT END SO TO END-KEYWlRPD.
 
IF ACRONYM = ' ' GO TO END-KEYWORD. MOVE I TO N5.
 
MOVE TITLE TO LINE (1).
 
MOVE TITLE-CONTO TO LINE (2).
 
MOVE LINE-in TO LINE (3). 
MOVE LINE-11 TO LINE (4).
 
MOVE LINE-12 TO LINE (5).
 
MOVE LINE-13 TO LINE (6).
 
MOVE LINE-14 TO LINE (7).
 
MOVE LINE-15 TO LINE (8).
 
MOVE LINE-16 TO LINE (9).
 
MOVE LINE-il TO LINE (10).
 
MOVE LINE-18 TO-LINE (Ii).
 
MOVE LINE-I9 TO LINE (12).
 
MOVE LINE-20 TO LINE (13).
 
MOVE LINE-21 TO LINE (14).
 
MOVE LINE-22 TO LINE (15).
 
MOVE LINE-23 TO LINE (16).
 
MOVE LINE-24 TO LINE (17).
 
MOVE LINE-25 TO LINE (18).
 
MOVE LINE-26 TO LINE (19).
 
MOVE LINE-27 TO LINE 120).
 
MOVE LINE-28 TO LINE (21).
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3 )VE LINE-29 TO LINE (22). 
MOVE LINE-30 TO LINE (23). 
MOVE LINE-31 TO LINE (24). 
MOVE LINE-32 TO LINE (25). 
MOVE LINE-33 TO LINE (26). 
MIVE LINE-34 TO LINE (27). 
MOVE LINE-35 TO LINE (28). 
MOVE LINE-36 TO LINE (29). 
MOVE INSTRUMENT-TYPE TO LINE (30). 
MOVE ORGANIZATION OF PRINCIPAL-INVESTIGATOR TO LINE (31). 
MOVE ORGANIZATION OF CO-INVESTIGATOR TO LINE (32). 
MOVE VENDOR TO LINE (33). 
MOVE LOCATION TO LINE (34).
 
MOVE ZERO TO N3. MOVE 1 TO N4.
 
TR AN SF ORM-LI NE. 
MIVE ZERO TO TAB-SPACE, TAB. 
ADD I TO N3. IF N3 > 34 ADD I TO N4, MOVE I TO N3. 
IF N4 = 5 OR KEYWORD (N4) = ' ' GO TO INITIATE-SEARCH. 
MOVE LINE (N3) TO LINE-TABLE. 
TRANSFORM LINE-TABLE FROM KEYWORD (N4) T3 ' 
PERFORM TABULATION VARYING N7 FROM I BY I UNTIL N7 = 66 OR
 
'TAB-SPACE = LENGTH (N4). GO TO TRANSFORM-LINE. 
TABULAT ION. 
IF POSITION (N7) IS NOT EQUAL TO * ', MOVE ZERO TO TAB. 
IF POSITION (N?) IS JOT EQUAL TO ' ', MOVE ZERO TO TAB-SPACE. 
IF POSITION (NT) = * ' ADD I TO TAB-SPACE. 
IF POSITION (Ni) = ' 	 ' ADD I TO TAB. 
IF TAB = LENGTH (N4) 	 COMPUTE NS = NT + I
 
TRANSFORM POSITION (N8)
 
FROM 1,.:;?*(/+_=><$@#, TO '
 
TRANSFORM POSITION (NB)

FROM QUOTE TO SPACE.
 
IF TAB = LENGTH (N4) AND POSITION (NB) = ' ',
 
GO TO LIST-RESUME.
 
LIST-RESUME.
 
MOVE 1 TO N6.
 
IF N5 > I GO TO KEYWORD-LIST. MOVE 2 TO N5.
 
MOVE SPACES TO STATUS-OUT-I, STATUS-OUT-2, RI, R2.
 
IF STATUS = 'PROPOSAL ' OR CONTRACT-TYPE = 'PROPOSAL ',
 
MOVE '-PROPOSAL' TO STATUS-OUT-i, STATUS-OUT-2.
 
IF COMPLETION-DATE = 'INACT' MOVE '/INACTIVE' T3 19, 2.
 
IF TITLE-CONTD IS NOT EQUAL TO ' ' MOVE SPACES TO
 
STATUS-OUT-i, RI.
 
DISPLAY ' ' TITLE STATUS-OUT-i RI UPON CONSOLE.
 
IF TITLE-CONTD IS NOT EQUAL TO ' '1
 
DISPLAY ' ' TITLE-CONTD STATUS-OUT-2 R2 UPJN C3S2LE,
 
ADD I TO NO-LINES.
 
DISPLAY ' ' SPACECRAFT ' ' ACROJY9 UPON CONSOLE.
 
ADD 3 TO NO-LINES.
 
KEYWORD-LIST.
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MOVE KEYWORD (N4) TO KEYWORD-OUT.
 
EXAMINE KEYWORD-OUT REPLACING ALL ' ' BY '
 
IF N3 = 1 OR N3 = 2, MOVE 'I'- TO NI.
 
IF N3 = 3 OR N3 = 4 OR N3 = 5 OR N3 = 6 JR '43 = 7 3 N3 = 8,
 
iJVE 'PURPOSE' TO Ni. 
IF 	N3 = 9 OR N3 = 10 OR N3 = 11 OR N3 = 12 OR N3 = 13 OR 
N3 = 14 OR N3 = 15 OR N3 = 16 OR N3 = 17 OR N3 = 18 OR 
N3 = 19 OR N3 = 20 OR N3 = 21 OR N3 = 22 OR N3 = 23 OR 
N3 ='24 OR N3 = 25 OR N3 = 26 OR N3 = 27 JR '43 2A, 
M]VE 'PRINCIPLES 07 OPERATION' TO NI. 
IF N3 = 29# 
MOVE 'PHENOMENA OBSERVED' TO Ni. 
IF N3 = 30 
MOVE 'INSTRUMENT TYPF' TO NI. 
IF N3 = 31 
MOVE 'ORGANIZATION OF PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR' TO NI. 
IF 	N3 = 32 
MOVE 'ORGANIZATION OF CO-INVESTIGATOR TO NI.
 
IF N3 = 33
 
MOVE 'VENDOR' TO NI.
 
IF N3 = 34
 
MOVE 'LOCATION OF VENDOR' TO NI.
 
DISPLAY ' ' KEYWORD-OUT ' IN ITEM ' Ni UPON CONSflLE.
 
ADD 1 TO NO-LINES. MOVE 35 TO N3. IF ANSWER = '2 ',
 
GO 	 TO INITIATE-SEARCH. GO TO TRANSFORM-LINE. 
EN D-KEYWORD. 
DISPLAY ' ' UPON CONSOLE.
 
IF N6 = 0 DISPLAY 'NO RESUMES WERE FOUND WITH THE SPECTFIEO K
 
'EY WORDS.' UPON CONSOLE, PERFORM SPACE-AWAY 57 TIIES.
 
IF 	N6 > O, SUBTRACT NO-LINES FROM 72 GIVING LINES-LEFT, 
PERFORM SPACE-AWAY LINES-LEFT TI4ES.
 
DISPLAY 'DO YOU WISH TO SPECIFY A NEW SET OF KEY WORDS?'
 
UPON CONSOLE.
 
ACCEPT ANSWER FROM CONSOLE.
 
PERFORM ANSWER-CHECK UNTIL ANSWER 'YES' OR ANSWER : '
 
OR ANSWER = 'NO' OR ANSWER = ' 1.
 
IF ANSWER = 'YES' OR ANSWER = ' ' CLOSE DISK-FILE, OPEN
 
INPUT DISK-FILE, GO TO INITIALIZE-FOR-KEY-WORD-SEARCH.
 
GO TO NEXT-FUNCTION.
 
CAPITALIZATION. 
TRANSFORM WORDS FROM v
 
TO 'ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ.
 
SPACE-AWAY. 
DISPLAY ' ' UPON CONSOLE. 
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APPENDIX D 
COGNIZANT PERSONNEL
 
The following persons may be contacted for further
 
information regarding the use of-the search and retrieval
 
system described in this contract report. All official requests
 
should be directed to the-NASA personnel. Unofficial informa­
tion may be obtained through the IITRI personnel:
 
NASA Personnel
 
Mr. Raymond Minzner
 
Code TES
 
National Aeronautics and Space Administrattdn
 
Electronics Research Center
 
575 Technology Square.
 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
 
(6173) 494-2403
 
or
 
Dr. David Oberholtzer
 
Code TEO
 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
 
Electronics Research Center
 
575 Technology Square
 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
 
(617) 494-2403
 
lIT Research Institute Personnel
 
Mr. Peter Bock or Mr. William L. Vest
 
ITT Research Institute
 
1815 K Street, N. W.
 
Suite 601
 
Washington, D. C. 20006
 
(202) 296-1610
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APPENDIX E 
MODIFICATIONS OF THE INSTRUMENT RESUME FORMAT
 
Immediately prior to the publication'of this document,
 
several modifications of the format of the Instrument Resume
 
were initiated. These modifications were-made as a re-sult of
 
a continuing evaluation of the'bAsic resdme -format in.an effort
 
to improve its utility. This appendix describes briefly these
 
modifications..
 
To facilitate reproduction of the resume using the Xerox
 
process, the-color o the resumes has been changed. The new
 
edition will have a light green screened background wherevetrthe
 
dark blue appears in the original edition. Dividing lines,.
 
boundaries, and item titles and numbers will be printed in very
 
dark green ink over the light green background.
 
Items 65,-66, 67, and- 68 have been eliminated upon the
 
request of the Contract and Technical Monitors. It became
 
evident that the proprietary nature of thfs, information
 
severely limited the distribution of the completed resumes­
'Consequently, the space formerly occupied by these item has' 
been combined into a single item numbered 65 and entitled
 
HISTORICAL REMARKS. The format of this new item will be x(64).
 
The purpose of this item is to list any pertinent information
 
concerning the historical development-of the instrument - a 
technical or administrative. Descriptions of past uses and
 
applications of the instrument, now described in PRINCIPLES OF
 
OPERATION, will now be given in HISTORICAL REMARKS. This new
 
item may also-be used to describe difficulties encountered -­
during development, changes in technical-or administrative
 
personnel, cost figures, etc.
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It was also decided to impress,upon those preparing ti
 
resumes the -importance of including in item 62 (TELEMETRY RE-

QUIREMENTS) definitive information describing the required­
bandwidth for the telemetry systems used with the instrument.
 
This information must necessarily take into account the rate
 
and frequency:of data acquisition, the overall mission profile,
 
the frequency, the bandwidth, the availability of ground-based
 
data-receiving stations, and many other parameters that affect
 
the transmission of acquired data.
 
It was further decided to emphasize the importance of
 
including definitive sensitivity and noise figures, whenever
 
possible, in either item 33 (MEASUREMENT RANGE) or item 34
 
(PRECISION AND ACCURACY).
 
Undoubtedly further modifications of the format o-f the
 
Instrument Resume will evolve in the future. These changes
 
will be reported periodically either as addenda to this report,
 
or in subsequent reports.
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